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Abstract

Traditionally, brain-machine interfaces (BMI) recorded from neurons in cerebral

cortical regions associated with voluntary motor control including primary motor

(M1), primary somatosensory (S1), and dorsal premotor (PMd) cortices. Wheelchair

BMI where users’ desired velocity commands are decoded from these cortical neu-

rons can be used to restored mobility for the severely paralyzed. In addition,

spatial information in these areas during navigation can potentially can incorpo-

rated to bolster BMI performance. However, the study of spatial representation

and navigation in the brain has traditionally been centered on the hippocampal

structures and the parietal cortex, with the majority of the studies conducted in

rodents. Under this classical model, S1, M1, and PMd would not contain allocen-

tric spatial information. In this dissertation I show that a significant number of

neurons in these brain areras do indeed represent body position and orientation

in space during brain-controlled wheelchair navigation.

First, I describe the design and implementation of the first intracortical BMI

for continuous wheelchair navigation. Two rhesus monkeys were chronically im-

planted with multichannel microelectrode arrays that allowed wireless recordings

from ensembles of premotor and sensorimotor cortical neurons. While monkeys

remained seated in the robotic wheelchair, passive navigation was employed to

train a linear decoder to extract wheelchair velocity from cortical activity. Next,

monkeys employed the wireless BMI to translate their cortical activity into the
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wheelchair’s translational and rotational velocities. Over time, monkeys improved

their ability to navigate the wheelchair toward the location of a grape reward. The

presence of a cortical representation of the distance to reward location was also

detected during the wheelchair BMI operation. These resutls demonstrate that

intracranial BMIs have the potential to restore whole-body mobility to paralyzed

patients.

Second, building upon the finding of cortical representation of the distance

to reward location, I found that during wheelchair BMI navigation the discharge

rates of M1, S1, and PMd neurons correlated with the two-dimensional (2D) room

position and the direction of the wheelchair and the monkey head. The activities

of these cells were phenomenologically similar to place cells and head direction

(HD) cells found in rat hippocampus and entorhinal cortices. I observed 44.6%

and 33.3% of neurons encoding room position in the two monkeys, respectively,

and the overlapping populations of 41.0% and 16.0% neurons encoding head di-

rection. These observations suggest that primary sensorimotor and premotor cor-

tical areas in primates are likely involved in allocentrically representing body po-

sition in space during whole-body navigation, which is an unexpected finding

given the classical model of spatial processing that attributes the representation of

allocentric space to the hippocampal formations.

Finally, I found that allocentric representation of body position in space was

not clear during passive wheelchair navigation. Two rhesus monkeys were pas-

sively transported in an experimental space with different reward locations while

neuronal ensemble activities from M1 and PMd were recorded wirelessly. The ac-

tivities of the recorded cells did not clearly represent the position and direction

of the wheelchair. These results suggest active navigation might be a prerequisite

for primary sensorimotor and PMd participation in the allocentric representation

of space.
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In summary, dorsal premotor and primary sensorimotor cortical correlates of

body position and orientation in space were found in rhesus monkeys during

the operation of an intracortical wheelchair BMI for navigation. These findings

contradict the classical dichotomy of localized spatial processing, support a dis-

tributed model of spatial processing in the primate brain, and suggest both con-

text and species differences are important in neural processing. The incorporation

of the allocentric spatial information present in these cortical areas during brain-

controlled wheelchair navigation can potentially improve future BMI navigation

performance.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Rationale

In this dissertation I investigate how the primate sensorimotor and premotor cor-

tex encode spatial information during whole-body navigation. The initial motiva-

tion for this project was to develop a brain-controlled prosthesis for wheel-chair

control. Traditionally brain-machine interface (BMI) has been associated with up-

per limb prosthesis such as robotic arms or virtual actuators like computer cur-

sors. However, the field is lacking in research directed to restore mobility to the

severely paralyzed. The dominant mobility restoration device is the wheelchair,

and this motivated the development of the wheelchair BMI described in the first

part of this dissertation.

Typically, BMI recorded from neurons in cerebral cortical regions M1, PMd,

S1, and PPC (see section 1.2 and section 1.3), which are usually associated with

voluntary control of motor movements. However, wheelchair navigation is a spa-

tial task and it would be helpful to be able to decode spatial information, which

may be leveraged to boost BMI control (see section 6.2.3). While M1, PMd, S1,

1



and PPC are typically associated with egocentric motor control, allocentric spa-

tial processing and navigation is usually associated with hippocampal formations

(HF) (through studies mostly conducted in rats). So, if we want to decode spatial

information, especially allocentric types, would we have to record from the hip-

pocampus? We hoped that this would not be the case as it is much more difficult

to record from the medial temporal lobe (where the HF is located) in primates

than in rats. This then motivated my investigation on whether spatial informa-

tion, particularly allocentric, is present in brain areas such as M1, PMd, and S1 –

areas commonly recorded in BMI.

Thus my dissertation contains two major parts: 1) wheelchair BMI for restor-

ing mobility, and 2) finding representation of allocentric spatial information in

cerebral cortical neurons from S1, M1, and PMd. In this chapter, I present the nec-

essary background needed to properly frame my analysis and their interpretation

in the subsequent chapters of this dissertation. I first introduce the current view

on the representation of movement in motor-related cortical areas, then proceed

to a short history of brain-machine interfaces (BMI) and describe how BMI adds to

our current knowledge of the representation of movement. I then transition to re-

view the current models and theories on the neural representation of self-motion,

space and orientation.

1.2 Representation of Movements in the Cortex

Several cortical areas are thought to contribute to voluntary movements in pri-

mates including the primary motor cortex (M1), premotor cortex (PM), the sup-

plementary motor area (SMA), and to a lesser degree the primary sensorty cortex

(S1) and posterior parietal cortex (PPC). The link between M1 and the control of

movement was initially established by stimulation experiments and the effects of
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lesions in this area. Early studies of M1 has revealed a mapping between different

areas of this region with movement of the different body parts (known as soma-

totopy) and led to the overly simplistic idea of M1 as a massive switchboard for

controlling the muscles of the different body parts. Our understanding of M1 has

since undergone substantial changes as primarily upper-limb movement studies

revealed its activities can represent both movement kinematics [144] such as di-

rection [104, 252, 231, 141], and kinetics such as joint movement and muscle forces

[75, 13, 256].

The premotor cortex, which is commonly divided into the dorsal (PMd) and

ventral (PMv) areas has been most well known for the preparation for and the sen-

sory guidance of movement [315, 221, 200, 145, 306, 224], as well as other functions

including reach decision making [48], spatial attention [163], conditional motor

learning [115] and action observation [235, 237, 80]. Motor maps of the face and

extremities are also present in the PM cortex, although stimulation often evokes

more complex movements and at higher intensity than needed compared to M1.

The function of SMA is less clear compared to M1 and PM areas [201]. Recent

studies indicate that it is crucial for linking cognition to action, including self- or

internally trigerred movements [221], movement sequences and learning [281],

cognitive control [133] and timing [189, 186, 185].

S1 plays a criticle role in processing afferent somatosensory input and con-

tributes to the integration of sensory and motor signals necessary for skilled move-

ment [26, 146]. Like M1, S1 also demonstrates sensory somatotopy. PPC has long

been considered an ’association’ area that combines information from different

sensory modalities (visual, auditory, somatosensory) to form a cognitive repre-

sentation of space [8, 9, 7, 271], mediate visuomotor transfomrations required for

reaching and grasping [143, 145, 20], and plan movements [272, 146].

These cortical areas have reciprocal projections to each other, subcortical and
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FIGURE 1.1: Illustration of primate brain areas involved in motor move-
ment control. (A) The major cortical inputs to the primary motor cortex.
PMd=dorsal premotor area; PMv=ventral premotor area; S1=primary sensory cor-
tex; SMA=supplementary motor area; CMA=cingulate motor area. (B) The major
cortical inputs to the premotor area. Dense interconnections between the premo-
tor areas are not shown. (C) Cortico-Striatal-Thalamic loop circuits involved in
the planning and execution of voluntary movements. [Adapted from ref. [146]]

brainstem structures, and the spinal cord (see Fig. 1.1). The planning and execu-

tion of voluntary movement relies on the premotor and primary motor areas op-

erating in conjunction with sensory and association areas. The functional overlap

of these cortical areas would suggest the control of voluntary movement is fairly

distributed. Indeed, recent studies have shown that the labeling of brain areas as

motor, sensory, or higher order (associative) may be overly simplified, and that

a more distributed mode of information processing is present in the primate cor-

tex [162, 206, 164, 267, 232]. This is not to say, for example, that motor functions
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will not be affected with damage to M1 (though functional recovery of varying

degree following motor cortex lesions is certainly possible [170, 213, 62]), but that

for a given behavioral parameter, neurons distributed within multiple cortical ar-

eas participate, with varying degree, in the representation and processing of that

parameter.

1.3 Brain-Machine Interface (BMI)

1.3.1 Correlating neural activities with behavior

The field of BMI is established on the existence of a correlation between neuronal

activities and behaviorally relevant parameters such that an appropriate mathe-

matical transfer function, or “decoder”, can calculate in real-time the output pa-

rameters based solely on the neuronal activities.

The earliest example of correlating cortical neural activity with physical stimu-

lus is attributed to Sir Edgar Adrian’s measurement of optical nerve activities with

metal microelectrodes. Edward Evarts was the first to use chronic recordings to

study single neuron acvitivies in M1 of awake, behaving monkeys while they per-

formed a variety of motor tasks [73, 74]. His seminal experiments revealed that

M1 neurons generated signals that provided specific information about the nature

of movements of specific body parts such as muscle force and joint rotations prior

to their initiation.

In 1968, Karl Frank, an early director of the Neural Interfaces Program at the

National Instituite of Neurological Disorders and Stroke stated that the institue

“will be engaged in the development of principles and techniques by which infor-

mation from the nervous system can be used to control external devices such as

prosthetic devices [. . . ] and ultimately perhaps even computers” [87].

In 1970, Humphrey, Schimdt and Thompson [132] at the same institute recorded
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simultaneously from several, individually selected neurons in M1 of the unanes-

thetized monkey as it performed simple arm movements as in [73]. In that study

the authors attempted to derive emprical transfer functions relating the time-

varying neuronal firing rates to the torque applied by the monkeys’ wrist flexor

and extensor muscles. A number of techniques from time series analysis was used

including the Wiener filter [122] and the authors noted among all attempted tech-

niques, linear combinations of the firing rates by coefficients obtained through or-

dinary multiple regression yielded the offline prediction of the measured torques

and the change of torque with time.

Around the same time, inspired by John Basmajian’s experiments demonstrat-

ing humans are capable of modulating individual motor units innervating the

muscles [17], Eberhard Fetz showed the activity of single M1 neurons could be

voluntarily modulated as well. By providing auditory and visual feedback signals

proportional to the cell activity, he was able to train rhesus monkeys to increase

the firing rates of single motor cortical neurons by up to 500% [81]. In a series of

subsequent experiments, Fetz and colleagues demonstrated operant conditioning

of single cortical cells in conjunction with muscle activation and showed that the

activity of M1 cells that are normally associated with specific arm muscles can be

dissociated [82, 83]. Soon after in 1980, Edward Schimdt and colleagues recorded

from the rhesus monkey M1 using multiple chronically implanted electrodes and

demonstrated that the monkeys could modulate the firing rate of individual mo-

tor cortical neurons to precise levels [251] to select LED-targets, achieving com-

munication rates of almost 4 bits/s.

A series of studies from 1982 to 1988 by Apostolos Georgopoulos and col-

leagues [102, 103, 104, 252, 231] in which hundreds of single cell recordings (not

recorded simultaneously) from awake behaving monkeys performing arm reach-

ing tasks revealed that the discharge rates of neurons in motor cortex was re-
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lated not simply to the contraction of muscles, as noted previously by Evarts and

Humphrey, but also correlated with the direction of the arm reaches, a property

they called directional tuning. Each directionally tuned neuron exhibited maximal

discharge rate when a reach movement was made in its preferred direction. At

angles farther away from the preferred direction, these neurons fired less. Geor-

gopoulos and colleagues found the firing rates of the directionally tuned neurons

can be modeled as cosine function of reach directions that peak at the preferred

direction. They were able to accurately reconstruct the trajectories of the mon-

key’s reaches by a linear summation of the directionally tuned neurons’ firing

rates, with the weighting function dervied by assuming each directionall tuned

cell makes a vectorial contribution with direction in the cell’s preferred direction

and magnitude proportional to the change in the cell’s discharge rate associated

with the particular direction of movement. This now classic algorithm is termed

the population vector (PV). The PV analysis also contained the variability in trajec-

tory reconstruction as a function of number of neurons included in the algorithm,

which demonstrated an initial rapid decrease in variability as the population size

increased, followed by much slower rate of decrease after reaching the size of 150

neurons.

With the accumulation of these findings, it became clear that populations of

neurons can accurately encode both extrinsic movement and intrinsic movement

parameters, motor cortical neurons can engage different motorneuronal pools in

a weighted fashion, and this engagement can be consciously modulated and dis-

sociated.

1.3.2 Chronic multielectrode enabled rise of BMI

While conventional single-unit recordings continued to generate novel neuro-

science findings since the day of Evarts, the lack of breakthroughs in chronic
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multi-channel neuronal recordings prevented the field of BMI from taking off until

the mid-1990s, despite the claim by Karl Frank 20 years earlier. Around the mid-

1990s, Miguel Nicolelis and John Chapin conducted a series of investigations of

the rodent somatosensory systems with chronic implants of microwire electrode

arrays at multiple brain areas [207, 210, 205, 208]. In 1998 the same technique was

validated in primates, allowing the recording of multiple cortical areas in awake

owl monkeys [209]. In 1999, Chapin and colleagues demonstrated that popula-

tions of neurons recorded simultaneously from rodent primary motor cortex and

thalamus could be used to control the 1-D movement of a robot arm [43]. A year

later, Wessberg et al. [309] showed for the first time that activities of neuronal

ensembles in the PM, M1 and PPC areas of owl monkeys can be used to accu-

rately reconstruct arm movement trajectories, and to direct in real-time the 3-D

movements of robotic arms. In this study the monkey did not observe the move-

ment of the robot arm and therefore the robot arm control is considered open-loop.

This study was seminal for two reasons. First, it showed the population coding

principles proposed in the previous two decades can be used to control real-time

devices. Second, this study introduced a now classic analysis method, the neuron

dropping curve (NDC), that describes the performance of behavior parameter de-

coding as a function of the size of neuronal ensembles used. The NDC analysis

in this study showed that neuronal ensembles from each of the cortical regions

recorded (M1, PMd, PPC) can be used to independently predict arm movements,

and higher average accuracy results when all subpopulations are combined (with

some caveats [160]), providing support for the distributed view of the cortical in-

formation processing 1.

A quick succession of BMI studies followed. In 2002, Serruya et al. [257]

1 The NDC analysis is in essence very similar to the offline reconstruction variability analysis first
shown in Georgopoulos and colleagues’ PV work [104]. However NDC implies simulantaneous
recordings rather than single unit recording
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demonstrated that rhesus monkeys could quickly learn to control the movement

of a 2-D cursor on a screen under visual feedback without neccessarily making any

overt movements by modulating the activities of 7-30 neurons. Later that year,

Taylor et al. [286] demonstrated control of a computer cursor in 3-D with visual

feedback using a coadaptive algorithm that tracked the changes in 18 neurons’

preferred directions. This study was the first BMI study to utilize an adaptive

decoding algorithm and documented the changes in the neurons’ preferred direc-

tions with respect to the target position during brain control. In 2003, Carmena et

al. [38] showed that rhesus monkyes could learn to control both the reaching and

grasping movements of a robot arm directly with ensembles of cortical neurons

from M1, SMA, PMd, S1, and PPC in closed-loop with visual feedback. This study

also documented the changes in the neuronal tuning properties with respect to the

trajectories made by the robot arm, and proposed that cortical plasticity would al-

low the incorporation of artificial actuator dynamics into neuroprosthetic user’s

own body schema, similar to how a monkey’s body schema can expand to include

a manual tool [136].

1.3.3 Rapid progress in recent years

Since then the pace in BMI research has only accelerated, I enumerate here a few

of the most notable developments in intracortical motor 2 BMI3 to date.

In 2004, Musallam et al. [199] used information from the monkey parietal cor-

tex to control a BMI with movement intention rather than explicity trajectory sig-

nals. They also simultaneously decoded reward information. In 2006 a human

tetraplegic patient with electrode implanted in M1 moved a 2D cursor to perform

2 motor here denotes the control of artificial acutator
3 BMI can be categorized by invasiveness (EEG, ECoG, intracortical), function (motor, sensory,

sensorimotor/bidirectional, cognitive), source of neural signal (intracortical, subcortical), and by
design (endogenous, exogenous, passive training, active training) [162]
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basic computer functions, and controlled a multi-joint arm with a 1-D robotic hand

[126]. This study was remarkable because the subject has been paralyzed for years

(versus able-bodied monkeys), and the training procedure did not involve the ex-

plit use of arm or joystick movements as the previous studiess. In 2007, cortical

activities from monkeys walking bipedally on treadmill were adapted to control

humanoid robot walking [47]. In 2008, monkeys used a 4D robotic arm for self-

feeding via shared-control4 through BMI [299]. Also in 2008, monkeys bypassed

induced peripheral nerve block of the arm and produce muscle movements by

controlling electrical stimulation of the paralyzed muscles through cortical activi-

ties [192]. In 2011, monkeys performed a 2D avator task where they had to select

the right object indicated by intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) [212]. In 2013,

monkeys performed bimanual control of two avatar arms in 2D, moving each arm

independently [134]. Also in the same year, a human patient implanted in M1 was

able to control a robotic arm with 7 degrees of freedom [51]. The same patient was

able to control a robotic arm with 10 degrees of freedom a year later [316].

Despite the rapid progress, relatively few attempts have been made for restor-

ing mobility loss. Companies (a handful including ReWalk, Ekso, Rex) and re-

search groups [302, 85, 268, 67] have begun to approach this problem through the

design of lower-limb exoskeletons which assist users in walking upright. How-

ever, the dominant and simplest device for mobility restoration is still the wheelchair.

1.3.4 BMI leads to better understanding of the brain

The advances in BMI has been interwined with advances in our understanding of

cortical ensemble physiology [206], neural coding, and cortical plasticity. BMI has

been a valuable tool in validating and advancing neuroscience theories, I summa-

4 Here only the end-point of the robotic arm was controlled by the monkey, the joint positioning
of the robotic arm was handled by the computer
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rize here some of these general principles (see also [162, 204, 161]).

1. Single neuron insufficiency principle. Single neuron discharge are noisy from

trial to trial [167, 258] and almost always encodes more than one variables

through broad tuning functions [144, 88]. Therefore by combining the activ-

ity of a large number of neurons, information about multiple variables can

be accurately extracted. The coding of multiple parameters by individual

neurons has been speculated to be computationally advantageous [93], and

the broad tuning functions have been proposed to be necessary for general-

ized motor learning [259]. In addition, a large sample of neurons is needed

in a robust BMI to provide redundancy against electrode failures.

2. Distributed coding principle. As multi-site BMI studies have demonstrated,

neurons distributed within multiple cortical areas participate in the rep-

resentation and processing of behavioral parameters 5 These BMI studies

along with other multi-electrode enabled studies have resulted in rising ac-

ceptance of this principle. As an illustration, the dual-channel hypothe-

sis attributing representation of reaching to PMd and the representation of

grapding to PMv [236] was recently contradicted by a recent study that both

reaching and grapsping are represented in PMd and PMv [280]6.

3. Context principle. Numerous studies have shown neuronal tuning to parame-

ters depend on function or context [197, 144, 110], partly due to cortical neu-

rons exerting influence on multiple muscles. BMI studies since Fetz study

in 1969 have shown neuronal tuning properties can even be modulated con-

5 Some may argue a BMI device using the neurons from brain region X to control robot arm
movement doesn’t necessarily mean region X encode arm movement normally, but the fact region
X can be modulated to control robot arm movement means it has access to motor parameters and
is therefore involved in their representation.

6 the dual-channel hypothesis was taught in neuroscience textbooks as of 2013 [146]
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sciously. Thus neuronal responses to an event would be different depending

on the behavioral context.

4. Plasticity principle. Classical and contemporary research on recovery follow-

ing lesions in the cortex have demonstrated cortical plasticity – cortical neu-

ral circuits can re-organize to recover lost functionality. Our brain’s plasticity

also enables learning of new tasks. BMI studies have shown the same princi-

ple can enable the learning of neuroprosthetic devices, leading to the incor-

poration of external actuators and even sensory modalities into the user’s

body representation in the brain [38, 159, 96, 267, 289, 212, 61].

1.4 Self-motion and Spatial Navigation

Navigation is the process of determining and maintaining a course or trajectory

from one place to another. This process involves multimodal sensory integra-

tion, as well as perception, memory, and planning. In this section I give a brief

overview on the integration of visual and vestibular sensory signals in self-motion,

the representation of space and orientation during navigation, and the relevant

brain regions implicated by the literature.

Two fundamentally different forms of navigation are recognized by researchers

– path integration and landmark navigation [60, 138, 322]. Path integration (also

called dead-reckoning) uses internally-derived sensory/motor information in a

continuous manner to monitor and update one’s orientation relative to some ref-

erence point. These internally-derived idiothetic cues include vestibular signals,

proprioception, and optic flow. In contrast, landmark navigation (also called pi-

loting) is based on the spatial relationships between various stimuli in the env-

iornment and is an episodic process – for landmark navigation to be accurate,

one only needs to refer to the landmarks occasionally [322]. The stimuli used in
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landmark navigation are known as allothetic and includes visual, olfactory, and

auditory cuess. Normally both forms of navigation operate simultaneously and

complement each other, since errors accumulate over time during path integration

and attention to landmarks is required to restore accuracy [72, 36].

In the process of performing path-integration and landmark navigation, two

spatial referenece frames are used. In allocentric reference frame, locations are

defined with respect to external landmarks (e.g. the car is next to the lamp-post,

I am next to the car). In egocentric reference frame, locations of stimuli in the en-

vironment are defined with respect to self (e.g. the food is in front of me). Note

that biological sensors such as our ears and eyes by default localize stimuli in ego-

centric coordinates, and processing is needed to represent locations in allocentric

coordinates. During navigation, however, transformations between the types of

coordinate systems are needed.

1.4.1 Spatial representation and navigation primarily attributed to the hippocampal for-
mations

The neural representation of spatial processing in navigation has been studied in

several non-human species, most notably rodents (rats primarily) and non-human

primates. Many of the earliest and well-known studies were conducted in rats,

due to the relative ease of performing electrophysiological recordings while the

animals freely explore the environment. In rats, dynamic neural representations

of location, distance and direction have been attributed to place cells, grid cells,

and head direction (HD) cells mainly found in the hippocampal formations (HF,

which includes the entorhinal cortex, subiculum, and hippocampus and parahip-

pocampal gyrus) [193, 194, 117, 214, 109, 312] because these cell types have some

of the most conspicuous behavioral correlations among neurons in nonsensory

cortical systems (Fig. 1.2C–E). Outside of the HF, HD and place cells have also
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been found in the thalamus (HD), PPC (HD), and retrosplenial cortex (HD and

place cells). Place cells, which have been recorded throughout the hippocampus,

subicular complex, and entorhinal cortex (EC) [215] show an increased firing rate

when the rat enters a specific location within an enviroment and become virtually

silent when the rat is at all other locations. Grid cells, which have been identi-

fied in the EC [114] and pre- and parasubiculum [24], fire at multiple locations

in an environment in a repeating, grid-like pattern. While grid cell fields in rats

are maintained in spite of changes in running speed and direction in darkness

[114], stable grid fields have not been identified in mice 7 [45, 194]. HD cells have

been found in multiple limbic system areas and parts of the vestibular pathway

[282, 18], they show an increased firing rate when an animal’s head is pointed

in one direction within the yaw plane, and become silent when the head points

in all other directions (in a manner similar to direction tuning in motor cortical

neurons).

HD cells have been identified in monkey pre-subiculum [239]. However, the

existence of place-cells in monkeys is more controlversial with Ono et al. [218]

and Ludvig et al. [177] promoting their existence (Fig. 1.2F), while studies from

Rolls and colleagues [101, 217] arguing against it. Rolls and colleagues did not

find neurons that increased activity at certain locations in the hippocampus and

parahippocampal cortex, instead they found neurons that increased firing while

viewing specific locations (Fig. 1.2G). There were significant differences in the

experimental designs, however. In Ludvig2004 [177], the monkey was allowed to

freely roam and climb in a room with distributed reward locations, much like the

typical rodent navigation experiments. In Ono1993 [218], the monkey sat within a

’cab’ equipped with various stimulus (LED, tone generator) and actuators (levers

7 Moser notes attributes the species difference in grid fields in darkness between rats and mice
to the smaller size of mice [194]. This is perhaps igorning possible behavioral differences between
the two specieis
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to press) and navigated along tracks. Both of these studies employed active self-

motion, while in Rolls’ studies [101, 217] the monkeys were head-restrained and

passively transported in a room. The effects of active versus passive self-motion

may have a significant effects neuronal activities in the HF, as studies have shown

passive transport disrupts grid signals in rat parahippocampal cortex [314] (also

see section 1.4.3). Passive transport has been shown to abolish rat hippocampal

place cell activities [86]. In humans performing virtual navigation tasks 8, neurons

in the hippocampus were found to fire at specific spatial locations analogous to

place cell, neurons in the parahippocampal cortex were found to respond to the

viewing of landmarks [71], and fMRI reveal grid-cell like activity in the HF [66].

These results indicate there exist significant differences in the generation of HF

spatial cell types between rodents and primates.

Despite the differences in findings from the different species, the prevalent

theory among spatial navigation investigators, especially those working with ro-

dents, is that the path-integration mechanism relying on idiothetic sensory cues is

the basis of the spatial coding observed in the HF. As errors from the self-motion

integration process accumulate, the place fields [323, 248] and HD tuning curves

[108] would start to drift. However, in environments with salient cues (such as

visual landmarks [45, 323, 248], odor [248], border [323]), “rapidly formed asso-

ciations between cues and place cells enable stabiliziation of the firing fields, and

previously formed maps can be recalled from session to session, possibly cued

by landmark information conveyed through the dorsal presubiculum” [194]. The

place cells, head-direction cells, grid-cells, speed cells, and border cells thus gen-

erate an internal, allocentric map of space, with their codes emerging from inter-

actions between self-motion cues, such as locomotion and optic flow, and sensory

8 The human virtual navigation tasks are akin to video games and differ from active self-motion
and passive transport due to absence of vestibular and motor efference feedback. Rat virtual nav-
igation tasks involve rats running on treadmills in front of video screen.
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FIGURE 1.2: Hippocampal formations and spatial cell types found therein in rat
and primate brains. (A) Cartoon of the rat brain.
(B) Cartoon of the human brain (and approximately monkey) illustrating locations
of the hippocampal formations (hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus), thala-
mus, and the retrosplenial cortex.
(C) Example of a place cell found in the rat hippocampus. (Top) The black trace
shows the trajectory of a foraging rat in part of a square enclsure. Spike locations
of tthe cell are superimposed in red on the trajectory. Each red dot corresponds
to one spike. (Bottom) Colorcoded rate map with red showing high activity and
blue showing low activity.
(D) Example of a grid cell from the entorhinal cortex showing regularly spaced
firing patterns. Conventions as in (C).
(E) Example of a head direction cell in medial entorhinal cortex. (Top) Spike firing
locations superimposed on rat trajectory as in (C) and (D). (Bottom) Plot showing
the firing rate of the head-direction cell as a function of the rat’s head direction.
(F) A neuron recorded in a freely moving monkey exhibiting location-specific fir-
ing rate increases. Each pixel on the map indicates the color-coded average fir-
ing rate of a discrminated slow-firing cell in the area of that pixel, as the monkey
moved around in the testing chamber, collecting food from the baited ports. White
area: locations not visited by the monkey. In the map, the central square repre-
sents the floor and the rectangles represent the walls.
(G) Example of a monkey hippocampal spatial view cell as the monkey walked
freely in a room. The firing rate of the cell in spikes/s as a function of horizontal
and vertical eye position is indicated by the blackness of the diagram. [Panel A
adapted from ref. [147]. Panel C–D adapted from ref. [195]. Panel E adapted from
ref. [194]. Panel F adapted from ref. [177]. Panel G adapted from ref. [101]]
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cues from environmental landmarks [36].

In addition to the HF, the parietal cortex has also been implicated in the spatial

processing and navigation as instrumental in mediating the translation between

allocentric and egocentric spatial representations due to the convergence of sen-

sory information in the area, participation in motor control and strong connections

to the motor and the premotor cortex.

The theory that allocentric spatial information is localized in the HF, repre-

sented by the spatial cell types found in those regions (i.e. place-, grid-, head-

direction cells), and that egocentric spatial information is localized in the parietal

cortex is known as the classical model of spatial navigation. This model has had an

enormous impact on systems neuroscience that John O’Keefe, Edvard and May-

Britt Moser were awarded the Nobel Prize in 2014 for the “discovery of the cells

constituting a positioning system in the brain”. Under this model, neocortical

areas such as M1, PMd, and S1 would not contain allocentric spatial information.

Here I briefly review and compare how information flows from the vision and

vestibular systems in rat and primate brains are integrated to form the percep-

tion of self-motion and the external space. Then I briefly discuss how studies in

sensory integration in the two species provide conflicting evidence to the classical

model of spatial processing. I focus here on the visual [29, 322, 70] and vestibular

[56, 57, 58, 60, 125, 138, 264] senses here because they are the two most important

and well-studied modalities in spatial navigation, and these sensory cues have

been shown to cause consistent manipulations of the activities of the cells encod-

ing spatial parameters in the HF [260].

1.4.2 Integration of vision in spatial processing

While rodents and primates have homologous visual pathways, significant anatom-

ical differences exist. Here I first summarize the integration of vision in spatial
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processing in the different speciies separately, then summarize their similarities

and differences.

1.4.2.1 Primate vision in spatial processing

Most primates rely on vision first and foremost in navigation. Both path-integration

and landmark navigation involve vision. Visual neuroscience research has com-

monly divided cortical visual processing into dorsal and ventral streams, a frame-

work called the two-stream hypothesis [296, 22], see also Fig. 1.3. Both visual

streams originate from the visual cortex (V1-V3). The ventral stream courses

through the inferior temporal lobe (IT) to its anterior temporal target (area TE)

and converges onto the HF, and is classically characterized as a ”What” pathway

processing object identification [146, 322, 153]. The dorsal stream courses through

the occipitoparietal cortex to the posterior half of the inferior parietal lobule com-

monly labeled area 7a, and is classically characterized as a ”Where” and ”How”

pathway supporting spatial working memory, visually guided action and naviga-

tion [153].

Dorsal stream

When an animal moves, a large-scale pattern of relative motions is produced

on the retina (termed optic flow), depending on the speed and direction of ob-

server motion and on the depth structure in the scene. Recovering self-motion

parameters such as heading direction and translation from optic flow, which are

both necessary for path integration, would be trivial were it not for the ”rotation

problem”. Animals’ gaze is rarely still (primates more so than rodents) and fre-

quently track points in a moving image or follow independetly moving objects

in the scene using a combination of eye and head rotations, which greatly distort

the optic flow field. Therefore heading perception and path integration requires
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FIGURE 1.3: Visual processing in monkey (macaque brain). The ventral stream is
a multisynaptic pathway projecting from the visual cortex (V4) to area TE in the in-
ferior temporal cortex, and into the HF. The dorsal stream is a multisynaptic path-
way projecting from the visual cortex (V4) ending in PPC. From the dorsal stream
three pathways emerge from inferior parietal lobule: 1) parieto-frontal pathway
projects to the prefrontal cortex (in dashed green, supports spatial working mem-
ory); 2) parieto-premotor pathway projects to the premotor cortex (in dashed red,
supports visually-guided actions); 3) parieto-medial temporal projects to the me-
dial temporal lobe both directly and indirectly through PCC and RSC (dashed
blue, supports spatial navigation).
PCC=posterior cingulate cortex; RSC=retrosplenial cortex; TE=rostral inferior
temporal cortex; TEO=posterior inferior temporal cortex; MST=medial superior
temporal cortex; MT=medial temporal cortex; LIP=lateral inferior parietal cor-
tex; VIP=ventral inferior parietal cortex; cIPL=caudal inferior parietal lobule; V1–
V4=visual area 1–4. [Adapted from ref. [153]]
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the integration of optic flow with extra-retinal information such as propriocep-

tive (for gaze shifts, body and head rotations) and vestibular (for head and body

movements and rotations). Within the dorsal stream, optic flow studies have fo-

cused mainly on the middle temporal area (MT), medial superior temporal area

(MST), and ventral intraparietal area (VIP) [29].

Early studies have shown almost all cells in MT are sensitive to visual stim-

uli’s direction of motion [4, 196]. MT lesions in both monkeys and human pa-

tients show similar deficits in motion perception [203]. Both MST [111, 279, 176]

and VIP [28, 250] receive information from multiple sensory modalities includ-

ing visual, vestibular, somatosensory (VIP only) and auditory (VIP only). During

heading discrimination tasks where optic flow associated with self-motion to the

left or right were shown to the monkeys, microstimulation to the VIP or MST ar-

eas both cause significant choice biases, suggesting a strong contribution to optic

flow processing from these areas during self-motion [30, 324].

Through the strongly interconnected post parietal and caudal superior tempo-

ral areas including MT, MST, and VIP, medial intraparietal area (MIP), and lateral

intraparietal area (VIP) (see Fig. 1.3) in the dorsal stream, collectively known as

the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), the initial retinotopic representation of the visual

field is transformed. These transformations yield representations in additional

egocentric reference frames encoding the locations of stimuli relative to different

parts of the body (e.g. head, body, eye) [8, 9, 7, 10, 11], as well as world-[271] and

object-centered [55] reference frames. From IPL three main pathways emerge.

The parieto-prefrontal pathway projects to the prefrontal cortex to provide input

for topdown executive control of visuospatial processing, providing the ”Where”

functions. The parieto-premotor pathway projects to the premotor areas to pro-

vide representations of visual coordinates relative to the location of body parts

that are necessary for visually guided action in peripersonal space [188].
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The parieto-medial temporal pathway projects via both direct and multisy-

naptic projections to HF [153, 311, 322, 72] from inferior parietal lobule, relaying

spatial information and self-motion derived from visual signals. The multisynatic

projections pass through the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and the retrosplenial

cortex (RSC), each of which seems to contribute to the coordination of egocentric

and allcentric frames of reference. Patients with posterior parietal lesions exhibit

egocentric disorientation [2] and impaired memory for landmarks. These patients

were unable to orient themselves within real or imagined environment and there-

fore can neither navigate nor describe routes between familiar locations. Patients

with retrosplenial damage fail to use directional information. PCC neurons in

monkeys have bee reported to respond to particular places [247]. Lesions in RSC

in humans lead to heading disorientation [2, 178] in which patients are unable to

orient themselves with respect to landmarks in the environment. These patients

are able to recognize landmarks but cannot extract directional information from

them. In some cases patients can draw detailed maps of familiar locations but

cannot describe routes through those maps [135]. These studies implicate RSC in

the integration of egocentric and allocentric reference frames.

Ventral stream

The ventral vision pathway is a recurrent and highly interactive occipitotem-

poral network linking early visual areas and various subcortical and cortical re-

gions through the IT. From IT, the pathway then projects to the HF via the perirhi-

nal cortex, which in turn projects to both the entorhinal cortex and hipocampus.

In monkeys, neurons exhibit gradually increasing receptive field size, onset laten-

cies, and complexity of stimulus selectivity along this pathway [154, 52, 296]. Clas-

sically described as the ’What’ pathway, the ventral visual stream is associated

with object recognition and form representation by capturing a stable configura-
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tion of visual information (e.g. texture, color, smoothness). The projections from

anterior IT into the rhinal cortices carry visual information used in the encoding

of long-term memory and object encoding. Given this function, one would expect

the ventral stream to be crucial to accurate spatial navigation and landmark iden-

tification. Indeed, patients with damage to perirhinal areas had difficulty with all

tasks requiring viewpoint-independent identification [166].

1.4.2.2 Rat vision in spatial processing

Studies of vision in rat spatial processing have largely focused on the relationship

between vision and the activities of the various cell types in the HF and limbic

system (see Fig. 1.2). Fig. 1.4 shows the propagation of visual information into

the HF and thalamus, and the presence of neurons responding to different types

of spatial information in these structures. Experimental assessment of visual land-

mark processing in rats typically relies on the manipulation of physical landmarks

to evaluate how place, grid, and HD cells shift their activity patterns in correspon-

dence to the update position of the landmark(s) – this is known as landmark control.

The visual information used for landmark control of the spatial cell types pre-

sumably originates in the visual cortex. Indeed, rat hippocampal place cells show

moderate landmark impairment after visual cortical lesions [222]. HD, place, and

grid cell signals have been shown to similarly influenced by the position of spa-

tial cues, or landmarks, in the environment [114, 198, 284, 283]. This means the

effect of visual cortex damage should have similar effect on all these cell types.

There are four potential pathways for visual information to flow from the visual

cortex to these spatial cell types: 1) the dorsal visual stream through the parietal

cortex 2) the ventral visual stream through the rat homolog of inferior temporal

lobe, 3) the tecto-visual pathway projecting from the superior colliculus through

thalamus, and 4) direct pathway from the visual cortex to postsubiculum.
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FIGURE 1.4: Hypothesized landmark processing circuit and visual stream
pathways in rodents.
(A) Lateral and parasaggital views of the rat brain showing the three major visual
processing streams: dorsal (red), ventral (purple), and tectal (orange).
(B) The HD cell signal originates within the reciprocal connections between the
dorsal tegmental nucleus and lateral mammillary nuclei through the convergence
of multimodal signals arriving from other subcortical areas. From LMN, the HD
signal projects to the anterodorsal thalamus, then postsubiculum. Landmark
information from visual cortical areas can be conveyed to the HD cell circuit and
hippocampal structures via several distinct routes: dorsal (red), ventral (purple),
tectal (orange), and direct projections from the visual cortex (black). “X” indicates
pathways whose lesions do not affect landmark control. “?” indicates pathways
whose lesions has mild effect on landmark control.
EC=entorhinal cortex; Hpc=hippocampus; LDN=lateral dorsal thalamus;
LMN=lateral mammillary nuclei; Par=parietal cortex; PoR=postrhinal cortex;
PoS=postsubiculum; Rsp=retrosplenial cortex; SC=superior colliculus; Vis=visual
cortex; [Adapted from Ref. [322]]
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The rat dorsal visual stream projects from the visual cortex through the pari-

etal cortex and retrosplenial cortex, which enters the HF through postsubiculum.

Damage to rat parietal cortex failed to impair landmark control of HD cells [35]

and place cells [249]. Damage to the rat RSC impairs landmark control [49] and

produces modest navigation impariment in spatial memory tasks [118].

The rat ventral visual stream projects from the visual cortex through the postrhi-

nal and perirhinal cortex, which in turn projects into EC, RSC, and subiculum

[32, 33]. Lesions of the postrhinal cortex did not disrupt hippocampal place cell

and mixed results on navigation impairments. Lesions of the perirhinal cortex

impaired rats’ memory for objects or landmarks, but did not affect performance

in navigation tasks where landmark information is needed [130]. These findings

cast doubt on the effects of ventral stream on landmark based navigation.

The superior colliculus and pretectal areas in rats receive retinal input and

project to the laterodorsal thalamic nucleus, which is reciprocally connected to

postsubiculum and EC [288]. Damage to the laterodorsal thalamus did not impair

landmark control of HD cells. Inactivation to the laterodorsal thalamus did dis-

rupt hippocampal place cell activities and spatial learning [190], suggesting a role

of the tectal pathway in conveying visual information.

Given the absence of evidence for major disruption of landmark control through

damage to the dorsal, ventral, and tectal visual pathways in rats, Taube and col-

leagues [322] have proposed the most likely route for landmark information to

reach the HF and thalamus via postsubiclum, through direct [301] and indirect

projection (via RSC) from the visual cortex. Indeed, damage to postsubiculum

severely impair landmark control in both HD cells [108] and hippocampal place

cells [35], as well as performance in spatial tasks where landmark information is

important [285].
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1.4.2.3 Species difference in integration of visual information in spatial processing

Rodents and primates differ significantly in the complexity of their visual path-

ways and their integration into spatial processing. Damage in both dorsal and

ventral pathways result in signficant impairments in navigation and orientation

in humans. In contrast, damage in rodent parietal cortex and post/peri-rhinal

cortex has mild, if any detrimental effects on navigation and landmark control.

The effects of RSC lesions show similar species differences – in humans RSC le-

sions severely impair landmark processing, but in rodents RSC lesions impacts

landmark control over HD cells and navigation much less.

One important distinction between the rodent and human/primate vision-

based navigation studies is that most rodent experiments involved active move-

ment, which contrasts with the mostly stationary monkey and virutal human ex-

periments. Without active movement, vestibular, proprioceptive, and motor ef-

ference copy systems are not incorporated in spatial processing (see also section

1.4.3). A more convincing explanation of the neurophysiological differences is

that they reflect the different species’ dependence on vision. Blind rats show sur-

prisingly little impairment at navigating the Morris water maze [175], while blind

humans and monkeys suffer profound navigational impairments. While monkey

hippocampus contains neurons responding to spatial views [101, 241], no such

homologue exists in the rat. These differences suggest visuospatial representa-

tions are a more prominent component of how we represent space, compared to

rodents which utilize more of other senses such as tactile (whisking) and olfactory.

1.4.3 Integration of vestibular information in spatial processing

While we move through our environment, the vestibular system explicitly de-

tects and encodes our self-motion in six dimensions. The semicircular canals and
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otolith end organs of the vestibular system detect three dimeions of rotational

head velocity and three dimensions of translational head acceleration, respec-

tively. Thus vestibular stimuli here is defined as stimuli that activate the vestibular

system with limited visual or somatic influence – a representative example would

be passive whole body rotation in the dark. Vestibular function is important for

spatial processing as its loss impairs landmark control in rodents [245], heading

and self-motion perception in monkeys [57], and is associated with hippocampal

atrophy and memory deficits in humans [270].

Afferent vestibular information is received by the interconnected vestibular

nucleus (VN) in the brainstem and the cerebellum. From the VN, projections to

the extra-ocular motorneurons and spinal motorneurons complete the vestibular-

ocular reflex (VOR) and vestibular-postural/spinal reflex (VSR), respectively [57]

(see Fig. 1.5). Higher-order sensory integration related to self-motion ascends

through the thalamus to the cortex, and the HF. Studies of vestibular information

in spatial processing has been complicated by the fact most investigations on cor-

tical processing were conducted in primates, while those on limbic (HF and tha-

lamus) processing were conducted in rodents, again yielding species-dependent

results. Therefore in this section I describe first the integration of vestibular self-

motion signal in the cortical areas in non-human primates, then proceed to the

effects of these signals have on landmark control in place cells, HD cells, and grid

cells in rodents, and finally summarize the species differences and potential effects

of experimental paradigms on interpretation of navigation experiments.

1.4.3.1 Vestibular processing in cortical areas

The vestibulo-thalamo-cortical pathway convey the vestibular information from

VN through ventral posterior thalamus into multiple cortical regions to contribute

self-motion information used in updating sensory representations, postural con-
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FIGURE 1.5: Flow of vestibular information conveying self-motion. Two main
pathways of interest project from the vestibular nuceli. Vestibulo-thalamo-
cortical pathway projects to cortical vestibular targets in the cortex. The colored
outline indicates the cortical regions’ functional characterization: red=vestibulo-
motor, green=vestibulo-postural, and blue=vestibulo-spatial. Six of the cortical
regions also project back to the vestibular nuclei via brainstem structures. Vestibu-
lar cortical targets listed here apply to the primate brain. HD pathway circled in
dashed showing flow of vestibular information to the HF and areas containing
HD, place, and grid cells. These pathways were mostly studied in rodents and
the purple arrows represent additional pathways between multiple PPC and HF
regions, and RSP and HF regions.
VN=vestibular nuclei; VLN=ventral lateral thalamus; VPL=ventral posterial tha-
lamus; VPi=ventral posterior inferior thalamus; Pulv=pulvinar; VPM=ventral
posterior medial thalamus; ViM=ventralis intermedius thalamus; MG=medial
geniculate nucleus; DTN=dorsal tegmental nucleus; LMN=lateral mammillary
nuclei; ADN=anteral dorsal thalamus; PaS=parasubiculum; PoS=postsubiculum;
EC=entorhinal cortex; RSC=retrosplenial cortex. Connectivity collated from: VN
to thalamus [125, 60], Cortical targets [264], HD pathway [125, 60, 138].
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trol, and motor planning. There are six cortical regions that respond to move-

ment of the head and simultaneously project to back the VN through the brain

stem [3]: dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), vestibular related cingulate cortex 23cv,

somatosensory area 2v and 3av, parietoinsular vestibular cortex (PIVC), and tem-

poroparietal polysensory cortex (TPv). Three other cortical regions in the IPL re-

spond to vestibular stimuli but not not project to the VN: MST, VIP, and parietal

area 7a. These cortical areas are all highly interconnected but not necessarily re-

ciprocal (see Cortical vestibular targets in Fig. 1.5).

The vestibular cortical regions in the IPL – MST, VIP, and 7a are most con-

cerned with updating spatial relationship among external objects, and between

objects and onself. Both MST and VIP receive extra-visual signals to integrate

with optic flow signals. In MST, Neurons with different tuning properties to

self-motion and optic-flow combine to distinguish self-motion from object mo-

tion [280]. It has been shown that depending on gaze strategy, the originally

head-centered vestibular heading signals reaching VIP can be flexibly switched

between body- or world-centered reference frames [46].The convergence of sen-

sory modalities and the presence of multiple reference frames suggest VIP is im-

portant in integration of spatial and motion information for goal-directed move-

ments in external proximal space[250, 28]. Area 7a is involved in the discrimina-

tion of world-referenced spatial relationships of objects and locations [42, 54, 55].

The spatial relationships of visual objects are represented in world-based (allocen-

tric) coordinates for most 7a neurons as in MST but not in VIP, and head move-

ment information reorients the spatial representations to account for self-motion

[271].

DPMv and 23cv receive dense vestibular connections from the thalamus, pro-

vide corticofugal feedback to the VN, and appear to be more directly involved

in motor behavior [264]. DPMv was found to overlap with the smooth pursuit
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region of the frontal and supplementary eye fields [69, 90] to faciliate in gaze pur-

suit [91, 92]. During gaze pursuit, vestibular input about self-motion is used to up-

date goal and obstacle locations taking into account of voluntary head movements

[90]. DPMv’s projection back to VN serves to suppress vestibular reflexes undesir-

able during intended movements [243]. Area 23cv has been found to be anatomi-

cally connected to the motor cortex [263], occulomotor brain areas [191, 301] and

reward-related brain areas [191, 41]. Vestibular signal is thought to combine with

reward signals update the world-referenced locations of salient (e.g. reward) ob-

jects in area 23cv.

Area 3av and 2v, PIVC, and TPv are thought to be involved in postural aware-

ness and control. Area 3av is implicated in a closed-loop vestibulo-spinal circuit

involving somatic information from the limb to generate an error signal for pos-

tural control [264]. PIVC is hypothesized to integrate body motion in reference to

vestibular inputs [125, 264] and has been shown to contribute causally to head-

ing perception [45]. TPv is hypothesized to use self-motion to updates auditory

spatial locations for motor behaviors [113] since it responds to the movement of

auditory stimuli [21, 304] and has direct projections to VN. It is not clear how

vestibular input is integrated and used in the neuronal activities of area 2v.

Thus vestibular information projected into the cortical areas to update sensory

representations of self and external objects, assist in motor planning and postural

control.

1.4.3.2 Vestibular processing in limbic areas

The vestibulo-thalamo-limbic pathway, also known as the head direction pathway

(HD pathway), is the ascending pathway that conveys the vestibular information

to the HF and thalamus. Studies of this pathway have been closely intertwined

with the generation of head direction signal from vestibular signals, the integra-
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tion of HD direction signal with landmark information, and the pathway’s influ-

ence on HD and place cells within the HF. While the previous cortical vestibular

pathway is implicated in updating sensory representations, guiding motor and

ocular-motor behaviors, and maintaing posture, the HD pathway is commonly

described to be responsible for one’s perception of their orientation in the world.

Using mostly rats as the experimental model, studies have highlighted a cir-

cuit (see Figure 1.5) starting in the VN and project through a series of brainstem

nuclei (nucleus prepositus, suprageneual nucleus, dorsal tegmental nucleus, lat-

eral mammillary nucleus) into anterodorsal thalamic nucleus (ADN), and finally

into the HF via dorsal presubiculum/postsubiculum [60, 264, 125]. This pathway

was elucidated through a combination of anatomical tracing [261] and the pres-

ence of cells responding to HD [261, 19], angular head velocity (AHV) [18, 261],

and spatial locations [275, 245].

There is evidence that the vestibular system is crucial for the HD signals as le-

sions, inactivation, or occlusions of the semicircular canals, as well as experiments

in horizontal canal-deficient mice all lead to the loss of head-direction-specific ac-

tivity in ADN or postsubiculum. The effect of the HD pathway and vestibular

signal on place cells is less clear. Stackman et al. [275] showed that temporary

inactivation of the labyrinth led to disruption of hippocampal place cells. These

effects were confirmed by Russell et al. [245]’s study which showed permanent

vestibular lesions completely abolished hippocampal place cells. However, lesion

study comparing the effects of ADN and postsubiculum [34] showed that while

both lesions resulted in impaired landmark control, effect of ADN lesions is mild

compared to that of postsubiculum. Removal of visual cue also led to instability

of place-field in postsubiculum-lesioned (see section 1.4.2), but not ADN-lesioned

animals. This indicate place field requires the integration of self-motion and land-

mark information from both vestibular and visual signals (as visual cortex in ro-
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dent projects to PoS as well) [264].

1.4.3.3 Species difference in integration vestibular information for spatial processing

The inter-species difference in integration of vestibular information for spatial

processing largely parallels that in vision. Lesions in the dense projections from

PPC in primates to HF, both directly and indirectly via RSC, result in significant

impairments in spatial processing. In contrast, lesions of the parietal cortex in rats

have at most mild effects on HD cells’ landmark controls and place cell activities.

1.4.3.4 Passive vs. active self-motion

There is neurophysiological evidence that the processing of vestibular information

in passive and active self-motion differ and can be observed early in the vestibular

pathway. The source of vestibular input to the thalamus [156, 181], the vestibular-

only (VO) neurons in VN receive direct inputs from the vestibular nerve, drive

the VSR via their direct and indirect projections to the spinal cord, and are re-

ciprocally connected with the nodulus and uvulua of the vestibular cerebellum

[59]. Experiments in head-unrestrained monkeys have shown that the sensory re-

sponses of VO neurons can be attenuated up to 70% in self-generated head move-

ments compared to passive head movements [39, 40, 244, 243]. This is the case for

both rotational and translational motion for different speicies of monkeys [278]

and in mice [184]. It is hypothesized the attenuated activities of VO neurons in

active movements serve to turn off VSR, which would be counter-productive dur-

ing voluntary movements. However, because the same population of VO neurons

are responsible for relaying vestibular information to both the HF and higher cor-

tical areas via the thalamus, it follows the self-motion signals received by those

areas are all attenuated as well during active movements. While activities of VO

neurons in rats in active versus passive movements have not been studied, the
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activities of HD cells in the rat HD pathway have shown mixed results. Some

studies have shown that the HD signal is attenuated during passive head turns

in ADN [282, 325], while other studies showed the opposite [265]. Therefore in

both rodents and primates, there exist a largely open question – if vestibular ac-

tivity at the level of the VN does not encode active head movement, how does the

vestibular system drive HD cell activities?

Several explanations have been proposed [266, 60, 157], including 1) Not all VO

neurons contributing to the HD pathway have firing rates attenuated by active

movements; 2) The final unattenuated estimate of rotation and translation exist

elsewhere in spatial perception/navigation pathways. The second proposal is a

plausible explanation in primates due to the presence of multiple reference frames

in PPC as well as its dense projections to the medial temporal lobe.

Neurophysiological differences have also been observed between active and

virtual-reality (VR) experiments. VR experiments in rats have yielded conflicting

results, with some reporting robust place cell firing in VR [12, 36], while other

reporting either an absence of such firing or a lower percentage of such cells [1, 44].

These differences may be attributed to the amount of vestibular, proprioceptive,

and motor feedback – in the studies involving less location-specific activity, the

rats were either head- or body-fixed. In the studies exhibiting robust place-cell

activities [12, 36] the rat ran on a trackball in a harness and was free to rotate its

head and body. These studies contribute to the current theory that the activities of

HD and place cells depends on the path-integration mechanism [194]. Therefore,

there is reason to believe passive and active self-motion may have different neural

representation.
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FIGURE 1.6: Ekstrom’s distributed network model of spatial processing show-
ing allocentric (A) and egocentric (B) representations centered on retrosplenial
region. Allocentric and egocentric spatial representations involve information
processing centered on different hubs yet still involve laregly overlapping brain
regions. The model thus allows for a continuum of allocentric and egocentric rep-
resenations. [Taken from Ref. [72]]

1.4.4 Challenges to the classical model of spatial processing

The classical model of spatial processing proposes that the HF stores metric al-

locentric representation of space whereas parietal cortex stores metric egocentric

representations [2, 214, 194]. However, human patients with hippocampal dam-

age show some preserved ability to navigate situations that would require allo-

centric navigation [16, 25, 124, 151, 248, 297]. And as described in the previous

review of sensory integration, PPC in primates also contain allocentric informa-

tion and its lesions impair allocentric navigation. The primate brain is much more

complicated than rats, therefore it may be a bit naive for the rat researchers to

generalize their classical dichotomy of centralized spatial processing to primates.

Ekstrom and colleagues [72] have recently proposed a more distributed net-

work model of spatial processing in which the highly connected RSC as a hub

for allocentric spatial navigation and the PPC as a hub for egocentric spatial nav-
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igation (see Fig. 1.6). This model would explain better the interaction between

the two types of spatial processing (egocentric and allocentric) and fit better with

discoveries of the existence of both coordinate frames in multiple brain areas

[291, 84, 180]. An example of interaction between egocentric and allocentric pro-

cessing is executing a route planned from reading a map -one has to first orient

oneself according to landmarks, which is an allocentric process. Then one has to

plan the turns to make from that point, which is an egocentric process. Imagining

studies have shown multiple brain areas can be active in these processes, but the

level of activity in the different areas vary depending on the specific processing

mode. This distributed model would allow for a continuum of interactions of ego-

centric and allocentric representations involving different scales of space and task

context. This framework provides the rationale for my investigation on the rep-

resentation of allocentric spatial information from areas typically associated with

egocentric motor control.

1.5 Organization

The following chapters in this thesis are organized as below:

Chapter 2 describes an intracortical BMI for continuous wheelchair navigation,

recording from monkey S1, M1, and PMd neurons. This study was, to our knowl-

edge, the first demonstration of its kind, and allowed my subsequent investigation

on the cortical representation of spatial processing in these areas. This work has

been published in Scientific Reports [228] with authors Shankari Rajangam (S.R.),

Po-he Tseng (P.T.), myself, Gary Lehew (G.L.), David Schwarz (D.S.), Mikhail

Lebedev (M.A.L.), and Miguel Nicolelis (M.A.L.N.). I was the second author on

that publication, with S.R. and P.T. being co-first authors. Prior to that, the work

was also presented by Po-he Tseng at Society for Neuroscience (SfN) conference
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in 2014, see Ref. [293].

For the work done in Chapter 2, S.R., P.T., M.A.L, and M.A.L.N. conceived the

study. S.R., P.T. performed the experiments with inputs from myself. P.T. wrote

the wheelchair localization and task control software. G.L. built the grape dis-

penser, wheelchair and the multielectrode arrays. Tim Hanson built the wireless

recording system and D.S. assisted in setting it up for the experiments. I worked

on the interface between grape-dispenser, wheelchair motor controllers and the

experiment control computer. P.T. and myself analyzed the data. S.R., P.T., my-

self, M.A.L., and M.A.L.N. wrote the manuscript for Ref. [228].

Chapter 3 describes my analysis of the data collected in Chapter 2 to show S1,

M1, and PMd encodes allocentric spatial location during brain-controlled wheelchair

navigation. This work has been published in Scientific Reports [321], with authors

myself, Po-he Tseng (P.T.), Shankari Rajangam (S.R.), Mikhail Lebedev (M.A.L.),

and Miguel Nicolelis (M.A.L.N.). I was the first author on that publication. Prior

to that, the work was also presented by me at SfN conference in 2017, see Ref.

[320].

For the work done in Chapter 3, I performed all the analysis. Myself, M.A.L.,

and M.A.L.N wrote the manuscript for Ref. [321].

Chapter 4 describes a set of control experiments in which I investigate whether

monkey M1 and PMd cortical neurons encode allocentric spatial variables during

passive wheelchair navigation and the extent of landmark control on their activi-

ties. This work has not been published.

For the work done in Chapter 4, Po-he Tseng wrote the SLAM and task control

software, Po-he Tseng and Gary Lehew built the wheelchair and grape dispenser,

I performed the experiments and analyzed the data.

Chapter 5 discusses how my findings regarding neural representation of spa-

tial navigation in S1, M1, and PMd in Chapter 2–4 fit with the current knowledge
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of the field.
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2

Wheelchair BMI

2.1 Introduction

The inability to move and interact with their surroundings is a major impedi-

ment for patients with Spincal Cord Injury (SCI) and other debilitating neurolog-

ical disorders. The wheelchair remains the main device to assist navigation in

people with motor disabilities, particularly those suffering from severe cases of

body paralysis [128]. Up to date, noninvasive BMI approaches mostly based on

electroencephalography (EEG), have been dominant in assistive devices that en-

able direct brain control over navigation in powered wheelchair [95, 14, 148, 37].

Although intracranial BMIs are have the potential to offer superior performance

over noninvasive systems [206, 161] and approximately 70% of paralyzed patients

are willing to accept surgically implanted electrodes in their brains to gain control

over their assistive devices [50, 131], only a few studies have previously attempted

to apply intracranial BMIs to wheelchair control [254, 319].

The previous intracranial wheelchair BMIs were based on joystick control.

Schwarz et al. [254] first trained rhesus monkeys housed in home cages equipped
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with a joystick to continuously control the movements of an external wheelchair.

Later the wheelchair control was performed in BMI mode, where the wheelchair

coordinates were extracted from the cortical neuronal ensembles alone. During

some BMI experiment sessions the monkeys continued to move the joystick, in

other sessions the joystick was removed and the monkeys were able to control the

wheelchair without producing overt arm movements. In Xu et. al. [319], a mon-

key seated in a wheelchair was trained to move a joystick in four different direc-

tions in order to move forward/backward and turn 90 degrees left/right. During

BMI control, the monkey continued to move the joystick, but the control signal

was derived from a discrete classifier that extracted joystick position from cortical

activity. While this experiment paradigm resembles more closely to wheelchair

navigation by having the monkey sitting on the wheelchair, it still relied on the

monkeys to produce correct arm movements to train the discrete classifier used

during brain control.

The paradigm used in these previous wheelchair BMI experiments follows the

active training paradigm most often used in BMI experiments. In active training,

monkeys first control the movement of a computer cursor first through a joystick

or their hand movements in a block of training trials. The neural activities and

the cursor kinematics during these training trials are then used to fit the decoder

that will be used to produce cursor movements during the subsequent brain con-

trol period [159, 257, 286, 38, 299, 106]. During brain-control, the joystick may be

removed and the monkey arms may be restrained.

Such BMIs cannot be used by severely paralyzed quadriplegic patients, who

cannot produce arm movements. Additionally, associating wheelchair control

with arm motor imagery may be unnatural and an unnecessary intermediary to

enable wheelchair navigation 1. Other BMI studies have shown that real-time de-

1 Drivers most likely do not think consciously of how much to turn the steering wheel, but rather
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coder parameters can also be computed from neural recordings made while mon-

keys passively observe the corresponding movements [303, 134] or when para-

lyzed patients imagine tracking a moving cursor [126, 127]. A study by Hatsopou-

los and colleagues [290] compared the performance of such observation-based

decoders with that of manual movement-based decoders in providing real-time

control and discovered that performance was superior when training and brain-

control conditions were congruent. That is, if the decoder was trained during

passive observation, brain control was better when there was no arm movement.

Likewise, if the decoder was trained during movement, brain control was supe-

rior when the arm was moving. The authors attributed these differences to the

presence or absence of somatosensory feedback, but similar results can also be

explained by covert movement preparation [123].

We thus hypothesized that the kinematics of whole-body movements could

be extracted from sensorimotor cortical ensembles during when the subject is be-

ing passively transported (passive navigation), and be subsequently utilized to

construct a BMI decoder to enable continuous wheelchair control. In this chapter

I present the construction of such a BMI system and observations from training

monkeys to use it.

2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Experimental design

The objective of this study was to demonstrate whole-body navigation with con-

trol signals derived from neuronal ensemble recordings in mulitple cortical areas.

Notably, our design did not require the subjects to map overt movements such as

moving the joystick to navigation directions. This paradigm is more applicable to

how much the car itself needs to turn.
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the severely paralyzed patients who cannot move their limbs but desire to restore

whole-body mobility.

Two adult rhesus macaques (Macaca Mulatta), monkey K and M, were used for

the study. All behavioral tasks and surgical procedures were performed in accor-

dance with the National Research Council’s Guide for the Car and Use of Labo-

ratory Animals and were approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal

Care and Use Committee (IACUC). The two monkeys were chronically implanted

with arrays of microwire electrodes in multiple cortical areas of both hemispheres.

Multi-channel wireless recording system was employed to sample the spiking ac-

tivities from hundreds of neurons in the sensorimotor cortex simultaneously. Both

monkeys were trained to navigate in a room while seated in a robotic wheelchair

using their cortical activities as the control signal. Cortical ensemble recordings

were converted to wheelchair commands based on linear decoding algorithms.

The monkeys were operantly conditioned to drive the wheelchair toward a

food reward (grape dispenser). Each experimental session consisted of up to 150

trials during which the monkeys navigated to the dispenser from one of three pos-

sible starting locations (Fig. 2.1A,B). Upon monkey arrival, the automated grape

dispenser releases a grape. The wheelchair was then driven away from the grape

dispenser to a new starting location and orientation. At the beginning of each ex-

perimental sesson we ran about 30 passive navigation trials, with the wheelchair

executing preprogrammed routes identical from day to day (Fig. 2.1C). These

training routes were chosen empirically based on two principles. First, we wanted

the monkeys to perceive that these trajectories, although noisy, clearly headed to

the grape dispenser. Accordingly, these training routes were constructed from

straight lines connecting the starting location and grape dispenser, but also dis-

torted by moderate over-turning and correction-turning. Second, we wanted to

enrich the training routes by backwards movements, which the monkeys could
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use to correct navigation errors. Cortical neuronal responses to passive whole-

body displacements during these trials were used to obtain initial settings for

two L2-norm Wiener Filters [38, 308] (see also 2.2.4), which decoded translational

(forward and backward) and rotational velocity (clockwise and counterclockwise)

from neuronal ensemble activity. Both translational and rotational velocities were

expressed in chair-centered coordinates, not in room coordinates. Once the ini-

tial decoders were trained, we proceeded to BMI trials during which the robotic

wheelchair was steered directly by the cortical signals.

To aid in the monkeys’ task learning, we conducted an easier version of the

task before starting the main 2D-navigation experiment sessions. In the easy

navigation task, the two monkeys performed 1D navigation (8 sessions for mon-

key K; 9 sessions for monkey M). The passive training routes were undistorted

straight lines from the starting locations to the grape dispenser. Cortical neu-

ronal responses to these passive trials were used to obtain initial settings for only

one L2-norm Wiener Filter, which decoded only the translational velocity during

the subsequent BMI trials. Both monkeys were able to perform well on the 1D-

navigation task before moving onto the 2D-navigation task.

The translational velocity was limited to -0.28 to 0.28 m/s (negative values for

backward movements and positive for forward), and rotational velocity was lim-

ited to -46 to 46 degrees/s (negative for counterclockwise, positive for clockwise).

If the decoded velocity exceeded the limit, the command sent to the wheelchair

would be set to the limit values. These limits were set to ensure monkey safety.

The monkeys navigated in a 3.5-by.2.5m experimental room, and the wheelchair’s

dimension was 1.0-by-0.6m. The actual drivable area was chosen to be 3.1-by-

2.4m, to ensure safety. When the robotic wheelchair was at the drivable area

boundary, the control program would stop the wheelchair if the decoded com-

mands would have moved the wheelchair across the boundary, and would only
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execute the decoded commands if they result in the wheelchair moving into the

drivable area. In the experiment, the three starting locations had coordinates

p0.86, 0.65q, p1.0, 0q, and p0.86,´0.65qmeter, where p0, 0qwas the room center (Fig.

2.1B). During brain-control trials, when the wheelchair got close to the grape dis-

penser (docking range, Fig. 2.1B), the program would take over the control and

park it automatically close to the dispenser to ensure the monkeys could comfort-

able obtain their rewards. When the monkeys got close to the grape dispenser,

they would sometimes reach for the food. From video tracking and wheelchair

localization, we compiled the range of distances from the dispenser where reach

was initiated. The largest such observed distance in each session then defined the

reach zone (Fig. 2.1B).

2.2.2 Monkeys and cortical implants

Monkey K and M were both chronically implanted with arrays of microwires in

multiple cortical areas. Monkey K was female and Monkey M was male. To access

the cortical areas, craniotomies were performed over the cortical areas of interest

under inhalational anesthesia induced by isoflurane [211, 216]. The location of

the craniotomoy was determined using stereotaxic guidance and cortical surface

landmarks such as the central sulcus and arcuate sulcus. During the implantation

procedure, microwire electrode arrays (or cubes) [168, 254] were brought in light

contact with the pia matter and fixed to the skull with bone cement. Titanium

screws were inserted in the skull to anchor the cement. After all cubes were im-

planted, a protective headcap was affixed to the skull screws and cemented to the

skull with dental cement. The headcaps encased the cubes, their connectors, and

provided housing for wireless recording devices. In the days after the implan-

tation surgery, the individual microwires of the electrode arrays were advanced

into the brain tissue (up to 2mm below the cortical surface). The penetration of the
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FIGURE 2.1: Wheelchair BMI experimental design.
(A) The mobile robotic wheelchair, which seats a monkey, was moved from one
of the three starting locations (dashed circles) to a grape dispenser. The wire-
less recording system records the spiking activities from the monkey’s head stage,
and sends them to the host computer to decode the monkey’s desired wheelchair
movement.
(B) Schematic view of the experimental room from the top. The three possible
starting locations are shown as green circles, the grape dispenser is marked by
“+”. The four walls of the experimental room are labeled as “front”, “back“,
“right“, and ”left“, which correspond to the monkey facing the grape dispenser
and navigating from the back to the front of the room. Red semicircle labels the
docking zone upon which an auto-pilot took over the wheelchair control. Black
semicircle labels the reach zone within which monkeys initiated reach movements
for the grape. The monkey’s head and body are represented by the gray and
brown ellipse, respectively. (C) The 6 training routes from the three starting loca-
tions to the grape dispenser used during the passive navigation trials for the 2D
navigation task. The circles represent the starting locations. The arrows denote
the location of the grape dispenser. The bold and dashed lines represent the two
routes starting at each starting location. [Panel A, C adapted from Rajangam et al
2016 [228]; Panel B adapted from Yin et. al 2018 [321]]
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tissue with subsets of microwires reduces dimpling of cortical surface and bed-of-

nails effect, results in less scar tissue and higher recording longevitity, and allows

for sampling of neuronal activities from a 3D volume rather than a plane of brain

tissue.

Monkey K was implanted with six multielectrode arrays (type A) for a total of

576 electrodes. In type A arrays, bundles of 2 or 3 electrodes were arranged into

uniformly spaced 4x10 grids with 1mm spacing between the bundles, for a total

of 96 electrodes per array. The electrodes were made of stainless steel and coated

with polyimide insulation. Within each bundle, individual electrodes were stag-

gered in depth in increments of 400 microns. Monkey K was implanted bilaterally

with one array over the arm area of M1 and PMd, one over the leg area of M1 and

PMd, and one array over both arm and leg areas of S1. For our experiments we

used 128 channels in monkey K to record from neurons in the arm area of right

M1 and S1, and leg area of right PMd (Fig. 2.2).

Monkey M was implanted with four multielectrode arrays (type B) for a total

of 364 electrodes. In type B arrays, bundles of 3 electrodes were arranged in two

4x4 uniformly spaced grids, 1mm apart. The individual electrodes were made

of stainless steel and coated with either polyimide or polytetrafluoroethylene in-

sulation, and the diameters ranged between 50 and 63 microns. Within each in

electrode bundle the electrodes were also staggered in depth by 300 micron inter-

vals. The two grids of each array were separated by a 2mm gap, which straddled

the central sulcus. Thus, each array consisted of 96 electrodes. For our experi-

ments we used 256 channels in monkey M to record from neurons in the bilateral

arm and leg areas of M1 and S1 (Fig. 2.2).

2.2.3 Experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus is composed of three components:
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FIGURE 2.2: Implantation sites for the two monkeys used in the wheelchair BMI
experiments. Neuronal recordings did not include electrodes from all implanted
areas. The areas recorded from are shaded in green in the figure. For monkey
K, the dashed line indicate rough separation of different brain areas within an
electrode array.

• Wireless recording system - recorded neuronal ensemble activity from the

monkeys and sent the data to the experimental control system.

• Robotic wheelchair - accomodated the primate chair in which the monky

sat, and received and executed driving commands wirelessly from the ex-

periment control system.

• Experiment control system - controlled the experimental sequence, performed

decoding of neuronal ensemble activity to wheelchair commands, dispensed

grape, and handled the video tracking of both wheelchair and monkey head

pose.
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FIGURE 2.3: Schematic of experimental apparatus for wheelchair BMI. Conduct-
ing the driving experiments required three systems. The wireless recording sys-
tem acquired the monkey’s neuronal activities and sent them to the experiment
control system. The wheelchair system executed the (decoded) wheelchair move-
ment commands from the experiment control system. The experiment control
system controlled the experiment flow, tracked the pose of the wheelchair and
monkey head, delivered the grape reward, decoded monkey’s neural signals, and
instructed the wheelchair with movement commands. [Adapted from Rajangam
et. al 2016 [228]]

2.2.3.1 Wireless recording system

Extracellular spiking activity was processed with a wireless recording system built

in-house [254, 253, 116]. The wireless recording system comprised the following

components: headstages, receivers or bridges, and client software. Each head-

stage included four analog front-end (Intan RHA2132, 32-channels each) to am-

plify neural signals from 128 electrode channels, analog-to-digital-converters for

digitization (ADC), a low-power microprocessor (Analog Devices Blackfin532) for

digital signal processing and control, and a 2.4GHz transceiver (Nordic nRF24L01)
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for wireless communication. The bridge can both receive and transmit radio pack-

ets from and to the headstage, as well as communicate with the client software on

the recording PC via ethernet. The client software visualized and saved the in-

coming data, performed spike sorting, and transmited spike-timing data to the

experimental control system.

Headstage

Each headstage (Fig. 2.4C) included four analog front-end (AFE: Intan RHA2132,

32-channels each) to amplify and bandpass neural signals from 128 electrode chan-

nels total. Four Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC), one per each AFE, sampled

and digitized each analog channel at 30 kSamples/s. The digitized signals were

processed by the microprocessor onboard (Analog Devices Blackfin532), which

performed Automatic Gain Control (AGC) for further amplification, Least Mean-

Squares (LMS) for noise removal, and digital bandpass filtering via Infinite Im-

pulse Response (IIR) filters for futher signal conditioning. Neuronal spike detec-

tion was then performed on the final conditioned signals via a 16-sample template

comparison procedure: if the L1-norm between the past 16-samples and the 16-

sample template was within a user-specified threshold (aperture), then a spike

was detected. The spiking activity from 256 neuronal units, and waveform values

from four channels were transmitted wirelessly via a 2.4GHz transceiver (Nordic

nRF24L01) in every four radio packets. As the bandwidth of the transceiver was

limited to 2Mbps, the spike-sorting algorithm allowed a maximum of two neu-

ronal units be sorted within a single channel, and made the assumption that

only one neuronal unit per channel can spike per 4 radio packets (768µs). These

constraints enabled data compression to allow for extra control data to be in-

serted into the outgoing radio packets. The microprocessors sent a frame of 16

radio packets at a time through the transceiver, which takes 3.072ms. After trans-
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mission, the transceiver switched to receive mode, received a packet from the

bridge if there is any, and switched back to transmission mode, all in 0.528ms.

The packets the headstage received from the bridge contains [memory-address,

value] pairs that can change the microprocessor’s settings, including the channels

whose waveforms are to be transmitted, the spike-sorting templates, AGC gain,

IIR bandwidth, and LMS settings.

Bridge

A bridge (Fig. 2.4D) was needed to communicate with every headstage. This

was because each wireless headstage needed to operate on a different channel of

the ISM band. Each headstage was assigned a specific radio channel when it re-

ceived its firmware. A total of 10 radio channels in 20MHz increments were possi-

ble. Each bridge used three identical Nordic radio transceiver (Nordic nRF24L01)

with orthongonally-arranged atennas. Radio packets were accepted from any

source provided they match cyclic redundancy check (CRC), again making it nec-

essary to have headstages and bridges to operate in pairs on matching radio chan-

nels. Successful reception of a data packet transitioned the transceiver that re-

ceived it to transmit mode, thus establishing bidirectional communication with

the headstages. The microprocessor on the bridge (Analog Devices Blackfin534)

also implmented a full protocol stack, including IP, ICMP, DHCP, TCP, HTTP, and

SLP, which enabled the bridge’s discovery by, and bidirectional communication

with the software client on the host computer within the same local area network.

Finally, the bridge also featured audio output such that the waveform signal trans-

mitted by its corresponding headstage and also being selected on the software

client can be heard.

Client software
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The client software (Gtkclient, Fig. 2.4B,E) allowed for direct visualization of

waveforms from four selected channels and all spike channels among all headstage-

bridge pairs. Spike-sorting, data collection, and signal chain settings were also

performed within Gtkclient. For spike sorting, two neuronal units can be sorted

per channel, for a total of 256 units per headstage. Unit isolation and sorting were

performed with a principal component analysis (PCA)-based algorithm [23] very

similar to Plexon Inc’s SortClient and OfflineSorter: the user specified a threshold

to obtain waveform snippets, which were then represented by the first two prin-

cipal components (PC) on a 2D plane. The user then marked the clusters of dots

that represent individual waveform snippets in this PC space, which set a neu-

ronal unit’s spike-sorting template and aperture that will be sent to the headstage.

While spike detections were binned at 768µs on the headstage, the time delay

between the detection of a spike on the headstage to display on Gtkclient also in-

cluded the 3.072ms of headstage transmission, presumably negliable transit time

in air to the bridge, processing by the bridge and transit time to Gtkclient through

ethernet. The time resolution of spikes was estimated to be between 5 ´ 10ms. In

the saved recording data, the spike and waveform timing had two timestamps,

corresponding to the time when the carrier packet was received by the bridge and

Gtkclient.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, in the wheelchair BMI experiments, we recorded

from 128 channels in monkey K (one headstage-bridge pair) and 256 channels in

monkey M (two headstage-bridge pairs). These recordings yielded on average

147 ˘ 10.2 sorted neurons for monkey K and 157.1 ˘ 23.9 neurons for monkey M

per experimental session.
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FIGURE 2.4: Wireless recording system components. (A-B) Schematic diagram
showing the information flow within the wireless recording system. The sorting
and data display is showing the waveform and spike raster display of Gtkclient.
(C) Headstage. (D) Bridge without antennas connected. (E) The spike-sorting
display of Gtkclient.[Adapted from Schwarz 2015 [253]]
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2.2.3.2 Wheelchair

The robotic wheelchair was a modified, commercially avaiable mid-wheel drive

model (Sunfire General) manufactured by Drive Medical. The original chair was

taken off and metal rails were installed on top of the drive-train platform so that

primate chairs can be installed. A Roboteq VDC2450 dual channel motor con-

troller served as the interface between the wheelchair motors and a Raspberry

Pi (RP) computer onboard the wheelchair. The RP received the computed motor

commands through User Datagram Protocol (UDP) from the experiment control

system through wifi. The RP then sent the commands to the Roboteq controller

via serial data bus connection.

As a safety feature, the Roboteq was programmed to stop the wheelchair when

communication failed or hit obstacles. If the Roboteq has not received any motor

commands for 1 second, it will brake. If the wheelchair has hit a significant ob-

stacle such that the wheels fail to turn, the Roboteq would increase its current

draw. Any current draw above 50 Amperes would result in Roboteq stopping the

wheelchair. An emergency manual power disconnect was prominently placed on

the vehicle that would disable the power to the motors should a malfunction occur

that requires a complete manual shut down. A secondary 2.4GHz radio control

(RC) system also intefaced to the Roboteq controller and was used as a remote

manuall control to manuever the vehicle outside of experiments when it was not

reciving commands from the experiment control system.

2.2.3.3 Experiment control system

BMI3

At the core of the experiment control system was an in-house software frame-

work written in C++ (BMI3) that received the neuronal activities from the wire-
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less recording system, and wheelchair and monkey head pose information from

the camera tracking system. BMI3 controlled the flow of the experiment, super-

vising experimental events including starting a trial, initiating docking sequence,

delivering grape reward, and ending a trial. During BMI trials, BMI3 also per-

formed real-time decoding algorithms that computed navigation commands for

the wheelchair from the neuronal ensemble activities.

During experiments, BMI3 requested for spike information from the wireless

recording system at roughly 100Hz through a socket connection. The experimen-

tal task itself was represented as a state-machine within BMI3, which tried to

maintain 10ms loop time. Upon receiving the request, Gtkclient sent BMI3 the

timestamp and identity of all neuronal units that have spiked in the past 10ms.

Wheelchair localization

The location and orientation (collectively called pose) of the wheelchair were

tracked using an ASUS Xtion camera (650x480 pixels, 30 frames/s) mounted on

the ceiling of the experiment room. The video tracking extension to BMI3 was

written in C++ and built with OpenCV library. The extension processed the video

stream, and segmented the video frames to determine the wheelchair location.

The wheelchair orientation was determined based on the markers located at the

front and back of the wheelchair (shown as yellow squares in Fig.2.1A). The wheelchair

position signals were smoothed using a Kalman Filter [307]. Similarly, we put

color markers on the cover of the monkey headcap to enable the tracking of its

pose with the same method. The position coordinate of the wheelchair was taken

to be that of the wheelchair’s center. BMI3 receives the wheelchair and monkey

head position at 30Hz.

Grape dispenser
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To simplify reward delivery for operant conditioning, we decided early on to

use solid fruit reward. We found through preliminary experiments that monkey

K and M were most motivated by grapes, and therefore selected Black Corinth

Champagne wine grapes for their very small size and consistency. The small re-

ward size were able to keep the monkeys motivated through hundreds of experi-

ment trials.

BMI3 controlled grape delivery at the end of a successful trial programmati-

cally by interfacing with custom pneumatic grape dispenser. The main mechani-

cal parts of the dispenser were a rotating platter disc and stationary mount plate

with a single drop chute. The parts were designed using SolidWorks and were

CNC milled from solid blocks of aluminum and have an anoidzed coating for

corrosion resistance. The rotating platter was a 13mm thick disc with 50 through-

holes of 13mm diameter spaced uniformly along its circumference. The rotating

platter was installed on top of 340cm diameter mount plate such that a fixed axle

from the center of the mount plate goes through the center of the rotating platter.

A pneumatic double acting cylinder (Robart model 166) was used to ratchet ad-

vance the platter one throughhole at a time around the plates’ shared vertical axis,

exposing the drop chute on the mounting plate to a new throughhole. If any grape

was present in the newly aligned throughole, it would drop through the drop

chute into a bowl directly below for the monkey to reach. A secondary pneumatic

cylinder (Robart model 165) was mounted vertically over the drop chute and was

time-delay activated to push out any grapes that may stick in the mechanism over

the course of the experiments.

The air cylinders were actuated with 100 psi air through directional control val-

ues (Ingersol Rand model P261SS-012-D-M) and equipped with pneumatic speed

controls and regulated to permit the pneumatic actions to be tuned for silence and

smooth operation. Optoisolators (PVG612) were used to interface the 24V control
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pneumatic valve to the computer running BMI3 via a National Instruments data

acquisition unit (NIDAQ SCB-68).

2.2.4 BMI decoder

Cortical neuronal responses to passive whole-body displacements were utilized to

obtain initial settings for two Wiener filters, which decoded egocentric translational

and rotational velocity from neuronal ensemble activity. While more sophisticated

decoders exist that may yield better BMI performance [150, 171], we chose to use

the Wiener filter for its simplicity in both implementation and interpretation.

The discrete-time Wiener filter is an optimal linear finite impulse response fil-

tering method that has been applied successfully to BMI applications [38, 308].

The algorithm was orginally a signal processing method pioneered by Wiener

[295] and Kolmogorov to produce an estimate of a target random process from

noisy signal measurements, assuming stationary signal and noise spectra.

In the context of BMI, the target process is the actuator kinematics. In the case

of our wheelchair experiments, the target processes are the linear and rotational

velocity. The measured signals are the neural spikes. Intuitively, the application

of Wiener filter assumes that there is a projection between the high-dimensional

input space, which contains all possible vectors of all measured neuron’s spike

rates, and the low-dimensional output space of all possible combinations of linear

and rotational velocity. Thus the inputs of the decoder are the neuronal spikes

and the outputs are wheelchair kinematics.

BMI decoding with the Wiener filter also take advantage of the temporal infor-

mation in the neural activities by optionally using a short history of neural activity

as the decoder input. In the most common implementation of the Wiener filter, the

neural input x and kinematic output y are related as in Eq.2.1(from [150]):
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ycpnq “
L´1
ÿ

l“0

M
ÿ

i“1

xipn´ lqw
c
i,l ` b

c (2.1)

where c denotes the c-th output dimension. In our experiments, if we were

decoding rotational and linear velocity with a single Wiener filter, then the output

dimension C “ 2. However, we trained a separate Wiener filter for each velocity,

therefore C “ 1 for both filters. n is the time instance, L is the number of time

delay taps, and M is the number of neurons. wci,l is the weight assigned to neuron

i, during tap l, for decoding the c-th output. The bias term b for each output

dimension is typically removed by zeroing the mean of input and output. L is

commonly set such that the previous 1 second of neural activity is sampled [308,

38, 161, 134]. In our experiments, the neuronal spikes are counted every 100ms,

leading to L “ 10 and each tap spanning 100ms.

In matrix form, Eq. 2.1 can be written as:

ypnq “WTxpnq (2.2)

where ypnq is a C-dimensional output vector. The dimension of the weight

matrix W is pL ¨Mq ˆ C. Each column of W consists of a vector,

rwc1,0, w
c
1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , w

c
1,L´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , w

c
M,L´1s

T

The weights of the Wiener filter are estimated by the Wiener-Hopf solution as

W “ R´1P (2.3)

R is the correlation matrix of neural spike inputs with dimension pL ¨Mqˆ pL ¨

Mq,
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R “

»

—

—

—

–

r11 r12 ¨ ¨ ¨ r1M
r21 r22 ¨ ¨ ¨ r2M
...

... . . . ...
rM1 rM2 ¨ ¨ ¨ rMM

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(2.4)

where rij is an Lˆ L cross-correlation matrix between different neurons i and

j, and rii is an LˆL autocorrelation matrix of neuron i. Therefore the construction

of Wiener filter coefficients implicitly takes account of pairwise correlations in the

neural activity. P is a cross-correlation matrix between each neuron and linear or

rotational velocity,

P “

»

—

—

—

–

p11 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1C

p21 ¨ ¨ ¨ p2C
... . . . ...

pM1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pMC

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(2.5)

where pic is the cross-correlation vector between neuron i and the c ´ th out-

put dimension. The Wiener-Hopf equations are derived by minimizing the mean

squared error (MSE) between the estimated and target random process.

Note that R must be a nonsingular matrix to have an inverse. However, if

the condition number of R is large, then W is very easily misdetermined. This

can be the case when there are neurons that exhibit higher variable firing pattern

[150], resulting in a very large dynamic range of bin counts (i.e. xipnq having

many unique values). To reduce the condition number, we add an identity matrix

multiplied by some constant to R before inversion. This procedure is known in

statistics as ridge regression.

2.2.5 Inverted decoder

After the last session of the 2D-navigation task described in section 2.2.1, we ran

an additional session to see whether the monkeys learned to utilize the direc-
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tional properties of the decoder. The hypothesis was that if the monkeys have

previously learned to modulate their neuronal activities to produce the appropri-

ate navigation commands for the original decoder, their performance would have

been significantly impaired after the decoder output was inverted. In this inver-

sion procedure, the outputs of the original Wiener filter decoders were modified

such that the absolute values of the decoded translational and rotational velocity

commands were kept the same, but their signs were reversed. In other words,

neural activities that resulted in the wheelchair moving forward with a certain

speed during the normal 2D-navigation task would result in wheelchair mov-

ing backward with the same speed. Similarly, neural activities that resulted in

the wheelchair turning clockwise would result in the wheelchair turning counter

clockwise.

In this control experiment, the monkeys went through 30 trials of passive nav-

igation as usual and Wiener filter decoders were trained as before. The monkey

controlled the wheelchair the normal way for the first half of BMI navigation ( 45

trials). However, during the second half of BMI navigation ( 45 trials), the decoder

outputs were inverted.

2.2.6 Data treatment

We ran monkey K for 21 sessions over 6 weeks and monkey M for 28 sessions over

3 weeks, and sometimes two sessions in a day. Seven sessions (2 of monkey K and

5 of monkey M) were excluded from the analysis for the following reasons:

• The sessions had less than 10 BMI navigation trials (3 sessions).

• Technical issues occured during recording (1 session).

• A decoder was ill-trained and biased toward negative linear velocity (1 ses-

sion).
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• Communication between the experiment control system and the RP on the

wheelchair failed frequently (2 sessions).

On average, each session yielded 49.0 ˘ 32.0 and 44.9 ˘ 9.3 BMI navigation

trials by monkey K and M, respectively. In the end, 19 sessions from monkey K

and 23 sessions from monkey M entered the analysis in this chapter.

Spike sorting was conducted on the first session for each monkey. However,

neuronal unit’s activity profile can vary between sessions due to electrode shift-

ing and noise level changes. Minimal resorting was conducted in subsequent ses-

sions. These recordings yielded on average 147˘ 10.2 sorted neurons for monkey

K and 157.1 ˘ 23.9 neurons for monkey M per experimental session. As not all

neuronal units were present for all sessions, only those that were present for at

least half the sessions for each monkey entered the analysis here, yielding 140 for

monkey K (79 in right M1, 35 in right S1, and 26 in right PMd) and 144 for monkey

M (72 in bilateral M1, and 72 in bilateral S1).

2.2.7 Peri-distance histogram (PDH)

To illustrate modulation of neuronal activities by distance to the reward location

(see section 2.3.3 and Fig. 2.8), PDHs were constructed. To construct the PDH,

the firing rates for each session were first binned into 100ms-bins and normal-

ized against the session means and standard deviations. The maximum range

of distance the wheelchair traveled to was divided into 0.5m distance-bins. For

each session, the normalized firing rates of all neurons corresponding to when

the monkey was within a particular distance-bin during each regime (passive or

brain-control) were averaged to obtain the session average. The resulting session

averages were then averaged to obtain the total average. These were plotted in

Fig. 2.8’s raster plots (the colored plots).
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To obtain the histograms from the total session averages, I took the average

of the absolute values of all neurons’ normalized firing rates at each distance-bin.

The docking-range is the maximum range within which either monkey has been

observed to initiate a reach toward the dispenser and is indicated by the black

dotted line in Fig. 2.8.

To enable proper averaging over sessions, this analysis was conducted with

only neurons that were present in all analyzed sessions for each monkey. I ig-

nored possible session-to-session change in neuronal tuning characteristics be-

cause PDH of individual sessions exhibited similar trends for both monkeys.

2.2.8 Offline Wiener filter distance decoding

Offline Wiener filter decoders were trained to predict distance (see section 2.3.3).

For each mode (passive or brain-control), Wiener filters were trained and tested

using each mode’s normalized neuronal activities and position data to decode

distance, using 5-fold cross-validation for each session. The R-of-prediction [159]

and Pearson correlation coefficient (cc) for all five rounds were averaged to ob-

tain the R or cc value for each session. R-of-prediction was defined as the square

root of the coefficient of determination (R2) between the actual and predicted dis-

tance. Specifically, let yi be the actual distances, ŷi be the corresponding predicted

distances, and ȳ be the mean of the actual distances, then

R2
“1´

SSres
SStot

“1´

ř

ipyi ´ ŷiq
2

ř

ipyi ´ ȳq
2

(2.6)

A negative R2 indicates ŷi fit yi worse than a constant line of ȳ and therefore

R-of-prediction was set to 0 when this happened.
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To measure how similar the encoding of distance was in different regime (pas-

sive or brain-control), for each session Wiener filters trained in one regime were

applied to the data of the other regime. The resulting R-of-predictions and cc were

obtained.

To test the significance of the decoding performance, permutation test was

performed where the above procedures were applied to neural data shuffled in

time 100 times. This then yielded a 95% confidence interval for each metric.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Wheelchair velocities decoded from cortical neuronal responses

Cortical neuronal responses to passive whole-body displacements during the pas-

sive navigation trials were utilized to obtain initial settings for the velocity Wiener

filters. The fitted Wiener filters decoded linear velocity during passive navigation

with session average R-of-predictions of 0.62 ˘ 0.02 (mean˘standard error) and

0.42 ˘ 0.02 for monkey K and M, respectively. For rotational velocity, the session

average R-of-predictions were 0.30 ˘ 0.02 and 0.22 ˘ 0.02. R-of-predictions was

calculated from the 5-fold cross-validation. Thus the wheelchair velocities can

be extracted moderately well, and the translational velocity can be decoded with

higher accuracy than rotational velocity. Fig. 2.5 shows an example of decoded

translational and rotational velocity commands.

2.3.2 Behavioral improvement over time

Both monkeys were able to navigate the wheelchair by modulating their brain ac-

tivities. This is supported by behavioral improvement over experimental sessions.

Performance of BMI navigation trials was characterized by trial duration and

length of the trajectory from the starting location to the reward location. Shorter

duration and trajectory length were indicative of better control of the wheelchiar
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FIGURE 2.5: An example of decoded translational and rotational velocity com-
mands during passive navigation. A For this session of monkey K, R “ 0.71 and
0.40 for translational and rotational velocity commands. B For this session of mon-
key M, R “ 0.53 and 0.35 for translational and rotational velocity commands. R of
prediction was evaluated by 5-fold cross validation. [Adapted from Rajangam et
al. 2016 [228]]

BMI. For each session, the medians of trial duration and trajectory length were

obtained to represent the behavioral performance of the session. As evident in

Fig.2.6, reduction in both trial duration (Mann-Kendall Test, p=0.025 and 0.045 for

monkey K and M) and trajectory length (Mann-Kendall Test, p=0.008 and 0.020

for monkey K and M) were evident for both monkeys.

Monkey K started with a 43.1s trial duration (median value for the first week)

and improved it to 27.3s (last week). Monkey M improved from 49.1 to 34.7 s.

Behavioral observations also showed that overt limb and body movements de-

creased as the monkeys learned to use the wheelchair BMI. We note that while

performance improvements are obvious, the final performance is far from opti-

mal and can most likely be improved by more sophisticate decoding scheme and

more experimental sessions.
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FIGURE 2.6: Wheelchair BMI behavioral improvement over time. Both mon-
keys show significant improvement in the traveling time and distance as they
learned to use the wheelchair BMI. The circles represent the median session per-
formance for each week, and the error bars show the corresponding interquartile
range. * denote significant monotonic trend per Mann-Kendall test (p ă 0.05).
[Adapted from Rajangam et al. 2016 [228]]

2.3.2.1 Inverted decoder performance

After both monkeys reached their best performance levels, we tested whether this

improvement resulted from the monkeys learning to utilize the directional prop-

erties of the decoder. This was done by reversing the sign of both translational

and rotational velocities as described in section 2.2.5. After this operation, naviga-

tion accuracy decreased significantly for the two monkeys, as evident in Fig. 2.7

(Wilcoxon signed rank test, p ă 0.01 in both trial duration and trajectory length

for both monkeys). This observation confirmed that the monkeys indeed learned

to modulate their cortical neurons to navigate the wheelchair.
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FIGURE 2.7: Wheelchair BMI inverted decoder performance. Both monkeys
demonstrate impaired performance once their decoded movement commands
were inverted. The bar graph shows the median over trials and the error bars
indicate the interquartile range of the medians. [Adapted from Rajangam et al.
2016 [228]]

2.3.3 Neuronal representation of the wheelchair to the reward location

Although BMI decoding did not incorporate absolute positon of the wheelchair

as a controlled parameter and the velocities decoded were wheelchair-centered,

I observed the presence of distance tuning to reward location in cortical neurons

during the BMI navigation task. This distance tuning is depicted by the peri-

distance histograms (PDHs) that represent neuronal activity as a function of the

distance of the wheelchair to the grape dispenser (Fig. 2.8).

This distance tuning could not be explained by the monkey arm movements

because it occured before the wheelchair reached the docking range, and the mon-

keys did not move their arms during this period (distance greater than that marked

with the black line in Fig. 2.8). The positional dependence in the population PDHs

was specific to the periods of BMI control mode in both monkeys (Fig. 2.8B, Mann-

Kendall test, p ă 0.05 for both monkeys). No such dependence was observed dur-

ing passive navigation (Fig. 2.8A). In monkey K, neuronal firing rates gradually
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FIGURE 2.8: Population responses as a function of distance to the reward loca-
tion.
(A) Population responses in monkey K and M as a function of distance to the re-
ward during passive navigation.
(B) Population reponses in monkey K and M as a function of distance to the re-
ward during BMI navigation. Colors in raster plots represent normalized firing
rate, and the bar graph shows the average unit modulation, calculated by the av-
erage of the absolute values of all units’ normalized firing rate at each distance.
When the wheelchair is getting close to the grape dispenser, the monkeys may
reach for the grape, the black line indicates the docking range (see Fig. 2.1B)
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increased as the wheelchair approached the dispenser. In monkey M, there was

no such increase until the wheelchair was about 0.7m from the dispenser, where

the neuronal firing rates started to increase as the wheelchair got closer to the

dispenser. At distance more than 0.7m away, most of monkey M’s neurons exhib-

ited a consistent below-average modulation level. For both monkeys, during the

passive trials higher peaks of activities can be observed at far distance from the

reward – these are associated with the sudden acceleration of the wheelchair at

the beginning of the training trajectories.

Offline Wiener filter decoders were then trained to predict distance to target

from cortical ensemble activity for both monkeys. These results are shown in

Table. 2.1.

Distance can be decoded with moderate accuracy for more than 80% of all ses-

sions for both monkeys in both passive and BMI regimes (passiveCV and bmiCV

in Table. 2.1). Notably, distance decoding performance was better during the

passive regime than during the BMI regime, despite the clearer single-neuron dis-

tance modulation as shown in Fig. 2.8. This performance difference likely resulted

from the fixed training trajectories used during the passive regime such that veloc-

ity was highly correlated with distance. This is supported by control experiments

where distance from target cannot be decoded during passive navigation trials

whose trajectories were randomly generated (see section 4.3.3).

For both monkeys, distance decoders trained from the BMI data performed

well at decoding passive trials data in 90% of all sessions (bmi-to-passive)– the

decoding accuracies were close to the level of passiveCV and bmiCV. The oppo-

site case where distance decoders were trained from the passive data performed

much worse at decoding BMI trials data (passive-to-bmi), and the performance was

significant in less sessions. This observation indicates that the distance tuning ob-

served in the two regimes cannot be attributed to simple factors such as reward re-
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Table 2.1: Wiener distance decoding performance. R-of-prediction (R) and cor-
relation coefficient (cc) between the predicted and actual distances are shown for
different distance decoding setups. The first two columns list the mean˘ste of
all sessions, along with the number of sessions for whose performances were sig-
nificantly above chance. The second two columns list the mean˘ste of only ses-
sions whose performance were significantly above chance. “–” indicate the per-
formance metric was significant for all sessions for that setup. passiveCV is the
session average cross-validated distance decoding performance for the passive tri-
als. bmiCV is the session average cross-validated distance decoding performance
for the bmi trials. passive-to-bmi is the session average distance decoding per-
formance for the bmi trials using a decoder trained from the passive trials. bmi-
to-passive is the session average distance decoding performance for the passive
trials using a decoder trained from the bmi trials.

R, all sessions cc, all sessions R, sig sessions cc, sig sessions
mean˘ste
(sessions sig)

mean˘ste
(session sig)

mean˘ste mean˘ste

monkey K

passiveCV 0.542 ˘ 0.161
(18/19)

0.627 ˘ 0.097
(19/19)

0.557 ˘ 0.152 –

bmiCV 0.403 ˘ 0.131
(19/19)

0.488 ˘ 0.083
(19/19)

– –

passive-to-bmi 0.185 ˘ 0.170
(11/19)

0.330 ˘ 0.115
(18/19)

0.302 ˘ 0.121 0.353 ˘ 0.115

bmi-to-passive 0.437 ˘ 0.197
(17/19)

0.468 ˘ 0.147
(19/19)

0.489 ˘ 0.130 –

monkey M

passiveCV 0.269 ˘ 0.143
(19/23)

0.344 ˘ 0.148
(22/23)

0.306 ˘ 0.124 0.358 ˘ 0.136

bmiCV 0.159 ˘ 0.092
(20/23)

0.244 ˘ 0.070
(22/23)

0.178 ˘ 0.081 0.250 ˘ 0.065

passive-to-bmi 0.037 ˘ 0.088
(3/23)

0.187 ˘ 0.060
(23/23)

0.253 ˘ 0.031 –

bmi-to-passive 0.273 ˘ 0.130
(21/23)

0.297 ˘ 0.102
(21/23)

0.299 ˘ 0.103 0.315 ˘ 0.087

lated modulation [182] alone since reward was present in both regimes. Morever,

cortical neuronal tuning to target distance also cannot be explained by the mon-

keys’ overt reaching movements, since the animals did not produce arm move-

ments until they were within the docking range. Therefore the reasonable dis-

tance decoding performance during BMI trials and the presence of clear distance-

related modulation during BMI trials would suggest the neurons encode distance-
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to-reward during BMI navigation.

2.4 Discussion

This study was the first to demonstrate whole-body navigation using a contin-

uous BMI. Previous wheelchair BMI studies have all relied on decoding of dis-

crete navigation commands. The fact that our BMI decoder training was achieved

through passive navigation is of particular clinical significance since severely par-

alyzed subjects cannot produce overt body movements to train a BMI decoder, as

required in previous wheelchair BMI paradigms [319, 254].

While the BMI training approach in which the decoder training data is col-

lected when subjects passively observed the movements of an external device

and/or imagined voluntarily controlling these movements have been explored

in previous studies [303, 134, 126, 127, 290], it is important to empahsize the

difference in our paradigm. Instead of simply observing or imagining move-

ments of the actuator, here the entire animal’s body was passively transported

by the actuator (wheelchair) during decoder training data collection. Neural tun-

ing to observed action in M1 and PMd has been reported previously, and has two

main interpretations: action rehearsal [68, 290] and mirror neuron representation

[238, 237, 234]. The first interpretation has the greatest evidence in M1, where

neurons with tuning properties that were congruent during observation and per-

formance of the same action. This propety has been linked to mental rehearsal of

action and the generation of covert movement that is somehow inhibited down-

stream [123]. The mirror neuron interpretation attributes congruent tuning during

observantion and performance of the same action to imitation learning. Neither

of these interpretations seem to be completely appropriate in our experiments.

Due to whole-body displacements, the neuronal activities should reflect the mul-
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timodal integration of vestibular, proprioceptive, and visual inputs. This may

underly the size of the gap between the monkeys’ final performance and optimal

level – whole-body movements cause sensory feedback that interfere with cortical

modulations to produce the desired velocity commands.

We also observed the emergence of a cortical representation of distance to the

reward during BMI navigation. Remarkably, the emergence of distance tuning

in cortical neurons was not related to the kinematic variable controlled through

the BMI (wheelchair linear and rotational velocity were encoded in the chair-

centered coordinate system). The representation of the distance to reward, which

also served as a target for navigation, is likely to be somewhat related to reward

encoding by cortical neurons [182, 229, 230]. Indeed, an increase in neuronal activ-

ity with the proximity to the reward could indicate a reward-anticipation signal.

However, PDHs were very different during passive navigation trials and BMI con-

trol, despite the presence of reward in both, suggesting other factors in addition to

simple reward expectation contribute to the observed distance tuning. The steady

increase in neuronal activity with target proximity may reflect an increase in the

level of animal engagement in the brain-control task. Indeed, when the monkeys

actively controlled the wheelchair steering with their brain activity they probably

attended more to the final target than when they were passively moved towards

the end goal since in the latter condition the monkeys’ reward was guaranteed.

Numerous previous studies offer possible contributing factors to the emergence

of such distance tuning to reward. For instance, cortical encoding of spatial atten-

tion independent of the representation of motor goal and working memory could

have played a key role in our paradigm [163, 165]. Furthermore, anticipatory

buildup in cortical neuronal activity has been demonstrated in numerous stud-

ies as potentially representing motor preparation (preparation of arm reaching in

our case) [159, 144, 53] and spatial encoding [163]. These potential factors would
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require further investigation.

Irrespective of its origin, we learned that the distance to reward could be en-

coded offline using the cortical neuronal ensemble activity recorded in our ex-

periments, yielding very reasonable and accurate predictions. The presence of

cortical representation of parameters other than those being decoded during BMI

suggests that potentially new control parameters may be extracted from cortical

neuronal ensembles during the operation of a BMI. Simulations and experiments

have shown that by simultaneously extracting a reward [112, 179, 227, 182, 242]

continuous online-adaptation of BMI decoders can be achieved. Our study adds

to these results by describing the existence of neuronal signals which modulate

not just the presence or absence of reward, but a continuous representation of

reward location that coexists with the representation of wheelchair velocity.

A previous study in the Nicolelis lab has proposed that prolonged BMI use

leads to the assimilation of the artificial tool, e.g. robotic or virtual actuators, into

the body schema found in the subject’s cortex, much like that found in the schema

assimilation of manual tools [136]. Studies have previously shown integration of

manually controlled wheelchairs into the user’s body schema [219, 223, 276, 94].

Our observations of neuronal tuning to wheelchair kinematics and distance from

reward during BMI operation adds to these findings and provide further evidence

that prolonged BMI use affects cortical representation of the sense of self.

In summary, whole-body navigation BMI was achieved through a passive train-

ing paradigm, and the neural response during the operation of this BMI revealed

the recorded neural ensemble can encode distance to reward location simultane-

ously. Thus this study contributes to the BMI and neurosciece fields both clinically

and scientifically.
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3

Place Cell-Like Activity in S1, M1, and PMd
during BMI Wheelchair Navigation

3.1 Introduction

Little is known about the role of sensorimotor cortical areas, such as S1, M1, and

PMd cortices, in representing parameters of whole-body navigation. To date, neu-

rophysicological mechanisms enabling whole-body navigation have been most

extensively studied in the rat hippocampus [215, 214, 99, 109], where “place cells”

representing spatial locations and navigation parameters were originally reported

by O’Keefe and his colleagues [215, 214]. Much less non-sensory neurophysico-

logical research has been conducted in nonhuman primates, employing virtual

navigation tasks [129] and whole-body motion [217, 101, 174, 228, 241]. In hu-

mans, neural correlates of navigation have been investigated using EEG [310, 139],

neuroimaging [119, 149], and intracranical recordings [71, 187, 202]. Our study in

rhesus monkeys in Chapter 2 have shown that cortical motor (M1 and PMd) and

somatosensory (S1) areas may also contribute to the encoding of body position

during whole-body navigation. This is surprising because according to the classi-
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cal hierarchical model of spatial processing [78, 137, 158, 312, 72], spatial-coding

should be restricted to the interactions between the hippocampus and association

areas of the cortex.

Intrigued by the finding that S1, M1, and PMd neurons were modulated by

the distance-to-reward during wheelchair navigation presented in Chapter 2, I

then hypothesized that the same monkey cortical neurons may also encode spa-

tial location in a similar way to the encoding of space observed in the rodent place

cells (Chapter 1). In this chapter I report the results of testing this hypothesis

through statistical modeling. My findings reveal that, in addition to representing

arm reaching and egocentric wheelchair kinematics (i.e. wheelchair egocentric

linear and rotational velocities, see Chapter 2), S1, M1, and PMd neurons allo-

centrically represent the monkey’s body location, as well as head and body ori-

entation. Altogether, these findings suggest that hierarchically low cortical areas

contribute to the representation of allocentric space during whole-body naviga-

tion. In this chapter, “spatial” and “position” refer to the location of the monkey

and wheelchair in space, and “orientation” and “direction” refer to where the

monkey’s head or the wheelchair is facing.

3.2 Experimental setup

Briefly, two monkeys (K and M) were employed in our experiments. During each

recording session, a monkey sat in a motorized wheelchair and navigated from

one out of three possible starting locations in a room towards the location of a

grape dispenser (Fig. 3.1A). This whole-body navigation was performed under

BMI control, where a linear decoding algorithm transformed cortical ensemble

activity into translational and rotational velocity commands responsible for the

wheelchair movements. The wheelchair passed through different room locations,
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which allowed us to construct position tuning maps that describe how firing rates

of individual S1, M1, and PMd neurons depended on wheelchair position (Fig.

3.1B-G). While most of the rooms were covered by the navigation trajectories, the

coverage was not uniform for all locations, with the edges of the room less visited

(Fig. ref fig:consistency B). The distribution of the trajectories was also dependent

on the wheelchair starting location – those starting at one side of the room tend to

stay on that side. For analysis purposes, the region of the room where the grape

dispenser was located was defined as the “front of the room” (Fig. 3.1A), whereas

the “back of the room” corresponded to the region from which the wheelchair

started to move. The “left” and “right” parts of the room corresponded to the

monkey’s view when it faced the dispenser, or the “front of the room”. For details

on experimental design see section 2.2.1, on monkey cortical implants see section

2.2.2, on experimental apparatus see section 2.2.3, on BMI decoder see section

2.2.4.
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FIGURE 3.1: Wheelchair navigation and examples of spatially-selective neu-
rons.
(A) View from the top of the experimental room, where the monkey navigated
in a motorized wheelchair under BMI control from one of three possible start-
ing locations (shown as green circles) to the grape dispenser (marked by a “+”).
The four walls of the experiment room are labeled as “front”, “back”, “right” and
“left”, which corresponded to the monkey facing the grape dispenser and navi-
gating from the back to the front of the room. Red semicircle labels the docking
zone upon which an auto-pilot took over the wheelchair control. Black semicir-
cle labels the reach zone within which monkeys initiated reach movements for the
grape. The position of the monkey’s body and orientation of the head (gray el-
lipse) and trunk (tan ellipse) were evaluated using the following coordinates: θ –
the angle of the wheelchair’s location with respect to the dispenser; r – the dis-
tance from the wheelchair to the dispenser; α – the angle of the dispenser location
with respect to the monkey’s head direction; and β – the angle of the dispenser
location with respect to the wheelchair’s direction.
(B-D) Spatial tuning diagrams in representative neurons from monkey K, and (E-
G) monkey M. Axis labels as in A. Colors represent trial-averaged z-scored firing
rates at different room locations. Cortical areas, where the neurons were recorded,
are indicated. [Taken from Yin et. al., 2018 [321]]

3.3 Data treatment

In the previous chapter, 19 sessions from monkey K and 23 sessions from monkey

M entered the analysis (section 2.2.6). In this chapter, 10 sessions of monkey K

were further excluded from analysis because (1) monkey head orientation was

not recorded (8 sessions) and (2) the total number of valid BMI trials was less than

10 (2 sessions). A BMI trial was invalid if the localization algorithm lost track of

the wheelchair, if the trial was paused, or if movement errors occured. In the end,

9 sessions from monkey K and 23 sessions from monkey M entered the analysis.

On average, each analyzed session yielded (mean˘std) 57.9 ˘ 33.0 and 45.4 ˘ 8.6

valid BMI navigation trials by monkey K and M, respectively.

Spike sorting was conducted on the first session for each monkey. However,

neuronal unit’s activity profile can vary between sessions due to electrode shift-

ing and noise level changes. Minimal resorting was conducted in subsequent ses-

sions. In this chapter I excluded neurons that were not present in all analyzed
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sessions, yielding 116 neurons in monkey K (27 in S1, 64 in M1, and 25 in PMd)

and 124 neurons in monkey M (59 in S1 and 65 in M1). This extra constraint al-

lowed for fair comparison across sessions.

Only the data during BMI trials were included in the analysis, this was be-

cause the set trajectories used in the passive trials did not provide enough spa-

tial and orientation coverage. In all analysis in this chapter, the recorded spike-

counts (used interchangeably with the term “neural activities”) of all neurons

were binned into non-overlapping 100ms time-bins. The decoded wheelchair ve-

locity commands were already aligned with the spike-counts with the same 100ms

temporal resolution. Wheelchair position, wheelchair direction, and monkey head

direction were downsampled to 10Hz and interpolated to align with the binned

neural data. In many of the analysis presented, normalized spike counts were

used, which were obtained from subtracting from each neuron’s binned spike

counts its session mean and then dividing by its session standard deviation.

3.4 Visualizing position-tuning

3.4.1 Position-tuning diagrams

To visualize the position-tuning properties for each neural unit (Fig. 3.1B-G),

the normalized spike counts were first smoothed by 3-point moving average.

The room was divided into 5cm-by-5cm spatial bins. Then the normalized spike

counts were sorted into this spatial grid based on the corresponding wheelchair

position and averaged within each spatial bin. Lastly, missing values of the position-

tuning diagram were filled in and Gaussian-smoothed (N “ 7,σ “ 3) by its neigh-

boring spatial-bin values for illustration purposes.

Position-tuning diagrams for when the monkey or wheelchair is facing differ-

ent directions (Fig. 3.2) can be constructed similarly, with the modification that
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the data selected for each tuning diagram being conditioned on the range of the

monkey’s head orientation (α in Fig. 3.1A) or wheelchair orientation (β in Fig.

3.1A).

3.4.2 Representative spatial tuning patterns and monkey behavior

Fig. 3.1B-G hows that, in both monkeys, individual S1, M1, and PMd neurons

modulated their firing rates according to the wheelchair spatial position. The posi-

tion tuning of these neurons reflected not only the distance, r, from the wheelchair

to the grape dispenser, but also whether the wheelchair was in the left or right

parts of the room. For example, the M1 neurons (from both monkeys) shown in

Fig. 3.1B,E increased their firing rate when the wheelchair entered the right part of

the room. The PMd neuron shown in Fig. 3.1C (recorded in monkey K) showed an

opposite pattern of position tuning: its firing rate decreased when the wheelchair

entered the right part of the room and increased when it entered the left part. Fig.

3.1D,F depict an M1 neuron from monkey K and a S1 neuron from monkey M that

despite being very weakly tuned to the left-right dimension were clearly tuned to

the distance from the wheelchair to the grape dispenser: the firing rate increased

in both neurons with decreasing distance. Fig. 3.1G depicts an M1 neuron from

monkey M whose firing rate decreased as the wheelchair approached the grape

dispenser. In many neurons (see Fig, 3.1D-G), we observed a sharp change in fir-

ing rate that occured when the whelchair entered the “reach zone” (marked by

black semi-circles in Fig. 3.1), from which the monkeys could reach for the food.

Since monkey K was a smaller monkey, its reach zone was also smaller compared

to that for monkey M.

In addition to the reach zone, Fig. 3.1 also shows the “docking zone” (marked

by red circles). Inside this region, an autopilot program took over and maneu-

vered the wheelchair to dock next to the dispenser to facilitate the monkey’s ac-
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cess to the grapes. For monkey M, the reach zone and the docking zone mostly

coincided, since video analysis showed that this monkey began reaching while

the wheelchair was being docked. Conversely, monkey K initiated reaching only

when the wheelchair traveled close enough to the grape dispenser. This difference

in the onset of reaching in the two monkeys was clearly visible in the neuronal

patterns: a transition to reach-related activity occured in monkey K only within

the small reach zone (Fig. 3.1D), whereas in monkey M neuronal activity sharply

changed when the wheelchair entered the docking zone (Fig. 3.1E-G). Overall,

Fig. 3.1 shows that S1, M1, and PMd neurons in both monkeys were tuned to the

2D room position, including tuning in both left-right and back-front dimensions,

while exhibiting, in addition, the well-known typical firing modulations related to

arm reaching and hand grasping movements that have been classically associated

with these cortical areas.

Further analysis revealed that, in addition to representing room position, the

firing rates of S1, M1, and PMd neurons were affected in varying degrees by the

direction relative to room landmarks in which the monkeys turned their heads

and the rotations of the wheelchair. We named this typoe of neuronal tuning

“orientation-related”. To illustrate orientation tuning, Fig. 3.2A-D compares the

instances when the monkey’s head pointed to the right of the grape dispenser

(45 ă α ă 135, Fig. 3.2A,C) to the instances when the monkey’s head pointed

to the left of the dispenser (´135 ă α ă ´45, Fig. 3.2B,D). Two neurons from

monkey K are illustrated: a PMd neuron exhibited a strong preference to the right

parts of the room, irrespective of where the monkye’s head pointed (Fig. 3.2A-

B), while an M1 neuron displayed firing patterns that were clearly different in

these two cases; when the monkey’s head pointed to the right of the dispenser

(Fig. 3.2C) this neuron’s firing rate was much lower than when the monkey’s

head pointed to the left (Fig. 3.2D). In general, we observed that S1, M1, and PMd
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neurons represented both room location and monkey head orientation, with some

neurons being more location-tuned and others more orientation-tuned.

3.5 Mutual information between neuronal activities and covariates

As a first-order estimate of the proportion of neurons that is significantly tuned

to spatial location, body, and head orientation, I conducted a mutual-information

(MI) analysis [313, 241, 292] that evaluated the correspondence between neuronal

rates and individual task covariates (spatial location, monkey head angle α, and

wheelchair angle β).

3.5.1 Method

Information theoretic analysis for single neurons have been widely used to quan-

tify the amount of information conveyed by the firing rate of a neuron about any

experimentally measured variable or combination of variables [63], especially in

the place-cell and spatial coding literature [313, 241]. If each stimulus s, were to

evoke its own response, r, then on measuring r one would confirm s, and thus

gain Ipsq “ ´ log2 P psq bits of information, where P psq is the a priori probability

of occurence of a particular stimulus s. If instead, the same response can be in-

voked by several stimuli with different probabilities, this probabilistic stimulus-

response relation can be expressed by a joint probability distribution P ps, rq. The

information in bits about s gained by observing r can be evaluated by

Ips, Rq “
ÿ

r

P pr|sq log2

P ps|rq

P psq
(3.1)

where R represent the set of all possible response r. Averaging over different

stimuli s in the set of stimuli S, one obtains the average information gain (MI)

about the set of stimuli S present in the neuronal spike data R as
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FIGURE 3.2: Neuronal tuning to room location and head orientation. (A-D)
Modulation of spatial tuning patterns by head orientation in two neurons from
monkey K. Conventions as in Fig. 3.1B-G. The color plots correspond (see key on
top) to the monkey facing to the right of the grape dispenser (α from 45 to 135
degrees; A, C) or to the left of the grape dispenser (α from -45 to -135 degrees; B,
D). The spatial tuning pattern of one PMd neuron did not substantially change
with the head orientation (A,B), whereas the pattern of another M1 neuron dra-
matically changed (C, D). [Adapated from Yin et. al., 2018 [321]]
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IpS,Rq “
ÿ

s

P psqIps, Rq “
ÿ

s,r

P ps, rq log2

P ps, rq

P psqP prq
(3.2)

To obtain the amount of information a neuron’s spike train conveys about the

wheelchair’s spatial location pre-docking, I first divded the experimental room

into 0.4m-by-0.4m grids, which would serve as the set of stimulus S. For each

neuronal unit, the set of responses R is the distinct spike-counts observed in

100ms time-bins. The spike-counts were sorted into the spatial-grid based on the

time-aligned wheelchair positions, and joint-probability tables between all pairs

of stimulus and response were constructed for each neuron. Equation 3.2 then

gives the amount of information each unit’s neuronal activity conveys about spa-

tial location in bits per 100ms. We further bias-corrected these MI values following

the procedures by Treves and Panzeri [292] to compensate for undersampling by

subtracting a correction-term

C1 “
1

2N ln 2
pNS ´ 1qpNR ´ 1q (3.3)

from each value, where NS is the number of distinct stimulus, and NR is the

number of distinct neuronal response. I set a neuron’s final MI value to 0 if its

bias-corrected MI value was less than 0, or if its C1 value was greater than 1 [292].

MI for orientation parameters (α and β) were computed similarly, with the dif-

ference that the set of stimulus S were now α and β discretized into eight angular

bins of 45 degrees each.

The position and angular stimulus discretizations were chosen to ensure ade-

quate sampling of the stimulus space – the number of discrete bins must not be

too high, even after the correction procedure, to limit sampling effects from bias-

ing information estimates based on limited number of trials.
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Table 3.1: Percentages of neurons with significant MI to parameters by cortical
area. Numbers represent session mean˘std percentages.

location α β location or
orientation

location
and
orientation

monkey K

S1 (n=27) 63.0 ˘ 20.6% 31.3 ˘ 22.1% 48.1 ˘ 22.8% 73.3˘21.1% 44.0˘21.7%
M1 (n=64) 62.8 ˘ 20.3% 60.1 ˘ 20.1% 69.6 ˘ 16.2% 84.7˘11.6% 55.2˘20.9%
PMd (n=25) 68.0 ˘ 15.7% 54.7 ˘ 15.4% 52.0 ˘ 16.2% 76.9˘12.3% 56.9˘14.4%
All neurons
(n=116)

64.0 ˘ 18.8% 52.2 ˘ 18.6% 60.8 ˘ 17.1% 80.4˘12.9% 53.0˘19.3%

monkey M

S1 (n=59) 35.4 ˘ 14.7% 23.8 ˘ 18.3% 22.4 ˘ 18.6% 47.2˘18.4% 19.8˘15.4%
M1 (n=65) 37.4 ˘ 17.7% 23.1 ˘ 19.5% 21.2 ˘ 20.6% 47.9˘19.5% 20.1˘18.1%
All neurons
(n=124)

36.5 ˘ 16.1% 23.4 ˘ 18.7% 21.8 ˘ 19.4% 47.5˘18.7% 20.0˘16.6%

To test the significance of the MI values, I performed permutation tests. I

shifted the alignement of the wheelchair position, α and β a random internval

between 10 to 50 seconds with respect to the neuronal activities and computed

the resulting bias-corrected MI values. This was done 1000 times to obtain dis-

tributions of permuted MI values. From this permuted sitribution the p-value

of the actual MI value can be obtained for each neuron. The p-values were then

corrected by false-discovery rate (FDR) and considered significant if the corrected

value was under 0.05.

Aside from stimulus discretization, MI has another limitation. For any neural

system, the optimal word length (in our case the time-bin length of 100ms) is an

unknown that must be estimated taking account that the data requirements for the

joint-probability table increase exponentially with the word length [233, 31]. The

correction-term procedure [292] mitigate some of this problem. Nevertheless, the

mutual-information analysis was used as a first-order estimate of the relationship

between the neuronal firing rates and the covariates.
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Figure 3.3: Distributions
of bias-corrected mutual-
information values are
plotted for neurons in all
sessions, corresponding to
spatial-location (A-C, J-K),
α (D-F, L-M), and β (G-I,
N-O); for monkey K (A-I)
and monkey M (J-O); and
categorized by brain regions
– S1 (A, D, G, J, L, N), M1
(B, E, H, K, M, O), and PMd
(C, F, I). Only neurons with
siginficant bias-corrected
mutual information values
are plotted. [Adapted from
Yin et. al. 2018 [321]]
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3.5.2 Results

In monkey K, significant mutual information (permutation test with FDR correc-

tion, p ă 0.05) to at least one of the three covariates (spatial location, body and

head orientation) was found for 80.4˘ 12.9% neurons (mean˘std across sessions)

(73.3 ˘ 21.1% in S1, 84.7 ˘ 11.6% in M1, and 76.9 ˘ 12.3% in PMd). In monkey

M, 47.5 ˘ 18.7% neurons were tuned to at least one parameter (47.2 ˘ 18.4% in

S1 and 47.9 ˘ 19.5% in M1). Tuning to room position was found for 64.0 ˘ 18.8%

(63.0˘ 20.6% in S1, 62.8˘ 20.3% in M1, and 68.0˘ 15.7% in PMd) and 36.5˘ 16.1%

(35.4˘ 14.7% in S1, and 37.4˘ 17.7% in M1) in monkey K and M, respectively. Fig.

3.3 and Table 3.1 show the distribution of MI values and percentages of neurons

with significant MI to the different covariates.

3.6 Quantifying covariates encoding with generalized additive mod-
els

To quantify how the firing rate of individual neurons encode position and rota-

tional covariates, I pulled out the neurons with siginficant mutual information to

these parameters. Next, I fitted generalized additive models (GAM) to these neu-

rons’ activities to describe their relationships with the measured covariates. In

this section, I use the term “covariate” interchangeably with “predictor”.

3.6.1 Generalized additive models

A key problem in neuroscience is to find simple, tractable encoding models that

are flexible enough to capture the response properties of real neurons. In motor

control and BMI literature, these response properties are commonly termed tuning

properties [159, 162, 173, 106, 144]. The simplest encoding model fits regression

using ordinary linear squares (OLS-LM) [89, 159] between single neuron activities

and multiple predictors. Mathematically, it has the form
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Epyq “
M
ÿ

m“1

xm ` ε (3.4)

where y is the response variable representing a neuron’s firing rate or spike

counts, Epyq is the expectation of y, xm are the different predictors. In a reaching

task, for example, xm can include hand position, velocity, acceleration, and past

spike counts. ε represents a noise term that is assumed to be normally distributed.

The tuning properties describe how Epyq relate to xm and have been quantified

by proportion of the response y’s variance explained by a predictor [89, 159]. In

regression this is known as R2 (tuning to all predictors) or partial-R2 (tuning to a

subset of predictors).

This type of model can be extended to relax the assumption of Gaussian dis-

tribution of the neuronal spike counts. In particular, a Poisson noise model is

more consistent with measured firing rates [63, 98]. The resulting generalized lin-

ear model (GLM) in neuroscience often refers to an autoregressive point process

model, a model in which linear functions of stimulus and spike history are nonlin-

early transformed to produce the spike rate or conditional intensity of a Poisson

process [226, 305]. The nonlinear transformation of GLM is achieved through a

link function such that

gpEpyqq “
M
ÿ

m“1

xm ` ε (3.5)

where gp.q denotes the link function that relates the expected value Epyq to

the predictors, gpEpyqq is also known as the linear predictor. With a Poisson noise

model, the link function is chosen to be logp.q and spike-count yptq in a time bin of

size ∆ is distributed according to a Poisson distribution:
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P pyptq|Epyptqqq “
1

yptq!
p∆Epyptqqqyptq exp´∆Epyptqq (3.6)

Since the GLMs are now fit using likelihood estimation, amount of tuning is

now measured by deviance explained, a generalization of R2. In particular, R2 is

now replaced by deviance explained (tuning to all predictors) or pseudo-partial-

R2 (tuning to a subset of predictors) [220, 79, 230]

Both OLS-LM and GLM assume that the conditional meanEpyq (or its transfor-

mation through gp.q) is a linear function of the predictors xm. Numerous studies

have shown neuronal tuning can often be nonlinear [77, 172]. This is especially

apparent in the position-tuning diagrams in Fig. 3.1B-G. GAM relaxes this con-

straint by expressing the linear predictor gpEpyqq as a weighted sum of smooth

functions of predictors [120, 121]. GAM has the form:

gpEpyqq “
N
ÿ

n“1

fnpxnq `
M
ÿ

m“1

xm ` ε (3.7)

where fn represent smooth functions of the covariates xn, the seccond summa-

tion and ε are as defined in GLM. This type of model allows for flexible specifica-

tion of the dependence of the response on covariates by the use of nonparametric

smooth functions fn. Nonparametric here means that the shape of fn is fully-

determined from the data as supposed to parametric functions [226, 305, 230] that

were predefined by a typically small set of parameters.

In GAM, each fn is represented by a linear combination of spline basis func-

tions that describes each covariate’s contribution to the linear predictor as a piece-

wise polynomial. Penalized regression splines are used to prevent overfitting of

the spline functions, and the appropriate degree of smoothness for each fn can

be estimated from data using cross validation or marginal likelihood estimation.
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All GAMs in this chapter were fitted using the mgcv R-package by Simon Woods

[318, 317].

3.6.2 Model specification

The full model described in Eq. 3.8 was implemented in mgcv, and fitted assuming

a quasipoisson noise model [317]. Quasipoisson noise model was chosen over

Poisson because many neurons’ spike count data were more variable than the

Poisson distribution – the mean and variance of the spike counts were different

(as would be assumed if Poisson distribution was used).

gpEpY qq „tipx, yq ` tipv, ωq ` tipαq ` tipβq`

tipx, y, v, ωq ` tipx, y, αq ` tipx, y, βq`

tipv, ω, αq ` tipv, ω, βq`

tipα, βq`

SpY pt´ 1qq ` SpY pt` 1qq

(3.8)

The response variable Y is the number of spikes in 100ms time bins, Y pt ´ 1q

and Y pt`1q represent the number of spikes shifted in time by one time bin. Y pt´1q

was added to capture the influence of spike history on the current probability of

spiking, Y pt` 1qwas added to model the feedback effects between neural activity

and kinematics (neural activity respond to both past, current, and future intended

kinematics). Adding time shifted Y ptq also fulfill the model assumption of identi-

cal and independtly distributed (i.i.d) residuals ε – without them, the residuals of

the fitted models exhibited autocorrelation structure. The predictors v and ω rep-

resent the wheelchair’s linear and rotational velocity. x and y are wheelchair posi-

tions in the coordinate system shown in Fig. 3.1A. α is the angle of the dispenser

location with respect to the monkey’s head direction, and β is the angle of the dis-
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penser location with respect to the wheelchair’s direction, both are illustraed in

Fig. 3.1A. Sp.q and tip.q indicate different types of nonparametric smoothing to be

used.

The model specification was complicated by the fact that orientation and po-

sition parameters were mildly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient between

x, y and α, β less than 0.3 for all sessions). This is because BMI navigation would

naturally bias certain combinations of orientation, position, and velocity – task

completion would require more forward than backward velocity, more turning

toward the dispenser than away, and less occupation of the edges of the room.

To cope with these sampling issues, I included all second-order interaction effects

between the covariates (2nd to 4th row of Eq. 3.8) in addition to the main-effect

terms (1st row of Eq. 3.8).

The functions Sp.q and tip.q indicate the different types of nonparametric smooth-

ing used. tip.qwas used for covariates that were included as both main-effects and

interaction effects. Sp.q was used for covariates that were only included as main-

effects. Note that position px, yq and velocity pv, ωq were both modeled with 2D

smoothing functions, as indicated by the bivariate functional form in the first line

of Eq. 3.8. The second line of Eq. 3.8 represents all the interaction tmers between

position and the other three predictors. Since the main-effect of position was as-

sumed to be a bivariate function, these terms represent the interactions between

a bivariate function with wither a bivariate (e.g. tipx, y, v, ωq) or univariate (e.g.

tipx, y, αq) function. Similarly, the third line includes the interactions between the

bivariate velocity function with univariate orientation functions. Different types

of regression splines were used for the terms. 2D rotational-invariant thin-plate

regression splines (mgcv option bs=’tp’) basis set of size 30 and 20 were used to

model location and velocity effects, respectively. Cyclic cubic regression splines

(mgcv option bs=’cc’) basis set of size 10 were used to model α and β effects. Cyclic
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cubic regression splines were chosen to enforce angular periodicity.

The fitted smoothing functions then give the tuning function or tuning curve of

a neuron to the corresponding predictors, see Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 for examples

of fitted functions. We can see that the fitted spatial tuning functions for monkey

K in Fig. 3.4C and for monkey M in Fig. 3.5A-C closely resemble position-tuning

diagrams in Fig. 3.1B, E-G. The colors in the fitted spatial tuning functions and the

y-axis values in the fitted direction tuning curves shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5

represent the contribution of tipx, yq, tipαq, and tipβq’s contribution to the linear

predictor in Eq. 3.7. It is clear that these terms contribute in different proportions

for different neurons. Fig. 3.4A shows the fitted tuning functions for monkey K’s

place-cell shown in Fig. 3.2A, where the position effect contributes roughly four

times as much to the linear predictor as the α effect. Fig. 3.4B shows the tuning

functions for monkey K’s orientation-cell shown in Fig. 3.2B, where the α effect

contributes roughly four times as much to the linear predictor as the position ef-

fect. Therefore the “place-cell-ness” and “orientation-cell-ness” can be quantified

by the ratio of position-effect to orientation-effect.

Starting locations of the BMI trials was not used as a predictor because trajecto-

ries starting from different starting locations differ in spatial coverage. To provide

adequate sampling, I pooled over the starting location conditions.

To assess the relative importance of a group of covariates, I fitted partial mod-

els from the full model by removing those covariates. For example, to assess the

effects of position on a neuron’s activities, I constructed the partial model by re-

moving the tipx, yq term from Eq. 3.8. F-test was conducted to check if the full-

model was significantly better than the partial-model, i.e. if a neuron was signif-

icantly “tuned” to position. To quantify the effects of position, I defined tuning-

depth (TD) as the McFadden’s pseudo-partial-R2 [183]:
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FIGURE 3.4: Example GAM-fitted tuning functions for monkey K. Fitted po-
sition tuning function (left) and direction tuning curves (right) for α (blue) and
β (red), for (A) monkey K’s place-cell shown in Fig. 3.2A, (B) monkey K’s
orientation-cell shown in Fig. 3.2B, and (C) a monkey K’s cell in Fig. 3.1B.
The position tuning function diagrams follow the conventions in Fig. 3.1, but
colors represent position’s contribution to the linear predictor gpEpyqq in Eq. 3.7.
The y-axis for direction tuning curves represent either α or β’s contribution to the
linear predictor.

1´
DF

DP

(3.9)

where DF and DP are the deviance of the full and partial-models, respectively.

Deviance is analogous to the sum of squares residuals in OLS-LM and measures

the lack-of-fit of a model. The pseudo-partial-R2 quantity is analogous to partial-

R2 in OLS-LM and measures how much of the neuronal activities can be explained
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FIGURE 3.5: Example GAM-fitted tuning functions for monkey M. Fitted posi-
tion tuning function (left) and direction tuning curves (right) for α (blue) and β
(red), for (A) monkey M’s cell shown in Fig. 3.1E, (B) monkey M’s cell shown in
Fig. 3.1F, and (C) monkey M’s cell in Fig. 3.1. All axis conventions follow that in
Fig. 3.4

by position. The full and partial model differ only in the main-effect term of po-

sition in this case, and the interaction terms between position and all other pre-

dictors are kept so that Eq. 3.9 measures only the contributions to the neuronal

activities from position alone, in addition to those from other predictors and in-

teractions. TD to position, head-direction α, wheelchair direction β, orientation

(include both tipαq and tipβq) and velocity were calculated this way for all neu-

rons. Note that TD defined here is not the same as contributions of a group of

covariates to the linear predictor, as shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, and is a more

statistically rigorous way to quantify individual neurons’ encoding preferences.
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3.6.3 Results

To assess the composition and properties of the neuronal populations tuned to

room position and orientation, I calculated for each neuron that entered the GAM

analysis its position and orientation TD. Recall that TD of one or more covariates

measures the fraction of a neuron’s spike count deviance uniquely explained by

those covariates. Position TD values are plotted against the orientation TD val-

ues in Fig. 3.6. In these scatter-plots, each point represents an assessed neuron

with significant TD (F-test, p ă 0.005) to at least one parameter. The scatter-plots

showed that many S1, M1, and PMd neurons were tuned to both room position

and orientation parameters. Of the neurons with significant MI to position or

orientation parameters that entered the GAM analysis, 30.4 ˘ 17.6% (mean˘std

across sessions) in monkey K and 25.7 ˘ 18.5% in monkey M showed significant

tuning to both parameters (see Table 3.2).

While representing both position and orientation, neurons could still be clas-

sified as position-preferring versus orientation-preferring (above and below the

diagonal lines, respectively, in Fig. 3.6). Additionally, for each monkey, we define

highly tuned neurons as those with preferred TD (for position or orientation) ex-

ceeding the median TD for the neuronal sample that enetered the GAM analysis

in the corresponding recording sessions. The proportions of highly tuned neu-

rons and neurons with preferences for either position or orientation tuning varied

according to cortical areas (S1, M1, or PMd) and monkey (K or M). In both mon-

keys, the distribution of TDs was positively skewed because of the presence of

highly-tuned neurons (Fig. 3.7). In monkey K, the TDs for highly tuned neurons,

preferring either location or orientation, were markedly stronger (Kruskal-Wallis,

p ă 0.001; α “ 0.05 for Tukey’s multiple comparison; on TDs pooled over all ses-

sions) for PMd neurons (0.011˘0.020; session pooled median˘interquartile range)
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FIGURE 3.6: Scatterplots of tuning depth (TD) to room location versus TD to
orientation (α and β) for monkey K’s (A–C) and monkey M’s (D–E) neurons with
significant mutual information to either parameter from all sessions, across cor-
tical areas. The black diagonal lines show where space-TD equals to orientation-
TD. The dashed ellipses below and above the diagonal lines illustrate clusters
of highly-tuned position-preferring and orientation-preferring neurons, respec-
tively. [Taken from Yin et. al. 2018 [321]]

than for M1 neurons (0.005 ˘ 0.003) and S1 neurons (0.006 ˘ 0.004). The GAMs

showed that most neurons were position preferring in PMd, where they consti-

tuted 81.9 ˘ 6.5% (session mean˘std) of all neurons and 91.5 ˘ 5.0% of highly

tuned neurons. In M1, 32.1 ˘ 19.0% of all neurons and 44.8 ˘ 13.1% of highly

tuned neurons were position-preferring. In S1, 53.1 ˘ 16.8% of all neurons and

71.9˘ 16.6% of highly tuned neurons were position-preferring. The percentage of
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FIGURE 3.7: Distribution of preferred tuning-depth (TD) for neurons in all ses-
sions significantly tuned to either position or orientation, for monkey K (A-C)
and monkey M (D-E), categorized by brain regions. Bars with darker shades rep-
resent the preferred TD values for neurons that prefer position, and bars with
lighter shades represent the preferred TD values for neurons that prefer orienta-
tion. [Taken from Yin et. al. 2018 [321]]

all neurons that were position-preferring in PMd in each session was significantly

higher than that in M1 (Friedman’s test, p ă 0.001; α “ 0.05 for Tukey’s multiple

comparison) but not that in S1. The percentages of highly-tuned neurons that were

position-preferring in both PMd and S1 in each session were significantly higher

than that in M1 (Friedman’s test, p ă 0.001; α “ 0.05 for Tukey’s multiple com-

parison). Although M1 had fewer position-preferring neurons, a clear cluster of

neurons with high TD for position was found in this area (marked by an ellipse in
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Table 3.2: Percentages (session mean˘std) of neurons with significant tuning to
different parameters by brain regions for monkey K and M.

Monkey K

Parameter S1 M1 PMd All regions
(n “ 19.8 ˘ 5.7) (n “ 54.27 ˘ 0.4) (n “ 19.2 ˘ 3.1) (n “ 93.2 ˘ 15.0)

Spatial 64.5 ˘ 18.3% 39.2 ˘ 23.9% 84.7 ˘ 8.2% 53.7 ˘ 18.8%
Orientation 48.0 ˘ 23.5% 49.7 ˘ 17.2% 48.2 ˘ 22.9% 49.0 ˘ 15.9%
Spatial and
Orientation

36.1 ˘ 20.1% 24.0 ˘ 16.9% 43.1 ˘ 24.8% 30.4 ˘ 17.6%

Spatial or
Orientation

76.3 ˘ 20.8% 64.9 ˘ 22.1% 89.8 ˘ 5.1% 72.3 ˘ 16.3%

Spatial-
preferring

53.1 ˘ 16.7% 32.1 ˘ 18.9% 81.9 ˘ 6.5% 46.7 ˘ 15.5%

Orientation-
preferring

23.2 ˘ 15.6% 32.8 ˘ 11.6% 7.8 ˘ 4.3% 25.67 ˘ 0.6%

Monkey M

Parameter S1 M1 All regions
(n “ 27.8 ˘ 10.8) (n “ 31.3 ˘ 12.7) (n “ 59.0 ˘ 23.1)

Spatial 68.1 ˘ 21.9% 66.2 ˘ 22.7% 67.0 ˘ 21.1%
Orientation 33.4 ˘ 18.7% 32.1 ˘ 21.8% 32.6 ˘ 19.5%
Spatial and
Orientation

26.5 ˘ 18.0% 25.2 ˘ 19.8% 25.7 ˘ 18.5%

Spatial or
Orientation

75.0 ˘ 21.2% 73.1 ˘ 22.2% 73.9 ˘ 20.2%

Spatial-preferring 63.5 ˘ 22.2% 62.6 ˘ 22.8% 62.9 ˘ 20.8%
Orientation-
preferring

11.5 ˘ 10.3% 10.4 ˘ 9.6% 10.9 ˘ 9.0%

Fig. 3.6B).

In monkey M, preferred TDs were lower compared to monkey K (p ă 0.005,

Wilcoxon rank-sum test, neurons pooled over sessions; See also Fig. 3.7), and

position-preferring and orientation-preferring neurons were approximately equally

represented in both M1 and S1 (Friedman’s test on session percentages; See also

Table 3.2).
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3.7 Population tuning characteristics

To visualize the position-tuning properties for the populations of position-preferring

neurons, I plotted the session average heatmaps that represented ensemble-average

place fields for thes neurons; only the room locations outside the docking zone

are shown (Fig. 3.8A,B). The GAM fitting process produced the neurons posi-

tion tuning-functions as the bivariate position main-effect terms (Eq. 3.8). For

each neuron, I defined its place field as the room locations where the neurons

tuning function exceeded the median value over all room locations. A histogram

of place-fields was constructed from all position-preferring cells place-fields and

normalized by the number of position-preferring cells in each session. These ses-

sion histograms were then averaged to produce the final heatmap.

For both monkeys, the heatmaps revealed non-uniform distributions of neu-

ronal place fields (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p ă 0.01), with gradients of neuronal

activity in back-front and left-right dimensions. In monkye K neuronal place fields

were concentrated in the front-right part of the room. In monkey M the place fields

were concentrated near the front of the room.

To visualize orientation tuning, I plotted the average histogram of the pre-

ferred α- (monkey head angle) and β-directions (wheelchair angle) for the orientation-

preferring cells over all sessions (Fig. 3.8C-F). A diversity of preferred directions

was found (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p ă 0.01) but their distributions were dif-

ferent, with peaks around 135 degrees (i.e. facing away from the grape dispenser)

for both α and β in monkye K (Fig. 3.8C,E), and peaks around 0 and 180 degrees

(i.e. facing either toward or away from the grape dispenser) for α and β in monkye

M (Fig. 3.8D,F).
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FIGURE 3.8: Place fields and preferred-directions for the neuronal ensembles.
(A,B) Heatmaps of ensemble-average place fields for monkey K (A) and mon-
key M (B); plots represent averages across all sessions. Only position-preferring
neurons were included. Each neurons place field was defined as the room loca-
tions where the neurons tuning function (as fitted by GAM) exceeded the median
value over all room locations. A histogram of place-fields was constructed from all
position-preferring cells place-fields and normalized by the number of position-
preferring cells in each session. These session histograms were then averaged to
produce the final heatmap.
(C,D) Circular histograms of preferred α directions averaged over sessions for
monkey K (C) and monkey M (D). For each session, the preferred α directions of
all orientation-preferring neurons were extracted from their α-tuning curves (as
fitted by GAM). The preferred directions were then represented as circular his-
tograms. Radial direction represents proportion of neurons.
(E,F) Circular histograms for β. Conventions as in (C,D). [Taken from Yin et. al.
2018 [321]]
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3.8 Spatial tuning properties across different days

By recording from the same sample of neurons over several daily sessions, I ob-

served that the positional and orientation tuning properties of individual cells

often remained the same over multiple days. Fig. 3.9 illustrates that the position

tuning of monkey Ks PMd neuron, the same as the one shown in Fig. 3.1C, re-

mained stable over nine recording sessions. This neuron consistently increased

its firing rates when the wheelchair entered the left side of the room (also see Fig.

3.9B for modulations in the firing rate of the same neuron along individual nav-

igation trajectories). Fig. 3.1C illustrates the position tuning of monkey K’s M1

neuron shown in Fig. 3.1B, which remained stable over six recording sessions.

This neuron increased its firing rates when the wheelchair was on the right side of

the room. Fig. 3.9D illustrates the nine-day stability of neuronal spatial patterns in

a highly-tuned position-preferring PMd neuron from monkey K, which increased

its discharge rates as the wheelchair entered the right side of the room but then de-

creased firing close to the right wall. Fig. 3.9E illustrates the nine-session stability

of neuronal place-fields patterns in a S1 neuron from monkey M, which increased

its discharge rates as the wheelchair entered the front of the room.
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FIGURE 3.9: Example neurons with consistent position tuning across multiple
sessions.
(A) The position-tuning diagram of monkey Ks PMd neuron shown in Fig. 3.1C
for all nine experimental sessions. The first session displayed corresponds to Fig.
3.1C.
(B) Sample brain-controlled navigation trajectories for the same session as the data
shown in Fig. 3.1C. Colors represent normalized firing rates along the trajectories.
Black ”*” mark the location at the end of each trial, and black ”o” mark the starting
locations of each trial.
(C) The position-tuning diagram of monkey Ks M1 neuron shown in Fig. 3.1B, for
the first six experimental sessions. The first session is the same as shown in Fig.
3.1B.
(D) Position tuning diagrams of monkey Ks PMd neuron for all nine experimental
sessions. (E) Position tuning diagrams of monkey Ms S1 neuron shown in Fig.
3.1F for nine consecutive experimental sessions, just before the session shown in
Fig. 3.1F. For A,C,B,E, sessions are ordered from left to right, then top to bottom.
[Taken from Yin et. al. 2018 [321]]

3.8.1 Statistical testing of tuning stability

To quantify the consistency of individual neurons’ tuning properties within a ses-

sion and across multiple sessions, I first excluded units that were resorted in any

of the analyzed sessions, out of all that entered the GAM analysis. 12 cells were

excluded in monkey K and 15 cells were excluded in monkey M this way. I then

selected from each monkey neurons that were highly tuned to either spatial lo-

cation or orientation in at least 70% of analyzed sessions. This selection assured

that only very stable neurons (in terms of the presence of position tuning) were

selected. Once selected, all sessions for a particular neuron were analyzed subse-

quently even if some neurons did not have a significant MI for some sessions.

For each neuron, I constructed a three-dimensional histogram where each bin

represents a unique combination of (x-position, y-position, head-direction α). The

neuronal activities falling within each histogram bin were then averaged. This

trivariate tuning function allowed us to compare position- and orientation-tuning

properties at the same time. To ensure adequate sampling, I used 0.1m discretiza-

tion for x- and y-positions, and divided head-direction into four bins of 90 degrees

each.
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To evaluate how similar the tuning properties were between two sessions, pair-

wise consistency index were obtained by first calculating the Pearson correlation

coefficient between each neurons trivariate tuning function in the corresponding

sessions and then averaged that from all neurons. The within-session consistency

index was calculated similarly by dividing each session into two equal continuous

blocks and obtaining a trivariate tuning function for each neuron in each block.

To calculate the significance of the consistency index, permutation tests were

performed by shuffling the sessions neuronal data by a random time between 10

and 50seconds with respect to the covariates and computing all pairwise- and

within-session consistency indices. This procedure was repeated 1000 times to

obtain distributions of permuted consistency indices. From this permuted dis-

tribution the p-value of the actual consistency index value was obtained. To

compare pairwise- and within-session consistency of tuning properties, Wilcoxon

rank-sum test between pairwise- and within-session consistency indices were per-

formed. The consistency indices were considered to be statistically different if the

test rejected the null hypothesis at alpha level of 0.05.

3.8.2 Results

About 35.3% in monkey K (33.3% in S1, 34.4% in M1, and 40.0% in PMd) and

12.1% in monkey M (15.1% in S1 and 9.2% in M1) fulfilled this criterion. Consis-

tency indices were significantly different from zero (permutation test, p ă 0.001)

and there was no significant difference between within- and between-session con-

sistency indices (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Thus, the across-session variability of

neuronal tuning properties was the same as the within-session variability, indicat-

ing the highly-tuned neurons’ tuning properties stayed largely unchanged across

multiple days, as evident in Fig. 3.9.
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3.9 Decoding position and orientation

The encoding of position and orientation by the recorded neurons should in the-

ory allow us to decode the wheelchair’s position, direction, and monkey head di-

rection. A principled way to leverage the GAM encoding models was suggested

by Gao et. al [97, 98] might be using a particle filter, a recursive Bayesian estima-

tor. In this framework the covariates (position and orientation) xm form a Markov

chain and the spike counts yk from different neurons are conditionally indepen-

dent given the covariates. Then we seek the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate

at each time step of xmptq given the entire history of yk up to time t, by sampling

from the space of possible xmptq values from the prior ppxmptq|ykp1 ¨ ¨ ¨ t ´ 1qq and

multiplying by the likelihood of observing ykptq given xmptq. In this case, the like-

lihood would be provided by the fitted GAM encoding models. Note that when

the encoding model is Gaussian, the partile filter converges to the Kalman filter.

While elegant, this approach is notoriously difficult to implement and com-

putationally very slow. Therefore I abandoned this approach1 for artificial neural

network (ANN) [309, 64] decoders due to their relatively simple implementation

and ability to leverage the neuronal ensemble’s nonlinear tuning properties.

3.9.1 Artifical neural network decoder

All decoders had one hidden-layer and used spiking activities from either all

neurons with significant MI (all), position-preferring neurons (position-pref ), or

orientation-preferring neurons (orientation-pref ).

For monkey K, nonlinear autoregressive neural network with external input

(NARX) decoders were trained and tested off-line to predict position, head-direction

α and wheelchair direction β. NARX differ from the common feed-forward neural

1 Disregarding older labmates’ cautionary tales nevertheless.
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network in that the decoded outputs are fedback to the input layer [64]. This ar-

chitecture is suitable for time-series prediction because it utilizes the information

present in the datas autocorrelation structure. Position decoders had a single hid-

den layer with 30 artificial neurons (nodes) fully connected to two output nodes

corresponding to the x- and y-position. α and β decoders each had a single hid-

den layer with 10 nodes fully connected to two output nodes corresponding to

the sine and cosine of the target angle. Decoder output at time t was computed

from five 100ms-bins of normalized spike-counts (each bin correspond to time t

to t´ 4 of the chosen neurons, and three past predictions (time t1 to t3). For mon-

key M, feed-forward neural network (FFN) [309] decoders were used where the

decoded outputs were not fedback to the input, and all other network configura-

tions stayed the same. I found this produced less noisy predictions for monkey

M.

The NARX and FFN decoders were implemented using MATLAB 2014bs (Math-

works, Boston, Massachusetts) neural network toolbox. All hidden layer nodes

had hyperbolic-tangent transfer function, the output layer nodes had linear trans-

fer function. All decoders were trained with conjugate gradient descent with

Fletcher-Reeves updates[64] with early-stopping after 15 validation failures.

For each session I performed 10-fold cross-validation on the brain-controlled

trial data pre-docking with five retrainings per fold, yielding for each fold a best

performing decoder for each covariate. The performance was measured by ei-

ther Pearsons correlation coefficient (CC) between the predicted and actual val-

ues for orientation parameters, or mean prediction error (MPE) for position. MPE

was defined as the average distance between the predicted and actual locations.

The median CC (Fig. 3.11) or MPE (Fig. 3.10) across all folds were taken as a

sessions decoding performance. I also evaluated 10-fold forward-chaining cross-

validation and the results were comparable – this is somewhat consistent with the
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within-session tuning stability result from section 3.8, and across-fold decoding

performance difference can likely be attributed to fluctuating monkey motivation

and trajectory differences.

To assess the chance decoding performance, the decoders were trained and

tested on shuffled session data constructed by first shifting the neuronal data by

a random amount with respect to the covariates, and then shuffling the resulting

time series (to destroy the autocorrelation structure). For each session-population-

type combination, this was done 100 times to obtain 95% confidence intervals

for chance decoding performance, from which we obtained the p-value of actual

decoding performance.

To visualize the location prediction performance over space (Fig. 3.10BG), we

first concatenated the prediction error, defined as the distance between the pre-

dicted and actual locations, from all 10 folds of testing data. These prediction

errors were then sorted into the spatial-grid defined in position-tuning diagram

(section 3.4) and averaged within each bin. Lastly, spatial bins with missing values

were filled in and Gaussian-smoothed (N=5, σ=2) by the values of its spatial-bin

neighbors.
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3.9.2 Decoding results
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FIGURE 3.10: Decoding of room location from neuronal ensemble activity.
(A) Box plots showing the distribution of decoding accuracy and chance decoding
accuracy (left and right boxes within each group, respectively) measured by the
mean prediction error (MPE) in meters, in monkey K and monkey M using dif-
ferent population of neurons. Only sessions with decoding accuracy significantly
above chance are shown. The distributions of chance-level decoding accuracy
are constructed from the lower-end of the 95% confidence interval of the selected
sessions’ chance-level error. (**) indicates significant p-valueă 0.01 for post-hoc
Tukeys multiple comparison following Kruskal-Wallis test.
(B–G) Color plots of MPE as a function of room location in one representative
session each for monkey K (B–D) and monkey M (E–G) – from using all neu-
rons (B,E), position-preferring neurons (C,F), and orientation-preferring neurons
(D,G).[Taken from Yin et. al. 2018 [321]]

In monkey K, all and position-pref decoders performed significantly better than

chance for all sessions, orientation-pref decoders performed better than chance for

7 out of 9 sessions (permutation test, p ă 0.05). The all and position-pref decoders

significantly outperformed orientation-pref decoders (Kruskal-Wallis, p ă 0.01;

α “ 0.05 for Tukeys multiple comparison). Fig. 3.10B-D shows MPE at different

room positions for a representative session of monkey K. The all and position-pref

decoders predicted location with low errors over large areas of the experimental

space (Fig. 3.10B,C). The orientation-pref decoders performed well near the center

of the room, but poorly around the left and right boundaries (Fig. 3.10D).

In monkey M, all and orientation-pref decoders performed significantly better

than chance for 11 out of 23 sessions, position-pref decoders performed signifi-

cantly better than chance for 10 out of 23 sessions (permutation test, p ă 0.05).

Notably, the average trial durations in sessions with significant decoder perfor-

mance were significantly shorter than those in sessions with chance-level decoder

performance (p ă 0.01, Wilcoxon rank-sum). All three types of decoders had sim-

ilar performances, with the position-pref decoders yielding marginally better pre-

dictions (Fig. 3.10A). Monkey M’s decoders all predicted position well near the

room center but poorly near room boundaries (Fig. 3.10E-G). Better decoding per-

formance in monkey K compared to monkey M is not surprising, since monkey
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Ks neurons generally had higher TD to position than monkey M. Thus, a higher

amount of position information translated into higher decoding performance.

Recall from the population tuning characteristics (section 3.7) where some lo-

cations in the room were more preferred by the population. This probably also

contributed to the less than optimal decoding performance we see here – if in-

stead neurons’ position tuning functions complementarily cover the room, the

decoding performance would likely to be better.

Orientation parameters (α and β) were decoded similarly as well using all,

position-pref, and orientation-pref decoders. The decoding performances measured

in CC are shown in Fig. 3.11. In monkey K, prediction of both orientation pa-

rameters was significantly better than chance for all of the sessions for all types of

decoders used. The prediction of α by all and orientation-pref decoders were sig-

nificantly better than that by position-pref decoders (Kruska-Wallis, p ă 0.05 and

p ă 0.01, respectively; α “ 0.05 for Tukeys multiple comparison).

In monkey M, prediction of α was significantly better than chance for all ses-

sions with all and position-pref decoders, and for 20 out of 23 sessions with orientation-

pref decoders. Prediction of α by all decoders were significantly better than that by

orientation-pref decoders (Kruskal-Wallis, p ă 0.01; α “ 0.05 for Tukeys multiple

comparison). Prediction of β was significantly better than chance for all sessions

with all and position-pref decoders, and for 22 out of 23 sessions with orientation-

pref decoders. Prediction of β by all decoders were significantly better than that by

orientation-pref decoders (Kruskal-Wallis, p ă 0.01; α “ 0.001 for Tukeys multiple

comparison).
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FIGURE 3.11: Decoding of orientation from neuronal ensemble activity.
(A) Box plots showing the distribution of decoding accuracy and chance decoding
accuracy (left and right boxes within each group, predicted α values in monkey
K and monkey M using all neurons, spatial-preferring and orientation-preferring
respectively) measured by Pearson’s correlation coefficient (cc) between the actual
and neurons. Only sessions with decoding accuracy significantly above chance
are shown. The distributions of chance-level decoding accuracy are constructed
from the lower-end of the 95% confidence interval of the selected sessions’ chance-
level error. (*) indicates significant p-valueă 0.05; (**)=p ă 0.01; (***)=p ă 0.001;
for post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison following Kruskal-Wallis test.
(B) Decoding accuracy for β, conventions as in (A). [Taken from Yin et. al. 2018
[321]]
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3.10 Classification of arm reach state

As the wheelchair entered the reach zone, monkeys initiated reach movements for

the grape. Population perievent time histograms aligned on the wheelchair enter-

ing the reach zone clearly showed reaching-related neuronal activities (Fig. 3.12).

I was able to classify the presence of reaching movements from these patterns of

neural activities using decision-tree ensemble classifiers.

3.10.1 Reach classifier

For brain-controlled trials in each session, we labeled all neuronal activities inside

the reach-zone as reach-related, and all neuronal activities outside as navigation-

related. There was roughly nine times as many navigation-related time points

as reach-related in each session, making the data-set highly imbalanced. Princi-

ple component analysis (PCA) was first conducted on the smoothed normalized

spike-counts (100ms time-bins, 3-point moving average). Ensemble of decision

tree classifiers were then used to classify reach activities using the top five princi-

ple components (PCs). Each ensemble classifier had 400 decision trees [27] with

minimum leaf-size of 20, and was trained using MATLAB 2014bs fitensemble func-

tion. Random under sampling (RUSBoost) [255], a classifier training technique

especially suited for learning from imbalanced training data, was chosen to train

the ensemble classifiers. For each session, we performed 5-fold cross-validation,

yielding for each fold an ensemble classifier. The performance of each classifier

was measured by Cohens κ [155, 300] between the actual and predicted labels

(reach or not) on the testing data. Cohens κ takes into account of the distribution

of the actual labels and is an appropriate measure for imbalanced data classifi-

cation 2. The κ values for all five folds were averaged to obtain each sessions

2 I believe κ has a more intuitive interpretation than F1-score commonly used in machine learn-
ing for classification of imbalanced data. Consider the case that one actual class is much more
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reach-classification performance.

To visualize reach-classification in space (Fig. 3.12C-H), we first concatenated

the predicted probabilities (scores) of reach from all five folds of testing data in a

session. The score of reach at each time point is the mean terminal leaf probability

across all 400 decision-trees in the ensemble classifier at that time. We then sorted

the scores into the spatial-grid as defined in position-tuning diagram (section 3.4)

and averaged the scores that fell into the same bin. Lastly, spatial bins with miss-

ing values were filled in and Gaussian-smoothed (N=5, σ=2) by the mean scores

of its spatial-bin neighbors.

3.10.2 Classification results

Fig. 3.12C-H shows the classification results in both monkeys as heatmaps of

reach-state probability in different parts of the room for representative sessions.

Classification was performed using different populations of neurons: all neurons

with significant MI (Fig. 3.12C,F), subpopulations of position-preferring neurons

(Fig. 3.12D,G) or subpopulations of orientation-preferring neurons (Fig. 3.12E,H).

The classifier correctly recognized the reaching state in the smaller reach zone

for monkey K (Fig. 3.12C-E) and the larger zone for monkey M (Fig. 3.12F-H).

As the number of units with significant MI, position- and orientation-preferring

units varied across sessions, we plotted in Fig. 3.12I the accuracy of classifiers as a

function of the ensemble size measured in Cohen’s κ. All of monkey K’s classifiers

and approximately half of monkey M’s classifiers, using all units with significant

MI, achieved good accuracy (0.61 ă κ ă 0.80, marked by the gray band) on the

Landis and Koch scale [155].

In both monkeys, the classifiers’ performance increased with the ensemble

prevalent than the other. In such case, a classification system that simply outputs the more preva-
lent class may have a high F1 measure (a high precision and high recall), but will have a very low
value of κ. See also excellent discussion https://stats.stackexchange.com/a/82187/138234
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size. This dependence was significantly different for the neuronal populations in

monkey M (nonparametric ANCOVA, p ă 0.001), but not in monkey K (nonpara-

metric ANCOVA [225]). For both monkeys, after taking into account the sample

size, the classification accuracy did not significantly differ by subpopulation type

(nonparametric ANCOVA).
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FIGURE 3.12: Reach-related activity and its classification.
(A-B) Color-coded population perievent time histograms (PETHs) for monkey K
(A) and monkey M (B) neuronal populations (all neurons entered into GAM anal-
ysis). Each horizontal line represents trial-average normalized firing rate for a
neuronal unit. The PETHs are centered on arm-reaching onset. The neurons are
grouped by cortical areas. For each area, individual-neuron PETHs are sorted by
the peri-movement discharge rate.
(C-H) Color plots of classification result of arm-reaching state as a function of
room location for monkey K (C-E) and monkey M (F-G), based on activities from
all neurons (C, F), subpopulation of highly-tuned spatial-preferring (D, G), and
subpopulation of highly-tuned orientation-preferring (E, G) cells, for one repre-
sentative session for each monkey. Color represents probability of reach output
from the classifiers.
(I) Bar plots showing accuracy of reachstate decoding for monkey K (left) and
monkey M (right), using all tuned neurons, and subpopulation of highly-tuned
spatial-preferring and orientation-preferring neurons. The accuracy is measured
by Cohen’s κ between the predicted and the actual reach classifications. Each
bar shows the median accuracy over all sessions and the error bars indicate the
interquartile range. (**) indicates significance at p ă 0.01 for post-hoc Tukey’s
multiple comparison following Kruskal-Wallis test.

3.11 Discussion

In the present study, two rhesus monkeys employed a BMI to control the move-

ments of a motorized wheelchair in order to navigate to a fixed target location in

a room. This experimental setting allowed us to study cortical representation of

the animals’ body position and orientation. We observed that a significant frac-

tion of S1, M1, and PMd neurons exhibited spatial tuning, with both position

and orientation encoded by neuronal discharges. These neuronal patterns resem-

bled two classes of neurons previously reported in the hippocampus: place cells

[215, 214, 99, 109] and head-direction cells [283, 284]. Additionally, the spatial tun-

ing properties of cortical neurons remained stable over several days, which is also

similar to the place-fields observed in the hippocampal place-cells [214, 287].

There are also differences in the spatial tuning properties we observed here,

however. The distribution of the place fields observed in this study were markedly

different from those observed in the hippocampus where place cells covered all
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locations of an environment [194]. This difference also extends to distribution of

preferred directions [194, 284, 283]. The partial coverage of the spatial environ-

ment and directions likely resulted in the lackluster decoding performance. It is

not clear whether the lack of spatial and directional coverage is due to insufficient

neuronal sampling or the nature of spatial encoding in these cortical areas.

Since we did not record from the hippocampus, it remains to be examined

to what extent space-representing neuronal activity that we observed in navigat-

ing monkeys would match the hippocampal activity during the same task. The

wheelchair task we used was also markedly different from the non-virtual naviga-

tion tasks used in rodent and primate hippocampus studies of spatial coding. Few

studies [99, 274, 314, 265] in rodents were conducted without the animals freely

moving within the environment, and these yielded inconsistent observations on

place-cell and grid-cell activities. Previous studies in primates either had the an-

imals walk freely [101, 241, 239], transported passively around the room [217], or

move inside a “cab” by pressing buttons [218]. It is not yet clear how the specific

task contribute to the representation of space in hippocampus or elsewhere in the

cortex. We leave these question for further studies.

There are several potential explanations that could account for our findings,

different from cortical encoding of body position and orientation per se. For ex-

ample, neurons in the sensorimotor and premotor cortical areas have been shown

to encode rewards [229, 182, 230], so it is possible that expectation of reward could

explain neuronal tuning to the distance from the monkey to the grape dispenser

(section 2.3.3) and the front-back position-selectivity. Yet, position selectivity in

the left-right dimensions is inconsistent with this hypothesis. Reward expectation

depends on the distance from the monkey to the reward, but not on the left-right

dimension. Even if reward expectation affected the neuronal rates in our experi-

ments, a similar result has been reported for monkey hippocampus [240]. In this
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latter study, the authors concluded that the primate hippocampus contains a rep-

resentation of the reward associations of places. Our findings may be also inter-

preted in a similar way: activity of M1, S1, and PMd neurons represented the 2D

location of the monkeys body with respect to reward.

Motor preparatory activity [5] is another possible alternative explanation for

our findings. One could suppose that monkeys were preparing arm reaching

movements in different directions while traveling in the wheelchair, for exam-

ple leftward reaching when the wheelchair was close to the right wall of the room

and rightward reaching when the wheelchair was near the left wall. The flaw

with this potential explanation is that our monkeys never performed these ”even-

tual” arm reaching movements in different directions. Instead, since these animals

were over trained, in every session we noticed that only after the wheelchair was

docked and the monkeys faced the grape dispenser did they produce a comfort-

able and stereotyped arm reach. Invariably, these arm reaches occurred only in

the forward direction, relative to the monkeys’ body. As such, reach-related ac-

tivity could not account for the tuning to position. In monkey K, position tuning

in the left-right direction was especially strong. Yet, this monkey always initiated

an arm reach after the wheelchair was securely docked and the movement was

always in the forward direction. Conversely, monkey M often initiated arm reach-

ing movements before the wheelchair was docked, but its neurons were poorly

tuned in the left-right dimension during the navigation. In addition, arm reach-

ing was classified with good accuracy for both monkeys, suggesting there were

distinct navigation and arm reaching brain states. Based on these considerations,

we conclude that motor activity related to arm reaching movements offers a very

unlikely explanation for the neuronal position encoding observed here.

A more exotic explanation would involve a ”virtual arm” that extends from

the monkey to the food while the monkey navigates. This explanation would
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resemble Rizzolatti’s premotor theory of attention [235] where a movement in a

certain direction is prepared but never executed. This hypothesis, however, does

not explain why a neuron remains tuned to the same spatial locations when the

chair or head is rotated (Fig. 3.2).

Another hypothesis is that the position-tuning patterns observed were related

to planning and executing a whole-body trajectory in space. This explanation

does not contradict the characterization of our findings in terms of place cells;

rather, it could provide an explanation for the function of place-cell tuning in S1,

M1, and PMd. The explanation is also consistent with previous theories, since

it has been suggested that allocentric spatial information from the hippocampus-

entorhinal circuits is projected to the parietal cortex, where it is transformed into

body-centered coordinates and then relayed to the motor and premotor cortices

for execution [312]. Yet, if this were true, a prevalence of egocentric encoding

would be expected for S1, M1 and PMd (i.e. a higher portion of orientation-

preferring cells), which we did not observe in our experiments.

In the future, it will be interesting to test whether the cortical place fields re-

ported here rotate, like observed for hippocampal place-fields, following rotations

of environmental cues [198, 6]. While this possibility has yet to be thoroughly

tested, our lab have recently reported that place-fields of M1 and PMd neurons

also change when the objects in the room are moved [294]. In that study, one

monkey (the Passenger) was carried by a wheelchair while a second monkey (the

Observer) sat in a corner of the room observing the action. A grape dispenser was

placed in an adjacent corner. While the Passenger navigated toward the grape dis-

penser along a convoluted trajectory, its M1 and PMd neurons exhibited positional

tuning that were like the tuning reported here, but they reflected the Passengers

position with respect to the two other salient objects in the room: the grape dis-

penser and the Observer monkey. In control sessions where the location of the
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Observer monkey was swapped with that of the grape-dispenser, the position-

tuning patterns of M1 and PMd also flipped accordingly. Although more experi-

ments would need to be done to examine this effect in more detail, these results

add evidence that the place fields of M1 and PMd are defined by the arrangement

of objects in the monkeys environment.

Thus, our findings show that S1, M1, and PMd generate an allocentric rep-

resentation of space that is phenomenologically similar to that observed in hip-

pocampal place cells. Additionally, our results are consister with several other

studies conducted in different species showing allocentric spatial tuning of neu-

rons outside the hippocampal formations. In the ferret primary auditory cortex,

populations of neurons tuned to both allocentric and egocentric spatial location

of sound were found [291]. The tuning properties were stable through several

sessions. In the rat primary visual cortex [84], subsets of neurons were found

to be predictive of the upcoming visual stimulus in a position dependent man-

ner. The position-dependency properties were found to be stable and the au-

thors suggested that the visual cortex forms an internal representation of a vi-

sual scene based on spatial location, mediated by top-down projections from the

hippocampus via the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). In the mouse retrosplenial

cortex (RSC) [180], a subpopulation of neurons were found to express a sparse,

orthogonal and continuous representation of a linear environment in a fashion

highly similar to CA1 place-cells. The place-fields of these neurons were stable

through time and could remap upon altering of spatial context. Place-cells in RSC

were found to be most prevalent in the CA1 recipient layers, making the inher-

itance of spatial-information from the hippocampus a likely explanation. In the

rat claustrum [140], a subcortical structure that has extensive direct and indirect

connections with the hippocampal-entorhinal structures, populations of neurons

were found to exhibit activities similar to place-, boundary-, and object-cells in
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the hippocampal-entorhinal complex. The place-cells were found to have sta-

ble place-fields but did not remap according to distal cues or proximal objects.

In rat lateral septum [169], neurons were observed to represent context-specific

location-selective firing. The spatial-selective activities were stable across days

and remapped to different areas. The authors attributed their observations to di-

rect projections from the hippocampus.

Thus our results suggest that encoding of body position in space is much more

distributed in the brain than previously thought. In this context, our findings ex-

pand considerably the extent of cortical circuits known to be involved in creating

an animals spatial localization to include the premotor, and the primary motor

and somatosensory areas, which are considered as hierarchically low processing

cortical regions because they have no direct connectivity with hippocampal struc-

tures.
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4

Passive Navigation Control Experiments

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we saw evidence that cortical neurons in S1, M1, and

PMd of rhesus monkey exhibited encoding of position and orientation pheonomi-

nologically very similar to those observed in the hippocampal formations while

navigating a wheelchair via a BMI. However, due to the limitation of the experi-

mental setup, we cannot conclusively determine the nature of the observed spatial

tuning. Some clear questions include the following:

What is the role of reward and landmarks in cortical spatial tuning? In ro-

dents hippocampus place cell experiments [269], rats were motivated to roam the

experimental space via uniformly sprinkled treats. Nevertheless, the place cells

fired only at specific locations in the room, regardless of the reward’s spatial distri-

bution. Manipulations of room configuration in rodent experiments have demon-

strated place-fields and head-direction cells’ activity rotate along with landmark

rotations [322]. In the previous two chapters, the location of the reward remain

fixed and therefore we cannot dissociate tuning to position with respect to a re-
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ward location or some other reference frame defined by landmarks within the

room. Therefore we do not know yet if cortical place-fields or preferred-direction

rotate with relevant landmarks.

What is the role of control strategy in cortical spatial tuning? In the major-

ity of rodents hippocampus studies, the rodents navigated actively within their

enviroments. In the few studies that passively transported thee rodents, place

fields and preferred head directions were preserved [314, 99], but grid cell ac-

tivities were abolished [314]. In the previous study, the spatial tuning was found

during active BMI-controlled navigation. While there is evidence that passive and

active self-motion may have different neural representation (see section 1.4.3.4) ,

we were not able to study those properties for the passive trials because of limited

spatial coverage, therefore we do not know yet if cortical spatial tuning can exist

during passive navigation.

Guided by these questions, I then performed a set of control experiments with

two different monkeys to investigate spatial encoding in cortical neurons dur-

ing passive wheelchair navigation. The objective of this set of experiments was

to investigate whether cortical neurons encode spatial variables during passive

wheelchair navigation, and whether this cortical representation exhibit landmark

control.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Experimental design

The objective of this study was to investigate whether the cortical neurons are

tuned to position and direction during passive wheelchair transport, and whether

such tuning exhibit landmark control (i.e. positions of landmarks alter the tuning

patterns).
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Two adult rhesus macaques (Macaca Mulatta), monkey C and J, were used for

the study. All behavioral tasks and surgical procedures were performed in accor-

dance with the National Research Council’s Guide for the Car and Use of Labo-

ratory Animals and were approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal

Care and Use Committee (IACUC). The two monkeys were chronically implanted

with arrays of microwire electrodes in multiple cortical areas of both hemispheres.

Multi-channel wireless recording system was employed to sample the spiking ac-

tivities from hundreds of neurons in the M1 and PMd cortical areas simultane-

ously. The experiment task was passively transporting the monkey on a robotic

wheelchair in differently configured experiment spaces. The maximum transla-

tional and rotational velocities of the wheelchair were 0.3m/s and 0.5rad/s, re-

spectively, to ensure the comfort of the passenger.

Two types of experimental sessions were conducted – rewarded and non-rewarded.

In every experimental day, one non-rewarded session was followed by 2-3 re-

warded sessions. In non-rewarded sessions, the monkey seated on the wheelchair

was transported passively around the experimental space for around 20 minutes.

The trajectories taken were randomly generated and aimed to maximize the cover-

age of the experimental space. In rewarded sessions, a food dispenser was placed

adjacent to one side of the experimental space. In each trial, the monkey started

with a random orientation at a random location along the side of the experimen-

tal space across from the dispenser. The wheelchair then transported the monkey

passively through the space to park at the reward location close to the dispenser.

In every trial, the trajectory was generated randomly by requiring the wheelchair

to pass through two check-points randomly sampled from the experimental space.

The dispenser then droped a piece of fruit (grape, apple, blueberry, or carrot) onto

a bowl mounted on a robotic arm, the arm then extended to the reward location

for the monkey to grasp the food (see Fig. 4.1). The wheelchair then reset to a new
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starting position and orientation.

On different days, the dispenser and reward location would change for the re-

warded sessions. The experimental room enclosing the experimental space was

left unaltered from day to day. The interleaving session scheme (no-reward, {reward

location 1}, no-reward, {reward location 2}, . . . ) was chosen to allow the dissocia-

tion of spatial-tuning to reward location versus to other distal landmarks around

the room. Sessions within the same day were performed with less than 15 minutes

inbetween.

4.2.1.1 Experimental space

The experimental room was 5.0-by-3.9m. The wheelchair navigated in a 3.1-by-

2.4m part of the room, with tape outlining the boundaries of the navigation space.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the layout of the experiment space within the experimental

room. The big black rectangle represents the boundary of the experimental room,

with the four sides labeled as Wall 1–Wall 4 in counter-clockwise order. The red

rectangle represents the experiment space outlined within the room. The black

concentric double circles labeled 1 to 3 mark the locations of the dispenser cor-

responding to the different reward locations marked in dashed black concentric

circles. The dashed lines connecting the dispenser location with reward location

represent the path of robotic arm actuation. For each rewarded session, rewarded

trials start on the side of the experiment space across from that session’s reward

location – pairs of reward location and starting side are indicated by the color

number and rectangles in Fig. 4.1. The colored lines illustrate example trajectories

for different reward-locations.

The position and the direction of the wheelchair in all sessions were measured

in the same coordinate system (see section 4.2.3). Fig. 4.1 illustrates the X- and Y-

axis of this coordinate system and the location of origin relative to the room. The
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X-axis increases from Wall 4 to Wall 2, and the Y-axis increases from Wall 1 to Wall

3.

4.2.2 Monkeys and cortical implants

I could not use monkey K and M for this set of experiments because monkey K

had very little good quality neurons left, and monkey M had lost his implants at

the time of these experiments. The subjects used here, Monkey C and J were both

chronically implanted with arrays of microwires in multiple cortical areas. Both

monkeys were female. Surgical procedures for both monkeys were described as

in section 2.2.2.

Monkey C was implanted with eight type A multielectrode arrays (arrays

identical to monkey K’s, see 2.2.2) for a total of 768 electrodes. Monkey C was

implanted in bilateral SMA, PMd, M1, S1, and PPC. For our experiments we used

128 electrode channels in monkey C to record from neurons in the arm area of

right PMd, left M1 and left PMd (Fig. 4.2).

Monkey J was implanted with four multielectrode arrays (type C) for a total of

302 cortical electrodes. In type C arrays, bundles of 2–5 electrodes were arranged

into uniformly spaced 4x6 grids with 1mm spacing between the bundles. Three

of the electrode arrays contained 68 cortical electrodes, and one contained 98 elec-

trodes. The electrode arrays were implanted in bilaterally in the arm area of M1

and S1. In addition to these electrode arrays, two bundles containing 32 microwire

electrodes each were implanted bilaterally in the MST areas. For our experiments

we used 128 electrode channels to record from both left and right M1 areas (Fig.

4.2).

4.2.3 Experimental appartus

The experimental setup included three components:
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FIGURE 4.1: Schematic of experimental space for passive navigation tasks. The
experimental space measured 3.1-by-2.4m outlined in red was marked inside the
5.0-by-3.9m experiment room outlined in black. The robotic wheelchair, which
seats a monkey (pointy nose facing front of the wheelchair), was moved around
the experimental space during non-rewarded sessions. During rewarded sessions,
a food dispenser was placed at any of the locations marked by colored numbers
(1–3). In rewarded trials, the wheelchair start across from the food dispenser (area
highlighted by the corresponding color) to the reward location marked by dashed
double-circles. Upon arriving, the plate holding food reward is extended to the
reward location by a robotic arm. Colored curves illustrate example trajectories in
rewarded sessions of with different reward locations.
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FIGURE 4.2: Implantation sites for the two monkeys used in the passive navi-
gation experiments. Neuronal recordings did not include electrodes from all im-
planted areas. The areas recorded from are shaded in green in the figure. For mon-
key C, the dashed line indicate rough separation of different brain areas within an
electrode array. For monkey J, the red dots represent the MST electrode bundles.

• Wireless recording system – recorded neuronal ensemble activity from the

monkeys and sent the data to the experiment control system. This is identi-

cal to the system described previously in section 2.2.3.1.

• Wheelchair navigation system – the autonomous wheelchair navigation sys-

tem controlled the wheelchair and reported the position of the wheelchair to

the experiment control system.

• Experiment control system – controlled the experimental sequence, received

neural ensemble and wheelchair sensor data, and dispensed food reward.

The wheelchair and experiment control system were modified from the sys-

tems described previously(section 2.2.3.2, 2.2.3.3) by Po-he Tseng and Gary Lehew
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FIGURE 4.3: Map of the experiment room generated by Hector SLAM80 for
wheelchair localization. The yellow dots are the readings from the wheelchair
LIDAR (red disk on the car) that detected walls and obstacles. The grid size is
1-by-1 m. The green and blue arrows indicate the ends of Wall 2 in Fig. 4.1, and
the purple arrow indicates the location of dispenser location 3.

[294]. Only these two systems will be described in this chapter.

4.2.3.1 Wheelchair navigation system

To move the wheelchair from one location to another in passive navigation, robust

autonomous navigation was implemented. The wheelchair was equipped with a

Roboteq VDC2450 dual channel motor controller (same as before) and wheel en-

coders to provide closed-loop control and odometry. A lidar (RPLidar 360 Laser

Scanner by Robopeak) was installed at the front side of the wheelchair to sense the

distance to its surroundings. The motor controller and the lidar were interfaced

via a local wired/wireless network with a Raspberry Pi (RP), which communi-

cated with the computer that ran the experiment control system.

We used Robotic Operating System (ROS) software to provide the wheelchair
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functionality, including autonomous navigation, obstacle avoidance, simultane-

ous localization and mapping (SLAM). ROS ran on two computers: the RP and a

dedicated desktop computer for navigation. The two computers communicated

through ROS topics, on which one computer could publish messages and the

other could subscribe. To localize the wheelchair, a map of the experiment room

(Fig. 4.3) was first generated by Hector SLAM80 before the very first session,

and this map was used for all the sessions. Then, combining sensor data pub-

lished by the RP and wheelchair velocity commands published by the navigation

computer, a particle filter approach was used to localize the wheelchair at 10Hz.

Given the position of the wheelchair and the navigation destinations from the

experiment control computer, the navigation computer computed and published

the wheelchair velocity commands within the predefined ranges (0 to 0.3m/sec

for translations, and 0.5 to 0.5rad/s for rotations) at 20Hz (ROS navigation pack-

age), which the RP subscribed and passed to the motor controller for execution.

This work flow is show in Fig. 4.4.

The use of SLAM and LIDAR sensor was an upgrade that enabled more precise

tracking of the wheelchair position and orientation.

4.2.3.2 Experimental control system

The experiment control system was implemented in the BMI3 framework (see

section 2.2.3.3) and ran on a dedicated experimental control computer. The ex-

perimental control system controlled the task sequence, including starting a trial,

setting target locations for the wheelchair, determining whether the wheelchair

has reached the target, delivering food rewards, and ending a trial. This sys-

tem received the wheelchair coordinates from the wheelchair navigation system

at 10Hz and sent target locations to the wheelchair navigation system. The experi-

mental control system also received multichannel neuronal data from the wireless
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FIGURE 4.4: Signal flow for SLAM-based wheelchair navigation between the
sensors and RP on the wheelchair, navigation computer, and the experimental
control computer. The RP communicates with the navigation computer wirelessly.
Blue bloxes represent software constructs, and black boxes represent hardware
devices.

recording system.

Food dispenser

The food dispenser described previously (section 2.2.3.3) was modified such

that the rotating platter disc–mounting plate mechanism and the associated pneu-

matic components were installed on a moveable wheeled platform. Directly un-

der the mounting plate an extendable arm held a bowl for catching the reward.

A RP onboard the wheeled platform controlled the operation of food dispensing

and robotic arm extending by communicating wirelessly with the experimental

control system.
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4.2.4 Data treatment

I ran monkey C for 22 sessions over 2 weeks and monkey J for 25 sessions over 2

weeks. Every experiment day started with one non-rewarded session followed by

2 to 3 rewarded sessions. All rewarded sessions in the same day have the same re-

ward location. Monkey C and J were ran on alternate days, and the rewarded ses-

sion setup changed only after both monkeys have been ran in that setup. Eleven

sessions (4 of monkey C and 7 of monkey J) were excluded from the analysis due

to data corruption or room setup errors. In the end we have the following sessions

entering the analysis:

• Monkey C: Two reward-location 1 days (1 no-reward session, 6 rewarded

sessions), one reward-location 2 day (1 no-reward session, 2 rewarded ses-

sions), and two reward-location 3 days (2 no-reward sessions, 6 rewarded

sessions).

• Monkey J: Two reward-location 1 days (2 no-reward sessions, 6 rewarded

sessions), one reward-location 2 day (1 no-reward session, 2 rewarded ses-

sions), and two reward-location 3 days (2 no-reward sessions, 6 rewarded

sessions).

On average, each session yielded 33.6 ˘ 5.7 and 34.2 ˘ 6.0 rewarded trials for

the rewarded sessions, for monkey C and J, respectively. The non-rewarded ses-

sions averaged around 20 minutes, and the rewarded sessions averaged around

35 minutes for both monkeys.

Spike sorting was conducted on the first session for each monkey and no re-

sorting was conducted. These recordings yield 80 neurons for monkey C (11 in

right PMd, and 69 in left M1/PMd), and 55 neurons for monkey J (55 in bilateral

M1).
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Only the data during rewarded trials were included in the analysis of rewarded

sessions. In all analysis in this chapter, the recorded spike-counts (used inter-

changeably with the term “neural activities”) of all neurons were binned into

non-overlapping 100ms time-bins. The wheelchair velocity was downsampled

to 10Hz and aligned with wheelchair position, wheelchair direction, and binned

neural data. In many of the analysis presented, normalized spike counts were

used, which were obtained from subtracting from each neuron’s binned spike

counts its session mean and then dividing by its session standard deviation.

4.2.5 Reach activity

As a control for recording quality, I conducted a visual inspection of the neuronal

activities associated with the monkey reaching for food reward. This was done

by plotting the perievent time histograms (PETH) for each monkey in a time win-

dow from -5 to 8 seconds with respect to when the wheelchair has reached the

reward location. Fig. 4.5 shows a PETH for each monkey, where each horizon-

tal line represents trial-averaged normalized firing rate for a neuronal unit in the

time window of interest. In both monkeys, a clear period of very low firing rate

spans around wheelchair parking at the reward location, followed by a period

of very high activity. This pattern is associated with the monkey waiting for the

robotic arm to extend, and then grabbing the food from the bowl, and is a sign of

reasonable spike sorting and recording quality.

4.2.6 Offline wiener decoding

Offline wiener filter decoders were trained to predict various kinematics:

• Wheelchair translational and rotational velocity in all sessions.

• Distance to reward location in rewarded sessions.
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FIGURE 4.5: Reach-related activity at the end of rewarded trials. (A–B) Color-
coded population perivent time histograms (PETH) for monkey C (A) and mon-
key J (B) neuronal populations. Each horizontal line represents trial-averaged
normlized firing rate for a neuronal unit. The PETHs are centered on the
wheelchair parking at the reward location.

• Wheelchair position, in both coordinates within the room-frame and the

reward-frame, for both non-rewarded and rewarded sessions.

Both the wheelchair position measured in the room coordinate-frame shown

in Fig. 4.1 and reward coordinate-frame were decoded. For the different reward

locations, the reward coordinate-frame positions were obtained through coordi-

nate frame transformations such that the reward location became the origin (see

Fig. 4.6).

The Wiener filters and decoding procedures were identical as decribed in sec-

tion 2.2.8. The session decoding performance was calculated from 5-fold cross-

validation. Decoding performances for distance to reward location and wheelchair

velocities were measured in R-of-prediction (defined in 2.2.8) and correlation co-

efficient (cc). Decoding performance for position was measured in mean predic-

tion error (MPE) which measures the average distance between the predicted and

actual locations (defined in 3.9.1). To evaluate significance of position decoding

performance, permutation test was performed where the same position decoding

procedures were applied to data shuffled in time 100 times. This then yielded a

95% confidence interval for session MPE.
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FIGURE 4.6: Coordinate transformation used to convert position in room-frame
to reward-frame for different reward locations (A-C). The left side of each row
illustrates the experimental space and the reward location (marked by double cir-
cles) in the room coordinate frame. The right side of each row illustrates the exper-
imental space in the corresponding reward coordinate frame, where the reward is
now placed at the origin of the coordinate system. The coordinate transformation
was conducted by rotation and translation of all position coordinates.

4.2.7 Generalized additive mdoels

To quantify how the firing rate of individual neurons encode position, velocity,

and wheelchair direction, I fitted Generalized Additive Models (GAM) to all the

neurons’ activities to describe their relationships with the measured covariates.

All model fitting was performed in R using the package mgcv, see also section

3.6.1 for background on GAM.
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4.2.7.1 Model specification

The full model described in Eq. 4.2 was implemented for rewarded sessions and

Eq. 4.1 was implemented for both rewarded and non-rewarded sessions, and both

models were fitted assuming a quasipoisson noise model.

gpEpY qq „Spxroom, yroomq ` Spβroomq ` Spv, ωq`

SpY pt´ 1qq ` SpY pt` 1qq
(4.1)

gpEpY qq „Spxreward, yrewardq ` Spβrewardq ` Spv, ωq`

SpY pt´ 1qq ` SpY pt` 1qq
(4.2)

The response variable Y is the number of spikes in 100ms time bins, Y pt ´ 1q

and Y pt`1q represent the number of spikes shifted in time by one time bin. Y pt´1q

was added to capture the influence of spike history on the current probability of

spiking, Y pt ` 1q was added to model the feedback effects between neural ac-

tivity and kinematics (neural activity respond to both past, current, and future

intended kinematics). Adding time shifted Y ptq also fulfill the model assump-

tion of identical and independtly distributed (i.i.d) residuals ε – without them, the

residuals of the fitted models exhibited autocorrelation structure. Lastly, adding

these time-shifted spike-counts as predictors improved the overall model fit as

measured by deviance explained dramatically. The predictors v and ω represent

the wheelchair’s linear and rotational velocity.

xroom and yroom are wheelchair positions in the room coordinate system shown

in Fig. 4.1 and on the left side of Fig. 4.6. xreward and yreward are wheelchair posi-

tions in reward coordinate system shown on the right side of Fig. 4.6 where the

reward locations of each session are now located at the origin. Similarly, βroom and

βreward are wheelchair directions in the room and reward coordinate system mea-
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sured in degrees, respectively. Both models were fitted so I can check whether

position- and direction-tuning were anchored by reward or other non-task rele-

vant cues in the room.

Only the main-effects of position, wheelchair direction, and velocity were in-

cluded, hence the form of the smoothing function Sp.q. No interaction effects

were included, unlike in Eq. 3.8 because the trajectories in this experiment were

randomly generated such that correlation between these covariates were small

(except for near the very end of rewarded trials). Exploratory analysis showed

adding the interaction effects did not significantly improve the model fit. The

effect of position pxroom, yroomq and pxreward, yrewardq and velocity pv, ωq were both

modeled with 2D smoothing functions, as indicated by the bivariate functional

forms. Different types of regression splines were used for the terms. 2D rotational-

invariant thin-plate regression splines (mgcv option bs=’tp’) basis set of size 30 and

20 were used to model location and velocity effects, respectively. Cyclic cubic re-

gression splines (mgcv option bs=’cc]) basis set of size 10 were used to model β

effects. Cyclic cubic regression splines were chosen to enforce angular periodicity.

To assess the relative importance of a group of covariates, I fitted partial mod-

els from the full model by removing those covariates. For example, to assess the

effects of position on a neuron’s activities, I constructed the partial model by re-

moving the Spxreward, yrewardq term from Eq. 4.2. F-test was conducted to check

if the full-model was significantly better than the partial-model, i.e. if a neuron

was significantly “tuned” to position. To quantify the effects of position, I de-

fined tuning-depth (TD) as the McFadden’s pseudo-partial-R2 [183] between the

partial-model without position and the full model (see also section 3.6.2). TDs to

position, velocity, and wheelchair-direction were all calculated this way.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Visualization shows no clear position tuning patterns

To visualize the position-tuning properties for each neural unit, I constructed the

position-tuning diagrams (see section 3.4) to show the average normalized spike

counts at different locations in the experimental space. Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 show

the position-tuning diagrams for all analyzed sessions for one neuron each in

monkey C and J, respectively. The displayed neurons were selected because they

had the highest session average tuning to position in reward coordinates. Yet,

no obvious or consistent position patterns (same day sessions started less than 15

minutes after the end of the previous session) are visible in either figures.
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FIGURE 4.7: Position diagrams for a monkey C neuron in all analyzed sessions. Colors represent mean normalizd
firing rate for the neuron. All diagrams are in room coordinates, and non-rewarded sessions are labeled. The black “+”
marks the reward location for that session. In non-rewarded sessions, the black “+” marks the reward location for the
rewarded sessions following them.
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FIGURE 4.8: Position diagrams for a monkey J neuron in all analyzed sessions. Colors represent mean normalizd
firing rate for the neuron. All diagrams are in room coordinates, and non-rewarded sessions are labeled. The black “+”
marks the reward location for that session. In non-rewarded sessions, the black “+” marks the reward location for the
rewarded sessions following them.
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Table 4.1: Wiener velocity decoding performance for monkey C and J. R-
of-prediction (R) and correlation coefficient (cc) between the predicted and ac-
tual velocities are shown for different types of sessions. All numbers represent
median˘interquartile range of 5-fold cross-validated session performances. vx
represents linear velocity, vθ represents rotational velocity.

R (vx) cc (vx) R (vθ) cc (vθ)
monkey C

all sessions 0.164 ˘ 0.093 0.220 ˘ 0.070 0.399 ˘ 0.172 0.457 ˘ 0.097
reward
sessions

0.168 ˘ 0.093 0.220 ˘ 0.070 0.380 ˘ 0.147 0.433 ˘ 0.079

no-reward
sessions

0.157 ˘ 0.125 0.214 ˘ 0.074 0.446 ˘ 0.160 0.479 ˘ 0.144

monkey J

all sessions 0.289 ˘ 0.099 0.310 ˘ 0.082 0.175 ˘ 0.242 0.324 ˘ 0.096
reward
sessions

0.258 ˘ 0.116 0.303 ˘ 0.089 0.165 ˘ 0.194 0.314 ˘ 0.083

no-reward
sessions

0.310 ˘ 0.042 0.319 ˘ 0.045 0.321 ˘ 0.061 0.440 ˘ 0.122

4.3.2 Wheelchair velocities can be decode from cortical neuronal responses

Cortical neuronal responses during both rewarded and non-rewarded sessions

were uitlized to decode linear and rotational velocities, the decoding performances

are show in Table 4.1. For monkey C, there was no significant difference between

velocity decoding performance in rewarded vs. non-rewarded sessions (Wilcoxon

rank-sum test). For monkey J, rotational velocity decoding performance was sig-

nificantly better (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p ă 0.05) in non-rewarded sessions

(median˘interquartile range; R=0.321˘0.061, CC=0.440˘0.122) than in rewarded

sessions (R=0.165˘0.194, CC=0.314˘0.083). Fig. 4.9 shows an example of decoded

translational and rotational velocities. While consistent with our findings in sec-

tion 2.3.1, the velocity decoding performance in these sessions were worse than

that in the passive trials of BMI experiment. I suspect the randomly generated

trajectories during this experiment may explain the decoding discrepancy. Also

see Fig. 4.9.
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FIGURE 4.9: Example of decoded translational and rotational velocity for mon-
key C and J. (A) For this session of monkey C,R “ 0.375 and 0.483 for translational
and rotational velocity. (B) For this session of monkey J, R “ 0.395 and 0.478 for
translational and rotational velocity. R of prediction was evaluated by 5-fold cross
validation

4.3.3 Wheelchair distance from reward cannot be decoded from cortical neuronal re-
sponses

In the previous study (section 2.3.3), distance from reward was decoded from the

neuronal responses of both monkeys. I plotted the population response to dis-

tance from reward (see section 2.2.7) in Fig. 4.10 for visualization. Fig. 4.10 shows

that for both monkeys, other than at distance very far from or very close to the

reward location, the neuronal ensembles did not seem to be modulated by dis-

tance from reward. The activity change at the far and close distances are likely

associated with the monkey grabbing and chewing the food reward.

Offline Wiener filter decoders were also trained to predict distance to reward
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FIGURE 4.10: Population responses as a function of distance to the reward loca-
tion in (A) monkey C and (B) monkey J. Colors in raster plots represent normal-
ized firing rate, and the bar graph shows the average unit modulation, calculated
by the average of the absolute values of all units’ normalized firing rate at each
distance. Data compiled from all sessions with rewarded trials.

location from cortical ensemble activity for both monkey in sessions with rewarded

trials. The decoding performances , evaluated from 5-fold cross-validation, were

abysmal. For monkey C, R-of-prediction (session median˘interquartile range)

was 0.000 ˘ 0.0001 and correlation coefficient was 0.123 ˘ 0.079. For monkey J,

R-of-prediction was 0.000˘ 0.000 and correlation coefficient was 0.114˘ 0.126. In

addition, the distance decoding performance did not differ significantly depend-

ing on the reward location in a session (Kruskal-Wallis test). Thus distance-tuning

did not seem to be present for either monkeys in this control experiment.

1 Recall that R-of-prediction of 0 indicates the prediction is worse than simply predicting the
average of the test data.
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4.3.4 Wheelchair position cannot be decoded from cortical neuronal responses

Offline decoding of wheelchair position in both room-coordinates and reward-

coordinates were performed. Performance was measured with mean-prediction-

error (MPE) in meters. For both monkeys, the MPE in room-coordinate and reward-

coordinate were identical for all sessions. MPE median˘interquartile range for

all sessions was 0.677 ˘ 0.056 for monkey C and 0.665 ˘ 0.083 for monkey J. For

both monkeys, the decoding performance in rewarded sessions (0.669˘ 0.024 and

0.658 ˘ 0.028 for monkey C and J) was significantly better (Wilcoxon ranksum

test, p ă 0.05) than that in non-rewarded sessions (0.729˘ 0.045 and 0.745˘ 0.055

for monkey C and J). However, reward location did not make a significant differ-

ence in positon decoding performance for either monkey (Kruskalwallis test). The

decoding performances were not significantly different between the two monkeys

for corresponding session conditions (all sessions, only rewarded sessions, or only

nonrewarded sessions; Wilcoxon ranksum test). Fig. 4.11B–I visualize the posi-

tion prediction performance over space. For all session conditions, decoders only

performed reasonably near the very center of the room and poorly near all edges.

Permutation tests showed that decoding performance was not significantly differ-

ent from chance level in any of the sessions. Therefore wheelchair position cannot

be decoded from cortical neuronal responses.
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FIGURE 4.11: Decoding of room location from neuronal ensemble activity. (A)
Box plots showing the distribution of decoding accuracy measured by the mean
prediction error (MPE) in meters, in monkey C and J. Different boxes represent
decoding performance distribution in different sessions, dots represent median
and vertical lines represent interquartile range. No session decoding performance
was significantly better than chance. all=all sessions, reward=sessions with reward
trials, no-reward=sessions with no rewarded trials. (*) and (**) indicates significant
distribution different with p-value ă 0.05 and ă 0.005 for Wilcoxon ranksum test.
(B-I) Color plots of MPE as a function of room location in representative session
of each type for monkey C (B–E) and monkey J (F–I). Red “+” indicates the reward
location of sessions following the non-rewarded session. Black “+” indciates the
reward location of rewarded sessions.

4.3.5 GAM shows individual neurons tuned to kinematic covariates

To quantify how wheelchair velocity, position, and direction are encoded by indi-

vidual neurons’ activities, I calculated for each neuron its position (in both room-

and reward-coordinate), direction, and velocity TD. Recall that TD of one or more

covariates measures the fraction of a neuron’s spike count deviance uniquely ex-
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plained by those covariates. The coordinate system did not make a difference in

the percentage of neurons tuned to position in rewarded sessions, but TDs in the

reward coordinate were slightly higher but not significant

I found that in rewarded sessions, coordinate system did not make a differ-

ence in percentages of neurons significantly tuned to position (Wilcoxon ranksum

test) in rewarded sessions. However, the TDs in reward-coordinates were signifi-

cantly higher than those in room-coordinate (Wilcoxon ranksum test, p ă 0.05) in

rewarded sessions. In addition, the TDs in reward-coordinates in rewarded ses-

sions were significantly higher than the TDs in room-coordinates in non-rewarded

sessions.

Table 4.2 lists the percentages of neurons in each monkey significantly tuned to

the different covariates. The table shows that on average, 52.9˘ 13.2% of neurons

in monkey C and 71.0 ˘ 10.9% of neurons in monkey J were tuned to position

in reward-coordinate per rewarded session. TDs to pairs of the three kinematic

covariates ( position, direction, and velocity) are plotted against each other in Fig.

4.12. Inspection of the TD values revealed that the range of both monkeys’ TD to

any of the three kinematic covariates is on par with that of monkey M (see Fig.

3.6 and Fig. 3.7). This may be due to the model specification here not involving

interaction between velocity and the other two covariates, therefore each main

effect is assigned overlapping deviance. This, however, is not a major concern

taking into the negative results from the distance and position decoding results.

4.4 Discussion

This study continued my investigation of the encoding of whole-body navigation

in monkeys’ cortical neurons by passively transporting monkeys on motorized

wheelchair through an experimental space with different reward location config-
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Table 4.2: Percentages (session mean˘std) of neurons with significant tuning to
different parameters by brain regions for monkey C and J. pos=significant TD
to position, β=significant TD to wheelchair direction, v=significant TD to velocity,
any=significant TD to any of {pos,β,v}, all=significant TD to all of {pos,β,v}, pos+β
pref =significant TD to pos or β is greater than tuning to velocity.

monkey C, R
PMd (n=11)

monkey C, L
M1+PMd
(n=69)

monkey C, all
(n=80)

monkey J, M1
(n=55)

any 6.5 ˘ 6.6% 84.0 ˘ 7.5% 73.3 ˘ 6.5% 89.9 ˘ 5.9%
all 0.0 ˘ 0.0% 12.5 ˘ 7.2% 10.8 ˘ 6.2% 16.5 ˘ 6.9%
pos 3.2 ˘ 5.8% 60.9 ˘ 15.3% 52.9 ˘ 13.2% 71.0 ˘ 10.9%
β 1.9 ˘ 3.9% 22.5 ˘ 10.7% 19.6 ˘ 9.0% 34.8 ˘ 12.5%
v 1.3 ˘ 3.3% 53.1 ˘ 14.0% 46.0 ˘ 12.1% 49.5 ˘ 8.2%
pos+β pref 4.5 ˘ 6.9% 54.0 ˘ 16.3% 47.2 ˘ 13.7% 65.9 ˘ 9.9%
v-pref 1.3 ˘ 3.3% 23.7 ˘ 13.9% 20.6 ˘ 11.9% 18.7 ˘ 5.1%

urations. This study differed from that in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 in that the

monkeys were transported passively and the reward condition was manipulated.

These differences were introduced to investigate the role of control strategy and

relevant landmarks in cortical spatial tuning.

Wheelchair velocity was decoded with moderate accuracy from neuronal en-

semble activities, consistent with our observations in the passive trials in Chapter

2. However, no tuning to distance from reward was observed and neither distance

nor position can be decoded from neural activities. While the range of position

and direction TD values for monkey C and J here were similar to those of monkey

M (see Fig. 3.6D-E), the lack of consistent spatial patterns in the visualization and

poor decoding performances would point to the conclusion that the cortical neu-

rons recorded do not encode the wheelchair’s position and direction in allocentric

coordinates. Even though I used a simpler algoritm (Wiener filter) compared to

the ANN used in section 3.9.1 to decode position in this study, this comparison

is valid because Wiener filter was able to decode position significantly better than

chance for some of the sessions in monkey M (ANN simply yieled better perfor-

mance).
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FIGURE 4.12: Scatterplots of tuning depth (TD) to position, wheelchair-
direction (β), and velocity for monkey C and J. (A,D) TD to position vs.
wheelchair-direction in monkey C and J. (B,E) TD to position vs. velocity in mon-
key C and J. (C,F) TD to wheelchair-direction vs. velocity in monkey C and J. In
all plots, only neurons that showed significant TD to either of the displayed co-
variate are plotted. The TD are in reward-coordinates and only rewarded sessions
are included. The black diagonal lines show where the two types of TD are equal.

These results would indicate that control strategy is important to the cortical

encoding of position and orientation I observed in the BMI navigation task. It ap-

pears the same type of information is not present during passive transport, regard-

less of reward positions, and therefore active navigation might be a pre-requisite

for M1 and PMd neurons to encode position and orientation during wheelchair

navigation. This is consistent with a previous study where rats’ hippocampal

place cells’ spatial selective activities were abolished during passive transport. In
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the passive transport task, rats were wrapped in towels and were free to look

around, they were then moved between different parts of an experimental arena.

Even in the classic theory of spatial processing, the spatial selective activities of the

place and grid cells are hypothesized to be derived in part from path-integration,

which may involve both vestibular and motor information. During passive trans-

port this motor information may be lacking and be different from that available

during active transport (see section 1.4.3.4), resulting in reduced spatial activities.

Whether similar mechanism can explain my observations here would require fur-

ther investigations. If true, this would also add evidence to the incorporation of

wheelchairs into animals’ body scheme [276].
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5

Discussion

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, I described my observations that monkey cortical neu-

rons in S1, M1, and PMd encoded spatial position and orientation in allocentric

coordinates during BMI-wheelchair navigation. In Chapter 4 I found that corti-

cal in neurons in M1 and PMd did not encode such information during passive

wheelchair transport. How do these findings fit into our current knowledge of

spatial processing in the brain?

The classical model of spatial processing proposes that the hippocampal struc-

tures store metric allocentric representation of space while the parietal cortex stores

metric egocentric representations [2, 214, 194]. More recent studies suggest that

parietal cortex also encode locomotor action structures (e.g. egocentric velocity)

[311]. This line of reasoning would exclude S1, M1, and PMd due to their lack of

direct projections with the hippocampal structures. However, as first mentioned

in section 1.4.4, the same line of reasoning has several weaknesses.

The prominence and theoretical simplicity of the classical model has influ-

enced most studies of spatial processing to continue to focus on the hippocampal

structures and the parietal cortex. However, studies exist that have found con-
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FIGURE 5.1: Ekstrom’s distributed network model of spatial processing updated
with S1, M1, and PMd. [Adapted from Ref. [72]]

tribution to allocentric spatial representations outside of the hippocampal struc-

tures. Unilateral lesions in rat M1 have been observed to impair spatial navigation

in Morris water maze task even in adult rats [152]. The authors noted the impair-

ment cannot be attributed to motor movement deficits since the rats did not have

problem performing normal motor tasks. Damages to rat right sensorimotor cor-

tex have been observed to result in deficit in allocentric spatial localization, and

induced a shift from an allocentric to an egocentric strategy in a maze navigation

task [273]. In the mouse retrosplenial cortex (RSC) [180], a subpopulation of neu-

rons were found to express a sparse, orthogonal and continuous representation of

a linear environment in a fashion highly similar to CA1 place-cells. These studies

suggest that even in rodents, allocentric spatial processing may be distributed in

areas outside of the hippocampal structures.

The need for a more distributed model of spatial processing is further justified

by the differences in rodents and primate neuroanatomy and lesion studies. For

example, lesions in posterior parietal cortex (PPC) result in severe spatial process-

ing impairments while affecting rats minimally (see section 1.4.4). In addition, rats
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aren’t even advanced enough to have a premotor cortex and its pareital cortex is

much less sophisticated than that of primates (see section 1.4). Therefore it would

be naive to apply the classical model formulated from rat studies to primates.

The distributed model of spatial processing (see Fig. 5.1) introduced by Ek-

strom [72] with the retrosplenial cortex (RSC) as the hub for allocentric spatial

navigation and the PPC as a hub for egocentric spatial navigation would fit both

the classical rodent studies, primate studies, and my observations in this disser-

tation. PMd and M1 receive dense projections from PPC. The premotor areas also

projects to RSC [298], the hub of spatial processing under the distributed model.

PPC neurons can encode stimuli locations in both world-[271] and object-centered

[55] reference frames. Coordinate frame transformation is required for visuomo-

tor tasks. Numerous studies [141, 142, 163, 89] have found that individual neu-

rons tuned in extrinsic coordinates in arm reaching tasks in these areas. Shen and

Alexander [262] have found that neurons in PMd preferentially represent target

location over limb trajectory. Therefore coordinate transformation for movement

is not only limited to the PPC in the cerebral cortex.

Indeed, recent theories propose most cerebrum brain areas participate in both

visuomotor and perceptual functions [164] and that the neocortex is essentially

multisensory [105]. In the past 20 years or so, BMI studies have shown the dis-

tributed coding property in the primate cortex (see section 1.3.4), that movement

parameters can be decoded from multiple neocortical areas. Navigation and mo-

tor movements are intimately related in primates, so it is not inconceivable that

navigation may be encoded in a distributed fashion in the primate brain similar

to that of movements.

Overall, my observations are both anatomically and functionally appropriate,

and may serve to expand the distributed model of spatial processing to include

S1, M1, and PMd.
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6

Conclusions

6.1 Contributions

This dissertation makes main contributions to the field of neuroscience and engi-

neering.

6.1.1 Wheelchair BMI

I was a part of the team to demonstrate the first intracortical BMI for continu-

ous wheelchair navigation in monkeys (Chapter 2), showing that intracranial BMI

could be used to restore whole-body mobility to severely paralyzed patients in the

future. The BMI decoder used for online control was produced by fitting Wiener

filters with the velocity and neural activities collected while the monkey was pas-

sively transported by the wheelchair. This is clinically significant since severly

paralyzed patients cannot produce overt body movements to train a decoder.

6.1.2 Expanding the distributed model of allocentric spatial representation

I found that during brain-controlled wheelchair navigation, the cortical neurons

in S1, M1, and PMd used to control the velocity of the wheelchair also encoded the
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wheelchair position and direction, and monkey’s own head direction in allocentric

coordinates (Chapter 2, Chapter 3).

My second study where monkeys are passively transported in an experimental

space with different reward locations demonstrated that active navigation may be

a prerequisite for allocentric spatial processing in M1 and PMd (Chapter 4).

Both of these studies add to the evidence against the classical dichotomy model

of spatial processing, and add premotor and primary sensorimotor corices to the

list of brain areas participating in a distributed network of allocentric spatial rep-

resentation. This is a significant contribution to the field of neuroscience because

the classical model of spatial processing is perhaps the most prominent model of

localized neural processing in the brain.

6.1.3 Wheelchair as a neuroscience research paradigm

Previously the majority of navigation studies have been conducted in rodents,

and those conducted in humans and non-human primates were almost always in

a virtual setting. The studies presented in this dissertation have shown that the

wheelchair can be a valuable experimental paradigm for neuroscience studies in

non-human primates, especially in the context of spatial navigation.

6.2 Future work

6.2.1 Active navigation

While studies in this dissertation demonstrate dorsal premotor and primary sen-

sorimotor cortices encode spatial parameters during active navigation, more in-

vestigations are needed. During active BMI navigation, the patterns of spatial

tuning observed in one of the monkeys were primarily front-back oriented (see

Chapter 3), this cannot be completely dissociated from reward expectation and

reach preparation, and weakens our evidence of allocentric spatial tuning. There-
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fore, active navigation experiments in which reward configurations are manipu-

lated (in the same way as in Chapter 4) would be needed to clarify these effects.

My analysis in Chapter 3 hinted at a correlation between amount of spatial

tuning and BMI performance. Therefore, in future active navigation experiments,

BMI control can be replaced by manual joystick control to eliminate the effects of

BMI, and allow for complete dissociation of egocentric versus allocentric neural

encoding.

6.2.2 Simultaneous encoding of covariates

Chapter 3 has shown that covariates not directly controlled by a BMI can also

be decoded during BMI operation. While this is not surprising in natural limb

movements (see section 1.3.4), it is unclear how this is achieved when the neuronal

ensemble has to modulate their activities enforced by a decoder mapping.

The simplest hypothesis is that in population decoding, the decoder output

is dependent on the correlated neural activities, or the value of a neural vector

whose dimensions are the individual neuron’s spike counts. When many neu-

rons are involved, the neural vector space is vast and can encode multiple vari-

ables simultaneously. The passive decoder calibration procedure in Chapter 2 was

biomimetic in that the cortical responses to velocity during passive transport was

used, and therefore the neural subspace needed to operate velocity decder may

be very similar to the natural velocity neural subspace.

If this hypothesis were true, then monkeys using a decoder that operates in a

neural subspace that is orthogonal to one that was fitted from passive navigation

data would demonstrate slow learning curve and low performance. Conversely,

monkeys using a decoder operating in an existing neural subspace should demon-

strate a faster learning curve. A decoder operating in an existing neural subspace

can be derived from the neuronal ensemble’s covariance structure during natural
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tasks not necessarily related to the eventual BMI task [15]. The concept of natural

and enforced neural subspace in BMI operation was recently framed in terms of

learning by Golub [107] and Sadtler [246].

The second prediction of this hypothesis would be that as the neuronal en-

semble size becomes smaller, performance gain in BMI control (e.g. velocity in

wheelchiar BMI) would be accompanied by worse encoding of non-task variables

(e.g. spatial parameters). These are all testable hypotheses.

Decoding of reach state – talk about switching decoders

6.2.3 BMI decoding strategies

The simultaneous encoding of non-decoded parameters by neuronal ensemble

during BMI operation raises many possibilities for improving BMI decoding. In

a bimanual BMI reach task [134], a switching decoder was able to detect which

avatar arm the monkey wanted to use and use the velocity decoder specific to

that arm. The ability to decode reward condition [229, 230, 182], execution er-

ror and outcome error [112, 76, 277, 65, 100] have inspired proposals of adap-

tive BMI decoders facilitated by these signals for feedback. Even-chen [76] has

recently demonstrated an auto-deleting intracortical typing BMI using simulta-

neous execution-error detection. Similar decoding strategies can be applied to

wheelchair navigation. For example, the wheelchair BMI computing the rota-

tional and linear velocity of the wheelchair is noisy. But information about the

user’s target location can be used to modify the decoder outputs to make naviga-

tion more efficient, by either incorporating the spatial information into an adap-

tive reinforcement learning framework, or by using the same information to pro-

vide a prior probability distribution for the decoder velocity commands in a Bayesian

framework.
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